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Abstract
Title of Thesis: This Heathen People: The Cognitive Sources of American Missionary
Westernizing Activities in Northern Siam. 1867 - 1889.
Thesis directed by: Dr. Fred H. Ncklason, Assistant Professor, Department of History
The study of American Presbyterian missionary activities in northern Siam presents the historian
with a puzzle. While the missionaries went to convert the northern Thai to Christianity, the
westernizing activities in which they engaged hampered that goal. Social scientific theory and a
survey of nineteenth-century American Protestant missionary activities in other areas indicates
that the source of missionary activities lay in their evangelical world view.
Evangelicals divided the world into two incompatible spheres, one good and the other evil.
American evangelicals, consequently, perceived non -evangelicals as a threat and dealt with them
by trying to convert them. Evangelicals embodied their dualism in a vari ety of missionary and
reform movements which evolved a set of activities directed at exerting social control over
American society through "moral therapy." The missionaries in northern Siam, products of the
conservative Old School Presbyterian branch of ni neteenth-century American evangelical
culture, carried out the same set of activi ties as did the missionary and reform movements in the
United States.
The thesis concludes that the Presbyterian missionaries in northern Siam carried out westernizing
activities, even to the detriment of their stated goal of converting the region to Chris tianity
because of their dualistic heritage. They assumed that in order to convert the northern Thai to
Christianity they must replace northern Thai culture with American cult ure. Hence, their
educational, medical, and technological activities were directe d at created a "proper" cultural
environment for establishing Christianity in northern Siam."

2006 Introduction
At some point around 1980 or thereafter, the Payap College Manuscript Division (now
Payap University Archives) received a set of microfilm records of the Presbyterian Church's
Siam and Laos Missions donated by Dr. Maen Pongudom. Dr Maen had just completed his
landmark dissertation on American Presbyterian mission ary attitudes towards Buddhism in
Thailand, and he was kind enough to deposit this very important set of microfilmed reco rds with
the Manuscript Division. As the Head of the Division (and the only native language speaker of
English on the staff), I took it upon myself to prepare the "finding aid" for these records and to
that end began to delve into the contents of the micro films. They contain the field
correspondence and reports of all of the Presbyterian missionaries who served in Siam and
northern Siam between 1840 and 1910, and the more I read these records the more upset I
became. Back in the 1980s most missionaries and many Thai church leaders in the Church of
Christ in Thailand believed that the Thai church was weak and leaderless because of the natur e
of Thai culture and society. One heard, not infrequently, the statement, "That's just the way they
are," referring to "the Thai." What I found in the records of the missions, however, told a very
different story. They revealed a massive prejudice against Thai culture, society, and religion
embodied in missionary attitudes, behavior, and mission policies. Swinging to the ot her extreme,
I came to feel that the churches were "the way they were" because of the missionaries!
My first reaction was anger, and I vented that anger in m y privately published
book, Khrischak Muang Nua. My second reaction was a deeper puzzlement regarding American
Presbyterian missionary strategy, especially in northern Thailand. The missionaries, so fa r as I
could see, went about their evangelistic enterprise in a manner guaranteed to minimiz e the
number of converts they would gain while creating a great deal of friction with northern Thai
society. They, furthermore, emphasized modernization at the expe nse of work with their
churches, which again seemed obviously counter-productive over the long run. Behind the
vagaries of health and personality conflicts, there also lay an almost all -pervasive approach to
missions that wittingly eschewed the contextuali zation or accommodation of the Christian
message. Why?
It was clear from the records that the missionaries brought their attitudes and prejudices
with them from the United States, and the answer to my question could best be answered by
further study of the American sources of missionary ideology and behavior. In the Fall of 1984,
my family and I moved to Laurel, Maryland, and I took up studies in history at the University of
Maryland. From the beginning, I intended to find an answer to my question about th e nature of
Presbyterian missionary motivation. The result of my search is this thesis.
Although not without its challenges and problems, I enjoyed the research and writing
process and came away from UMD with an M.A. in American social history. I returned to Chiang
Mai in January 1988, however, feeling that I had not actually found a satisfying answer to my
question. The immediate sources of Presbyterian missionary thought in nineteenth -century
northern Siam were still not clear to me, although I did have a much better idea of the larger
American cultural attitudes, values, and belief systems the missionaries drew on to shape their
policies in the North. But, how did they acquire those attitudes, values, and belief systems? That
question lay fallow for more than a decade, awaiting further research, which I was finally able to
carry out in the research I did for my doctoral dissertation, "Prelude to Irony."

"This Heathen People," nonetheless, represents an important step forward in my own
thinking about Presbyterian missionary attitudes an d their practice of mission in northern
Thailand. As much as I enjoy the study of the past, I was never particularly inter ested in
American church history until I started to do the research for this thesis. What I found was that
the study of American Christianity and the church in the United States encompasses a rich
variety of subjects, fields, and exciting issues that touch directly on the life of the churches of
Thailand. I also began to appreciate the complexities of the worldviews that Presbyterian
missionaries inherited from their own culture and times. It became clear that they brought with
them to Siam a conservative evangelical fund of "common wisdom" widely accepted in their own
nation, a wisdom that only a very few of them ever questioned or tried to transcend. Another
thing I discovered was the crucial relationship between Western philosophical traditions and
church history in Thailand, a theme that only emerges with more clarity in my doctoral research.
This thesis also marked an important step in my understanding of how Western cultures,
including my own, have dealt with othe r cultures around the world. While it is nothing new to
many, for me the discovery of the Euro -centric concept of dualism, which European col onists
imported into North America, has helped me to better understand missionary history and my own
personal story. This is not to say that Asian cultures are without their own dualistic attitudes
towards the world around them. Ethnic Thais, for example, have inherited a dualism that divides
space into opposing spheres of civilized territory and wilderness. Anything h aving to do with the
forest, thus, is considered dangerous and even evil, including the "forest people" ( khon pa) who
live there-hence the nasty prejudice many lowland Thais hold against hill tribal Thais (Karen,
Lahu, etc.). Western dualism, however, has traditionally divided space on religious grounds into
incompatible spheres of good and evil, God and Satan. In the United States, at least, t his
dualistic approach taints nearly all of American cultures. Ronald Regan's famous description of
the former Soviet Union as an "evil empire" is a notable example of how Americans look at the
world generally.
The years that I worked on "This Heathen Peo ple," 1984 through 1987, have many happy
associations for me and for my family. We lived in Laurel, Maryland, and involved ourselves in
the life of the Laurel Presbyterian Church. My history of that congregation is a by-product of the
research I was already doing on Presbyterian missiona ry history. I did most of the research for
this thesis at McKeldin Library in the days when the on line catalog was just coming into use.
The endless hours at McKeldin w ere good hours. That was the "old" McKeldin with its dim &
dingy old-fashioned stacks that snaked through the building here and there. In the greater world
of historical scholarship, "This Heathen People" is an exceedingly humble piece of journeyman's
history. In the much smaller world of the study of Thai church history, it represents an im portant
second step in the academic development of tha t field. I mentioned Dr. Maen's dissertation
above. Dr. Maen first explored some of the themes that I later took up , and he was the one who
initiated the critical historiographical study of the Western missionary movement in Thailand.
Unfortunately, once Dr. Maen returned to Thailand his life took several turns all of them leading
him away from further historical resea rch and writing. For better and for worse, I took it upon
myself to build on this work by pursuing further critical study of the Presbyterian missionaries
(and, eventually, others).
"This Heathen People" is an important work in the study of Thai church an d missions
history, and I am glad to finally get it up and running on this website. I t rust it will be of some
use to visitors to herbswanson.com. Please do remember that the thesis is protected by copyright
laws and that it is not to be downloaded or copi ed in full. Shorter quotations for academic
purposes are, however, perfectly in order. Enjoy!

Herb Swanson
Ban Dok Daeng
July 2006
Edition Notes
This is the third version of "This Heathen People" and differs in important ways from
either of the previous versions. The first version is, of course, the hardcopy original approved
by the University of Maryland in 1987. The second version was the first electronic version of
the thesis, which was uploaded onto herbswanson.com in 2006. At that time, I corrected a
number of spelling mistakes, changed awkward wording in a couple of places, and made a few
changes in style. The pagination was not that of the original, and unfortunately I had lost my
computer files for the Introduction and Chapter Three. They had to be scanned, which introduced
a raft of mistakes some of which survived into the electroni c version. I was not able to capture
the Thai script that I used for some citations in Chapter One, and I had to substitute a translated
English title for the Thai title.
This current version (2012) of "This Heathen People" is the third version. As it turned
out, some ten pages of Chapter Three did not "make it" into the first electronic version, and I
wasn't in a position to correct the problem until now. For this versi on, those pages had to be
scanned again, and more mistakes have crept in to the text even as I have found and corrected
others. Readers will note that there is no pagination indicated at all in this version. Those who
need it for citations may rely on the P DF version for each chapter.

1987 Introduction
In early April 1867. the first west ern Protestant missionaries to work in northern Siam[1 ]
arrived in Chiang Mai, Siam, the chief city of the region. The Rev. Daniel and Sophia McGilvary
were American Presbyterians. Until that time no westerners had lived permanently in Chiang
Mai, and, indeed, the western world knew very little about the nort hern Siam. The Siamese
government itself claimed only nominal suzerainty over its northern territories, and the wor ld
events of the nineteenth century had left northern Siam largely untouched. The arriv al of the
McGilvarys, therefore, marked a significant event in the history of northern Siam. Profound
political and social changes followed.
The McGilvarys and the Presbyterian missionaries who followed them contributed to that
change. They introduced western medicine, education, ideas, and technologies into the region.
They allied themselves with the growing political power of the Siamese government and helped
to increase that power. Their preaching and promotion of an alien religion weakened traditional
structures and values. In short, th e American Presbyterian missionaries introduced the western
world into northern Siam.[2]
Yet, the significance of the American Presbyterian missionaries as agents of social change
has left historians with a puzzle. The missionaries went to northern Siam for the single purpose
of propagating their Protestant Christian faith. Nothing else mattered to them nearly so much as
the Christianization of northern Siam.[3] While they changed northern Thai society In many
areas, however, a series of historical studies suggests that what these missionaries actually did
contributed little to attaining their stated goal.
Maen Pongudom's study of the m ethods the Presbyterian missionaries used to spread their
religious message in nineteenth-century Siam, for example, shows that their words, ideas, and
methods failed to communicate meaningfully in Thai culture. Maen argues that communication
strategies like those of the early Christian apologists could have succeeded in Siam. But the
American Protestant missionaries failed to use such strategies.[4] Alex Smith's study of
missionary evangelism argues that the missionaries failed to convert large numbers of Siamese to
Christianity because their activities failed to promote the growth and s trength of the churches
they established. They did not, that is, establish a strong indigenous base for spreading their
message.[5] My own research indicates that the Presbyterian mission In northern Siam devoted
so much attention to medical and educationa l work it distracted Itself from its evangelistic
mission. That mission expended most of Its energy and resources In activities that failed to
promote the conversion of large numbers of northern Thai. [6]
The puzzle is this: why did the missionaries In northe rn Siam not do what they came to
do, namely, convert the people to Christianity? Why did they, instead, go off on what appears in
retrospect to have been an evangelistic ally unproductive tangent? Since that "tangent"
Introduced significant social change In to northern Siam. The apparent contradiction between
missionary goals and activities provides a key to understanding the form and content of
nineteenth-century westernization In that region.
In a vague, general way, the records of the Presbyterian mission aries In northern Siam
point to a solution to the puzzle missionary activity In northern Siam propounded. Those records
show that the missionaries clothed themselv es in a rigidly prejudicial attitude about northern
Thai culture and religion that prevented northern Thai values from influencing the missionaries

in return. External circumstances and events in northern Siam did not force the missionaries to
act In certain ways. It would seem, then, quite possible that they brought the puzzle of their
activities with them and that Its origins lay In the sociocultural heritage of the missionaries
themselves.
It is the thesis of this study that the westernizing activities of the Presbyterian
missionaries in northern Siam grew out of their nineteenth -century American sociocultural
heritage. Ideas reveal the consciousness of people and play a significant part in shaping human
events because of the powerful influence they have over people's beliefs and actions. In short,
meaningful human activity grows out of Ideas. It follows that the riddles of missionary activity
In northern Siam could have their sources and the ir solutions in the cognitive consciousness of
nineteenth-century American evangelical[7] culture.
While this study is an exercise in "intellectual history. " It focuses not ideas in and of
themselves but, rather, on how those ideas influenced activities of the Presbyterian missionaries
in northern Siam. It seeks to understa nd why the missionaries built schools and hospitals, opened
a press, and utilized various technologies at the expense of their stated goal. The pur pose here is
to examine how the missionaries thought about themselves, their religion, and their work in
order to understand why they acted as they did.
As the following chapters describe, missio nary thought encompassed a number of
interrelated concepts that formed a coherent, complex worldview. At the core of that world view
rested the idea of dualism, a decept ively simple concept that taught that all of reality was
divided Into two distinct, incompatible spheres. The missionaries believed that they represented
the sphere of Truth while northern Thai culture and religion stood within the sphere of Evil. The
dualism of the Laos Mission originated In its nineteenth -century conservative evangelical
heritage. and the bulk of this thesis traces the lines of that heritage from the United States to
northern Siam.
The evangelical ideas of conversion and revivalism gave substance to evangelical dualism
by teaching evangelicals how to deal with anyone who d id not think or act like they did.
Conservative evangelicals interpreted their dualism to mean that they must convert non evangelicals to their piety. Revivalism provided one means for achieving those conversions. The
language and methods of Scottish Enlightenment philosophy and nineteenth -century American
Presbyterian theology further refined the dualism of the Laos Mission so that it did, in fact,
appear to them to be entirely sensible and logical.
The ideas of conversion and revivalism and the philosoph ical systems of Scottish
philosophy and Presbyterian theology interacted with each other and with dualism through yet
another set of ideas that included millennialism, p rogress, America as the Chosen Nation, and
providence. These concepts encompassed all o f time within the categories of dualism, provided
conservative evangelicals with a philosophy of history. gave religious meaning to political
structures, and equipped evangelical Americans with a supreme confidence in the tightness of
their beliefs.
Each of these ideas presupposed and gave meaning to the rest. Millennialism. the
expectation of the Second Coming of Christ, promoted a belief in progress. Evangelicals linke d
the idea of progress, in turn, to the working of providence in human affairs. They th en. in
another turn, equated providence and progress with the place of their nation In wor ld affairs.
They believed that through the leading of providence American would progressively usher in the
Millennium of God's reign on earth.

And each of these Ideas propelled conservative American evangelicals to action. They
believed that they must act to speed the coming of the Millenniu m. They could do so partly by
converting infidels, savages, and heathens through revivalistic efforts and partly by engaging in
moral and social reform movements that would allow them to exercise control over society for
the good of society. Evangelical control of society, so conservative evangeli cals reasoned, would
protect the moral fiber of the nation, make it worthy of its statu s as the New Israel, and promote
the perfection of society that must come to attain the Millennium.
Conservative evangelicals lived out this whole set of dualistic idea s In a complimentary
set of activities that it evolved over decades of trying to conver t the world to Protestant
Christianity. It used education and a variety of technological changes to spread the Protestant
message and plant it firmly in the minds of its own children and the many non -evangelical
groups found in the United States and around the world. Conservative evangelicals expected that
education would help reform the nati on by teaching all Americans "the knowledge of the Lord"
needed for America to achieve the Millennium. The advance of American technology reinforced
nineteenth-century evangelical belief In the progressive perfection of American society
provided, of course, that evangelical Protestantism remained the dominant creed of the nation.
Chapters One and Two set the stage for arguing the thesis of this study. Chapters Three
through Seven then gather in the various strands of the evangelical worldview and show how
each strand contributed to the world view and activities of the Laos Mission. The weight of these
descriptions of the origins of missionary activity leads to the conclu sion that the Laos Mission
took its dualistic worldview to northern Siam, defined northern Thai culture and religion as
heathen, and framed Its activities as the means t o conquer that heathenism.
A number of individuals have contributed a great deal to th e research and writing of this
thesis. I would like to particularly thank Dr. Fred Nicklason for his helpful advice and for
guiding me through the process of bringing ev erything together. The staff at the Presbyterian
Historical Society provided Important and timely reference assistance. The people at St. John
United Methodist-Presbyterian Church in Columbia, Maryland, where I served as Interim Pastor
during the writing of the thesis, deserve rich thanks for their support and encouragement.
Thanks, finally, goes to Nee. This would never have been written apart from her love.
Notes
[1] Thailand is referred to by its official nineteenth -century name "Siam."
[2] This thesis uses the term "westernizatio n" rather than "modernization." Missionary social change inv olved the
transfer of western ideas, Institutions, methods, or technologies. "Westernization" is a more precise and avoids
the sometimes highly charged debate over the m eaning of "modernization.' See The American Heritage
Dictionary of the English Languag e, s.v. "westernize." See also Peter N. Steams. "Modernization and Social
History Some Suggestions, and a Muted Cheer." Journal of Social History 14 (Winter 1980): 189 -210; Raymond
Grew. "More on Modernization." Journal of Social History 14 (Winter I960): 1 79-88: and Joseph R. Gusfleld.
"Tradition and Modernity: Misplaced Polarities in the Study of Social Change." American Journal of
Sociology 72 ( January 1967): 351 -62
[3] Daniel McGilvary, A Half Century Among the Siamese and the Lao . (New York: Revolt 191 2). 78-9: and
Daniel McGilvary to Arthur Mltchell. August 23. 1884, vol. 4. Records of the Board of Foreign Missions of the
Presbyterian Church U.S.A.. Presbyterian Hist orical Society. Philadelphi a.
[4] Maen Pongudom. "Apologetic and Missionary Proclamatio n: Exemplified by American Presbyterian
Missionaries to Thailand (1828 -1978). Early Church Apologists: Justin Martyr. Clement of Alexandria and
Origen. and the Venerable Buddhadasa Bhikku. A Thai Buddhist Monk-Apologist" (Ph.D. diss.. University of
Otago, 1979).

[5] Alex G. Smith. Siamese Gold: A History of Church Growth In Thailand (Bangkok: Kanok Bannasan. 1982).
[6] Herbert R. Swanson. Khrischak Muana Nua: A Study In N orthern Thai Church History (Bangkok: Chuan
Press. 1984).
[7] "Evangelicalism" refers to the American Protestant movement that arose out of revivalism and emphasized
personal conversion experiences and the proselytlzation of the "unconverted." While It may be more precise to
refer to the "evangelical sub -culture." committed evangelicals often experienced evangelicalism as a total
culture. See Charles I. Foster, . An Errand of Mercy: The Evangelical United Front 1790 -1837 (Chapel Hill:
University of North Caro lina Press. 1960). viii. cf . 39: and G. Gordon Bro wn, "Missions and Cultural
Diffusion." American Journal of Sociology 5 (November 1944): 214 -19.

Chapter One
The American Presbyterian mission in northern Siam, founded in 1867, brought the heirs
of two vastly different cultures into contact with one another. On the one side stood the
descendents of the once rich and powerful Tai[1] Kingdom of Lan Na ("Kingdom of a thousand
rice fields"). On the other side stood the American heirs of Calvin, Knox, and the Puritans. The
study of missionary activities in northern Siam begins with each of these heritages.
I
While historians still do not know with any certainty how the Tai came to live in modern
day northern Thailand, they generally assume that the Tai migrate d into the region from the
north during the eleventh century A.D. [2] The history of th e Lan Na Kingdom started with King
Mangrai (1239-1317), who began his career in 1259 as the ruler of a minor Tai city -state and,
during a twenty year period, extended hi s power over various other minor states in northern
Thailand until he became an important figure in the region. In 1281 he conquered the ancient and
powerful city-state of Haripunjaya and cemented his dominance over a large territory. After
these conquests, Mangrai proceeded to enliven the cultural life of his emerging kingdom by
importing craftsmen and artists from other states and by promoting the Buddhist religion. In
1296 he also began the construction of a new capital, Chiang Mai (new city), for his La n Na
Kingdom. By the time of his death in 1317, King Mangrai had laid the foundations f or a
Buddhist state of regional importance with Chiang Mai as its centerpiece. One scholar has
written that, "The new city had a brilliant destiny not only as a politica l center but also as a
cultural center." [3]
By the end of the fourteenth century, the Lan Na Kingdom achieved both political stability
and experienced the flowering of an impressive Buddhist culture. Chiang Mai became a widely
recognized center of Buddhist art and learning. Its monks created an impressive Buddhist
literature for which they won a reputation as skillful in the use of Pali, the sacred language of
Theravada Buddhism. The kingdom reached its cultural and political heights during the reign of
King Tilokaracha who reigned from 1441 until 1487. [4]
The period of power and cultural flowering lasted for only a brief era, however, and by the
early sixteenth century the Lan Na Kingdom entered a phase of permanent decline caused in
large part by incompetent political leadership. In 1558 the Burmese invaded and captured Chiang
Mai, bringing to an end the Mangrai dynasty. For the next two hundred years the region suffered
through a long era marked by Burmese domination, war, revolt, internal dissension, unrest,
repression, and cultural decline. [5] At the end of that era, a Thai army captu red Chiang Mai in
1776, and the northern states then regained a measure of self -rule under the nominal suzerainty
of Bangkok. In spite of forceful political leadership a nd modest attempts at cultural revival, the
centuries of tumult and decline made it imp ossible for northern Siam to regain the glory of its
golden years. [6]
The first American Presbyterian missionaries arrived in Chiang Mai in April 1 867 during a
crucial period in northern Thai history. The French controlled portions of Indo -China and the
British dominated Burma, an old and powerful rival of Siam, with frightening ease. Siam felt it
could no longer allow its northern states the autonom y they had enjoyed for decades, and in 1870
it initiated the long process of integrating northern Siam poli tically and culturally into the
Siamese state. [8] To that end, one scholar argues, the Bangkok government encouraged the

Presbyterians to go to Chiang Mai to weaken its traditional political and social structures. That
the missionaries did, in fact, have far reaching influence in the North, implies that Bangkok used
them successfully. In any event, the Siamese government in 1874 placed a viceroy in Ch iang Mai
and, thereby, gradually gained control over taxation and revenues, the local economy, and
government bureaucracy in northern Siam. Revolutions broke out in 1889 and again in 1902, but
Bangkok successfully suppressed each of them and by 1908 it ful ly incorporated the North into
the Siamese state. [9]
When the first missionaries went to Chiang Mai, then , they entered a region which had
only recently emerged from centuries of unrest with no hope of attaining even a shadow of its
former greatness. It remained isolated from the larger world by a long journey up river which
could take as long as three months to complete. The old ways and traditional power structures
still dominated northern Thai life. The missionaries played no small part in bringing about the
changes their arrival in Chiang Mai portended.
II
The turmoil-ridden history of Chiang Mai, however, represented only one element in the
equation of missionary activity in northern Siam. The Pr esbyterians also brought a past with
them, one which went back to the Prote stant Reformation, the Calvinistic "Reformed" and
"Presbyterian" churches of Europe and Britain, and American history going back into colonial
times. That history profoundly affected the development of missionary activity in northern Siam.
In the late seventeenth century, Calvinists established Presbyterian churches in the
English colonies gaining their strongest foothold in the Middle colonies where Presbyterianism
eventually became the largest single religious grouping. Under the leadership of the Rev. F rancis
Makemie, the Presbyterians organized a presbytery in 17 06 which they expanded into the
General Synod in 1716. During the American Revolution the Presbyterians closely identified
themselves with the revolutionary cause, and they emerged from the Revo lution as one of the
most prestigious religious bodies in the United States. In 1788 they completed the organizational
development of American Presbyterianism by founding the General Assembly of the Presbyterian
Church in the United States of America.
Although emerging from the Revolution as the largest religious sect in the United States,
the Presbyterians did not expand as rapidly after 1800 as did the Methodists or the Baptists.
While those denominations enthusiastically embraced the revivalism of th e Second Great
Awakening, that movement reawakened an older controversy among Presbyterian s concerning
the use of revivalism to gain adherents. An "Old School" faction emerged which acknowledged
the importance of revivals but distrusted the more radical te ndencies of frontier revivalism. That
faction wanted to limit the use of revivalism among Presbyterians. The "New School" faction, on
the other hand, sought to make greater use of revivalism. After years of bickering, the Old
School faction in 1837 forced an open split between the two groups that led to the establishment
of two denominations each claiming to be the "true" Presbyterian Church U.S.A. The two
churches did not reunite until after the Civil War. [10]
The Presbyterian factional struggle culminating in the 1837 split had a direct bearing on
the founding of the Laos Mission. Among othe r things, the two sides differed sharply over the
denominational role in missions. Beginning in 1801, the Presbyterian Church c ooperated with
various New England Congregationalist bodies in the "Plan of Union," an agreement that reduced
competition between missionaries and churches in frontier areas. The Plan allowed local
churches to associate with both denominations and call pas tors from either. Under the Plan,
many New England Congregationalists in New York, Ohio, and other western states joined the

Presbyterian Church greatly enlarging what became the New School Presbyterian faction. The
Congregationalists and Presbyterians als o worked together in the American Board of
Commissioners for Foreign Missions (A.B.C.F.M.) and the American Home Missionary Socie ty
(A.H.M.S.), through which the Presbyterians channeled most of their missionary efforts.
Old School Presbyterians felt uneasy about cooperating with the Congregationa lists who,
they believed, represented a heretical danger to Presbyterian orthodoxy. The Old School wanted
to discontinue that cooperation, limit the role of the New School within the Presbyterian Church,
and establish denominational control over Presbyteri an missionary activities so that Presbyterian
missions propagated "true" Christian fait h. In order to attract the resources of Presbyterian
churches into distinctly Presbyterian m issionary efforts, an Old School group established the
independent Western Foreign Missionary Society (W.F.M..S) in 1831. It used the W.F.M.S. to
forestall a New School drive to make the A.B.C.F.M. the official foreign missions arm of the
denomination. [11] After the 1837 split, the Presbyterian Church (Old School) severed all
relations with the interdenominational societies and established the Board of Foreign Missi ons to
oversee its foreign missionary effort. [12]
It was the Board of Foreign Missions which sent the first Presbyterian missionaries to
Bangkok and, a generation later, approved the establishment of a mission station in Chiang Mai.
The beginnings of Presbyterian work in northern Siam, then, grew out of a heritage that reached
back to the Protestant Reformation itself. That same heritage embodied the ideological
framework which Presbyterian missionaries took with them to northern Siam.
III
Protestant missionary work in Siam began in August 1828 when the first two Protestant
missionaries, representing the London Missionary Society, arriv ed in Bangkok. [13] In the early
1830s, the A.B.C.F.M. and the American Baptists established the earliest permanent Prote stant
missions in Bangkok. Thereafter, the Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions conducted a survey
trip to Bangkok in 1838 and sent its first couple to Bangkok two years later. Illness and
discouragement forced that couple to leave in 1844, but a new Pre sbyterian contingent arrived in
Bangkok in 1847, establishing a Presbyterian presence broken only by World War II. During the
first years of the Presbyterian Siam Missio n, the King of Siam suspected that the American
missionaries were foreign political agents, and he restricted their work accordingly. The
situation improved in 1851, however, when King Mongkut (r. 1851 -1868) came to the throne.
Mongkut maintained cordial relations with the missionaries and used them to help introduce
western ideas and technologies into his nation. The Presbyterian mission founded schools, built a
printing plant, and carried on medical work in addition to it s routine evangelistic activities. By
1860 the Siam Mission was firmly rooted in Bangkok and planning to expand its work into other
cities.
Missionary interest in the northern Thai began with the Rev. Dr. Dan Beach Bradley, the
most influential and famous of the early missionaries. Bradle y went to Siam in 1835 under the
A.B.C.F.M. and later transferred to the American Missi onary Association (A.M.A.), a missionary
agency working primarily among slaves and freedmen in the United States. [14] In the 1850s
Bradley developed contacts with north ern Thai delegations that visited Bangkok periodically to
swear allegiance to the King of Siam. He talked with members of these delegations and gave
them tracts, but his small mission never had enough funds to undertake a permanent mission in
northern Siam.
Bradley left that task to the Presbyterians and his own son -in-law, the Rev. Daniel
McGilvary. McGilvary arrived in Bangkok in 1858, and soon married Sophia Bradley, who then

joined the Presbyterian mission. In 1861 the McGilvarys opened the mission's s econd station, at
the town of Phet Buri, south of Bangkok, where they encountered the l ong resettled descendants
of northern Thai prisoners of war. Spurred by stories of Bradley's encounters with the northern
Thai delegations and contacts with the northern Thai of Phet Buri, McGilvary and the Rev.
Jonathan Wilson took a survey trip to Chiang Mai in 1863. They returned to Bangkok excited by
they saw, but it took them more than three years to work through all of the arrangements
necessary to establish a permanent mission in Chiang Mai. The McGilvary family finally left for
Chiang Mai in January 1867, and the Wilsons followed them a year later.
The McGilvarys intended only to establish a mission station of the Siam Mission, but the
Board of Foreign Missions soon recognized the Chiang Mai Station as a separate mission, the
"Laos Mission." [15] The history of the Laos Mission divides into three gen eral periods, the first
of which began in 1867 and ended abruptly in September 1869. During this period, people came
in crowds, even from distant villages, to see the McGilvary family, and the two elder M cGilvarys
took advantage of their visibility to prea ch their message. They soon gained seven converts
which they believed marked the beginning of a "mass movement" to Ch ristianity. The arrival of
the Wilson family in 1868 added to the sense of progress, bu t this first period came to a bloody,
sudden end when the chao muang (Prince or Lord) of Chiang Mai ordered the execution of two
converts. The remaining converts either fled or renounced their new religion, and it seemed
likely that the McGilvarys and Wilsons would have to leave. The chao muang continued to pose
a threat to the future of the mission until his death in 1870.
The second period in the history of the Laos Mi ssion lasted from 1869 until 1889. The
mission slowly recovered from the persecution of 1869, began to create the lasting shape of its
work, and expanded geographically into several new areas of northern Siam. McGilvary and
other members of the mission iti nerated through remote rural areas converting individuals and
organizing small groups of converts. The first missionary doctor arrived in 1871, and the mission
established its first permanent school, a girls' school, in 1879. By 1880 the mission establishe d
four churches, and in that year it opened work in another important region to the Nor th By the
end of the decade the mission's churches numbered 884 members scattered over a large
geographical area. The general scope and shape of missionary activity had emerged.
The final stage in the Laos Mission's history opened in 1889 with the arrival of a
contingent of "second generation" missionaries and a general expansion of the mission's
program. The mission established several hospitals, a system of itinerating medical evangelists,
pharmacies, and a leprosarium. It created a system of large board ing schools and village
parochial schools. opened a theological school, and founded a printing press. Yet, even as the
Laos Mission itself expanded, significant changes swept across northern Siam as transportation
and communications with Bangkok improved d ramatically. Those changes caused the Board of
Foreign Missions to conclude that it needed only one mission in Siam, and in 1920 it ordered the
unification of the Siam and Laos Missions. With that order, the history of the Laos Mission
ended.
IV
In the course of its history, the Laos Mission engaged in an impressive range of
westernizing activities. Indeed, from the time they began to prepare for the Chiang Mai mission,
McGilvary and Wilson planned to take as much of the West with them as possible. They fe lt they
needed a large supply of medicines and a doctor to help with the station's work. They wanted a
printing press. They believed that th eir success would depend in part upon erecting western-style
missionary homes and a chapel. [16] In his first annual report from Chiang Mai, McGilvary
again listed the things he "needed" to insure the success of his mission. His list included a press,

type fonts, homes built with western building techniques, a school, a chapel, and the materials
and techniques needed for literacy education. He observed that the members of the Laos Mission
had "come out from civilization" and none of the tools needed for eva ngelism existed in Chiang
Mai. [17]
The range of western products on these shopping lists demonstrates that McGilva ry and
Wilson assumed without thought that western ways, technologies, institutions, and ideas went
hand-in-hand with missionary evangelism They consistently acted on th at assumption and just as
consistently used western ideas and technologies in their eva ngelistic campaign to convert
northern Siam. At each turn of its histo ry, the Laos Mission introduced more westernizing
activities into its program.
Upon their arrival in Chiang Mai, the McGilvarys attracted large crowds of spectators, and
they used these crowds as a forum for preachin g their religion. They preached more, however,
than just a new religion: their evangelistic message and style advocated the ways of the We st.
McGilvary, for example, taught his listeners something of astronomy and geography t o prove the
superiority of western learning to that of traditional northern Thai Buddhist cosmology. He then
tried to associate Christianity with that superiority and, t hus, win converts.. McGilvary also
practiced medicine among the crowds as a way to gain their attention and sympathy. [18]
Sophia McGilvary's activities in those early years represented an equally radical
importation of the West into Chiang Mai. In northern Siam women received no formal education
so that very few could even read. Traditiona l religion, at the same time, severely limited their
role in religion, the heart and soul of the culture. Sophia presented a stark contrast as she mov ed
about the crowds, preaching and teaching in a manner quite unlike what they expected of a
women. She was clearly literate, educated, and very much of a religious leader. Sophia's very
presence, then, modelled a western conception of womanhood and religi on, one she reinforced
further when she formed a small woman's literacy class in 1868, the first recorded instance of
western-style education in northern Siam. [19]
Missionary evangelism attacked traditional northern Thai society not only through western
technologies and techniques but also with western religious ideas as well. The missionaries
preached religious beliefs and concepts such as sin, forgiveness, salvation, and heav en very
different from those of northern Thai Buddhism. They especially emphasized the contradicti ons
between their understanding of sin and that of Buddhism. Northern Thai Buddhism tau ght, in
essence, that the sinner could attain salvation through the acc umulation of merit an the
extinguishing of desires and attachments. The Laos Mission held that sal vation came only
through God's forgiveness given to those who believed in the westerniz ed Christian religion of
American Protestantism. [20]
As a part of its use of western religious ideas, the Laos Mission also attacked traditional
northern Thai animistic beliefs and spirit propitiation ceremonies and activities. Not infrequently
mobs in northern Siam forced individuals or families accused of witchcraft and demon
possession to flee their homes permanently. The missionaries challenged these beliefs, gave
haven to those accused of witchcraft, and interceded on their behalf with the authoritie s. They
taught their converts to eschew animistic rites and practices, and they used western medicines to
discredit the "native doctors'" reliance on propitiation rites. [21]
The missionaries particularly relied upon the use of western medicine to attract people to
their message. In his first letter from Chiang Mai, McGilvary wrote that he had treated a
considerable number of patients, including members of the royal fami ly, because he believed he
had a humanitarian duty to help where he could. He emphasize d, however, the value of his

medical work for winning converts. It demonstrated the superiority not only of western medicine
but also of western civilization and its rel igion. [22] Over the years, the Laos Mission
consistently affirmed its belief in the va lue of missionary medicine for gaining adherents to
Christianity. In 1912, for example, the mission's medical work played a key role in the
conversions of thousands to C hristianity during a malaria epidemic. [23]
Missionary hospitals, in fact, provided the earliest institutional setting within which the
mission conducted evangelistic activities. The mission opened its first temporary hospital in a
set of bamboo huts in 1872, and relatives and friends of patients normally stayed with the
patients to help care for them. The missionaries evangelized both the patients and those who
tended them and encouraged them to attend the hospital's daily chapel service. [24] The
missionaries also used the hospital to teach Siamese literacy as a way to introduce them to the
Bible. The mission had to teach Siamese literacy because it did have the resources to translate
and publish the Bible in the northern Thai script until years later. [25 ]
These early efforts eventually led to the development of a full -fledged missionary medical
program which dominated the importation of Western medicine into northern Siam well into the
twentieth century. The Laos Mission created the first system of western-style hospitals. It
established a cadre of medical evangelists to reach remote areas with medicine and evangelism.
It established the first leprosarium in Siam. It set up a laboratory to produce western medicines.
Missionary doctors conducted original m edical research and performed a long list of medical
"firsts." Taken together, the medical activities of the Laos Mission resulted in the first organized
system of western-style public health care in northern Siam. [26]
Comparable to its medical program, the Laos Mission also created an extensive
educational program in pursuit of the same e vangelistic goals. In an 1862 letter, McGilvary
defined education as the slow process of impressing young minds with the Christian religion, and
he argued that education played an important part in evangelism and in seeing that the children
of converts learned their parents' new religion. Citing the example of the missionaries who
planted Christianity long ago among the Anglo -Saxons, McGilvary claimed that in the past
missionaries often spread Christianity through the silent process of education rather than through
revivalistic campaigns. [27] Only through Christian schools, he believed, could the mission raise
up "an intelligent generation of enlightened Christians." [28]
Jonathan Wilson, second only to McGilvary in influence in the Laos Missio n, went so far
as to describe conversion to Christianity as an educational process. And the Rev. Chalmers
Martin, a capable young missionary who arrived in Chiang Mai in 1884 and la ter had a
distinguished academic career in the United States, wrote years l ater that Christian schools
quickened the "dulled minds" of "barbarous peoples." He believed that if the first century
apostles had lived in the nineteenth century they would have r elied on education to evangelize
the world.[29] The Laos Mission also expec ted its schools to produce "native" church leaders
who would eventually take over the evangelistic and other work of the mission.[30]
The mission's educational program stressed lit eracy education. In 1876 Sophia McGilvary
started a small literacy class for young girls that led in three years to the founding of the
mission's first school. In that same year of 1876, the mission also established its first Sunday
school, which it used primarily to teach illiterate converts how to read. When the mission
expanded the Sunday school four years later literacy instruction remained in the curriculum
despite the growing number of converts who could already read.[31] The missionaries promoted
literacy because they believed that Christians should read the Bible f or themselves, that those
who learned to read demonstrated their commitment to their new religion, and that literacy
increased a person's intelligence. [32]

As in the case of medicine, so also in education, the Laos Mission's work played a major
part in westernizing change. The mission took an important step in that direction in 1879 when
two young missionaries, Edna S. Cole and Mary M. Campbell, turned Sophia McGilvary's small
literacy class into a boarding school. By October 1879 that school grew to include twenty -five
full-time students, eighteen of whom boarded at the school. [33] The mission went on to create
the first western-style educational system in northern Siam. It's schools taught literacy, western
academic subjects including Siamese and English, western music, an d industrial and domestic
training. They trained teachers for the government school system which followed it. They trained
many of the children of the princes and government officials in northern Siam. And the mission
also created a fairly extensive system of village schools, normally related to local churches, that
fed "prime" students into the mission's boarding schools. In all of these ac tivities, the mission's
schools set the standards for measuring northern Thai educational quality. [34]
Women's education provides an outstanding example of the Laos Mission's educational
role in westernization. Traditional northern Thai religion stigmatized women with an inferior
status and limited their participation in religious activities, which deprived them of form al
educational opportunities since education was closely associated with religion. The Laos
Mission, to the contrary, pursued women's education with zeal. It believed th at women played
key roles in creating Christian homes, raising Christian children, supp orting local churches, and
teaching in church schools. It also believed that only educated women c ould do all these things
well. Thus, the mission went out of its way to educate women. It also opened the doors of the
teaching profession to women and hired the first professionally trained women in northern Siam
as teachers for its schools. [35] The miss ion, in short, tried to use education to westernize male female social relationships, women's social role, and the place of women in religion.
Those women joined with the other employees of the Laos Mission to work, and often
live, in a new social and institutional setting quite alien to traditional northern Thai society. Th e
mission hired both Christians and non -Christians as household servants, watchmen, gardeners,
porters, teachers, evangelists, pastors, hospital aides, construction workers, and printers; and it
consciously used such employment to westernize and Christiani ze its employees. In some cases it
hired potential converts in order to b ring them under its influence. In all cases, its members
taught their employees many of the skills and ideas needed to maintain the western character of
missionary home and institutional life. [36]
In doing so, the Laos Mission took advantage, perhaps unconsciously, of the traditional
northern Thai patron-client social system. In traditional society every individual had a patron to
whom was owed loyalty and service. Patrons, in turn, had the responsibility of protecting and
caring for their clients. The missionaries, in effect, established themselves as the patrons of their
converts and their employees. In this way they could exert considerable influence over those
under their patronage. [37] Thus, the missionaries attempted to use even traditional social
structures as channels for Christianization and westernization.
Beyond their medical and educational efforts, the Presbyterians employed other western
technologies to solve problems t hey faced in spreading their religion and expanding their
presence. Printing provides an outstanding example. Even before he arrived in Chiang Mai,
McGilvary wanted a printing press and type fonts for the distinct script and dialect of the North.
In later years, he and other missionaries continued to feel this need and even called it the Lao s
Mission's "greatest need." [38] The mission, as usual, justified a press on the grounds that it
could then distribute northern Thai Christian literature and spread its religious message more
effectively. It also wanted northern Thai Bibles so that conver ts and potential converts could
study the Bible for themselves. The mission made several attempts to transport a printing press
to Chiang Mai, but distance, cost, and te chnical frustrations prevented it from doing so until

1892 when it finally opened the C hiang Mai Mission Press. That press soon produced millions of
pages of printed northern Thai Bibles, tracts, and Christian literature per year, which it
distributed throughout the region. [39]
The fact that the mission set up the first press to print the northern Thai script, involved it
in another set of activities. In order to produce a printed literature, the Laos Mission
standardized the northern Thai language's scri pt, grammar, spelling, and usages. It compiled
dictionaries and grammar texts. It also produced courses of study in northern Thai for new
missionaries. The mission press became the largest and best northern Thai press, and, thus, when
the Siamese government extended its power into northern Siam it naturally turned to the
missionaries to fulfill its printing needs. In some years the press printed more material for the
government than it did for the mission itself. The press also did job work for the British teak
firms. As it carried out all of these tasks, the Chiang M ai Mission Press contributed significantly
to the spread of western ideas and Siamese power into northern Siam.[40]
Missionary building practices affords another example of how the Laos Mission used
western technologies. The mission built up an impressive physical plant that incl uded schools,
hospitals, church buildings, and missionary homes. It invested a great deal of time, effort, and
money in those buildings. And even here the missionaries b elieved that their buildings served an
evangelistic function: they presented visible pr oof of a permanent Christian presence and
attracted many curious visitors with whom the missionaries could discuss their religion. The
missionaries, furthermore, also ev angelized the workers they hired to build their buildings. In
the process of all of its building construction, the mission introduced a variety of building
techniques and tools into northern Siam including such things as brick making machines, new
ways to dig wells, new lighting systems, and even stained glass windows. [41]
In its medical, educational, and technological efforts, then, the Laos Mission became a
major source of westernization in northern Siam. It introduced new ideas which challenged the
traditional cosmology of northern Thai religion. It introduced new inst itutions, new medicines,
new languages, new attitudes about women, new architectural styles, new forms of music and
musical instruments, new patterns of employment, new ways of learning, a nd new technologies.
Indeed, by popularizing more "modest" styles fo r women and by outfitting upper-class women in
western fashions it even introduced new habits of dress. [42]
In 1881 the Norwegian traveler and naturalist, Carl Bock, visited Chiang Mai, and so
taken was he by the westernizing activities of the Laos Mission that he misunderstood its
underlying motivation. His description of the mission emphasized that the it's primary purpose
was to instruct and induce the "natives" to "apply themselves to industries of a nature to elevate
their minds, and to improve their general tone." He measured the success of the mission by its
ability to influence peoples' habits, and he concluded that while the mission had won few
converts it had "shed upon the count ry a ray of the light of civilization."[43] The Laos Mission,
in other words, engaged in westernizing activities to such an extent that the casual observer
could misunderstand the intention of the mission which, in theory, put evangelism first.
Conclusion
If its activities provide any measure, the Laos Mission simply assumed that western id eas,
institutions, and technologies complimented and promoted the spread of the Christian religion in
northern Siam. The available historical records show that it saw no contradiction between
investing its resources in medical or educational institutions o r in a printing press and its stated
goal of converting the people to Christianity. The school, the hospital, and the press all
contributed to that goal.

That assumption, furthermore, profoundly influenced mission conduct. It meant that the
Laos Mission put great store on the historical heritage of the Presbyterian Church and the
American nation while it ignored as unimportant the h eritage the Lan Na Kingdom. The
assumption meant that the Laos Mission could draw upon only the former heritage as it created
the pattern of its activities, which is to say the Laos Mission engaged in westernizing activities
simply because it assumed that it must. The question is, "Why did it m ake that assumption?"
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Chapter Two
Two facts stand out from the history of the Laos Mi ssion: first of all, the mission invested
significant amounts of time, finances, and pe rsonnel in the activities it imported from th e West;
and, second, the mission assumed that those activities would aid them in the Christianization of
northern Siam. Taken together, these two facts suggest a partial answer to the puzzle of why the
Laos Mission seemed to set goals which its activities seemed not pursue.
Activities that grow out of generally acc epted assumptions and appear in retrospect to
contradict stated goals suggest that the missionaries were not acting idiosyncratically or blindly.
Something was happening on a deeper level. This chapter opens the exploration of the source of
missionary activities in northern Siam.
I
In seeking to understand why the Laos Mission acted in particular ways, the historian
faces certain difficulties. The task of explanation, in this case, requires one to look behind the
events of missionary westernization and determine the motivations from which the events arose.
The records currently available, however, frustrate any direct examination of motivations
because they concentrate almost entirely upon the daily business and routine of the mission. The
members of the Laos Mission seldom reflected upon the meaning of their work or t he reasons
they felt called to do it. On those occasions, furthermore, when the mission aries did reflect upon
their work they displayed a set of rigid, dogmatic prejudices that seemed almost thoughtless.
Their beliefs obscured rather than revealed their motivations. The nature of the historical record
and the minds of the missionaries themselves walls off the historian from a direct examination of
missionary motivations.
Recognizing that historians often face the difficulties just mentioned, Robert Berkhof er
provides some guidance. He argues that describing the actual motivations of particul ar actors
requires the historian know the "inside" of those actors in ways not usually availab le to them.
Historians, therefore, should proceed with caution. They should not use pop-psychology to guess
at motivation and should draw, instead, upon the socia l sciences to study larger patterns of
activity. Such patterns reveal sociocultural explanatio ns for the causes of historical events; and
sociocultural explanations take the historian close to the heart of individual and group
motivation.[1]
The work of sociologist Peter Berger provides one particularly useful social scientific
system. His extensive writings contain a cogent, unified, mainstream interpretation of human
action which integrates the thought of several key sociological schools into one theoret ical
system.[2] He, furthermore, believes that sociology has an almost "symbiotic" relationship with
history, and throughout his work he shows sensitivity to the problem s of studying societies in the
context of their pasts.[3] Finally, Berger seeks to account for those human beliefs, such as the
Laos Mission's assumption that evangelism required westernization, which the believer holds as
fundamental and inarguable.
Berger begins with the seemingly simple premise that, "Reality is socially constructed."
He argues that knowledge and the meanings individuals attach to knowledge are all socially
derived. The consciousness of individual me mbers of a society, therefore, grows out of their
social experience.[4] He concludes that, "the organism and, even more, the self cannot be

adequately understood apart from the particular social context in which they are
shaped."[5] Society and its individual members, in fact, have a "dialectical" relationship with
each other. Individuals experience society as a potent, objecti ve, and external reality that shapes
their consciousness and plays a powerful role in the formation of individual character, social
roles, and social identity. Yet, indi viduals also influence society and add to and change what
other people know and believe. Berger concludes that the self is not a solid, given, enduring
entity but, rather, a "process" constantly in dialogue with its soc ial environment.[6]
Berger summarizes the social dialectic in three brief statements: "Society is a human
product. Society is an objective reality. Man is a social product." [7] People, he contends, build
their social world around them in regular, patterned ways so that they do not have to re think
every situation in which they find themselves. They, in a sense, mutually accept a set of rules by
which to live together.[8] Those rules and patterns, in turn, provide a social environment of
institutions, roles, and identities that people then expe rience as an objective reality beyond
themselves. Language fixes that social reality in the individual consciousness. People, thus, see
themselves as living in a meaningful, cohesive universe. Berger argues that society's power to
force reluctant individuals to behave in certain ways shows that humans do experience society as
an objective reality.[9] The social environment, in fact, seems so much like the natural
environment that people normally accept their society's culture without question, thus allowing
culture to shape their individual personality.[10]
Significantly, in terms of this thesis, Berger observes that religions have a particularly
potent dialectical relationship with their adherents. Religion extends the social environment to
encompass the entire universe causing adherents to believe that their religion's institutions,
roles, and activities represent ultimate truth and are of ultimate significance. They reject the
notion that their religion is a product of human activity, and thus they are al l the more closely
shaped by their socioreligious environment because they ascribe to i t a divine origin and an
immutable nature.[11]
Berger's sociological theory, in sum, shows that individuals and their actions cannot be
adequately understood apart from the society into which they were born. The intricate, self reinforcing process of the social dialectic causes individuals to internalize their sociocultural
environment as a set of attitudes, motivations, and beliefs which govern the ir social relations and
ways of acting.[12] The very fact that almost all people are unaware of this dialecti cal process
means they are all the more bound to it.
In terms of the Laos Mission, Berger's theoretical framework suggests that the mission's
assumption concerning westernization and evangelization originated in the social experience of
its members. Missionary westernization in northern Siam, in other words, grew out of
nineteenth-century American evangelicalism, the primary social habitat of the members of the
Laos Mission. The source of the Laos Mission's activities, if Berger is correct, lies in the
socially produced consciousness of the missionaries.
II
The activities of nineteenth-century American Protestant missionaries in other areas of the
world lends credence to the argument that missionary westernizing activities in northern Siam
originated in the missionaries' home culture. A brief survey of those activities reveals that
American Protestant missionaries around the world engaged in activities identical to those the
Laos Mission carried out. Stephen Neill describes a worldwide pattern of nineteenth -century
Protestant missionary activity which included engaging in western-style educational, medical,
and technological activities as well as linguistic studies, the tr anslation of the Bible, and

changing the status of women.[13] An extensive historiographical literature substantiates Neill's
generalizations, particularly for American Protestant missions.
American Protestant work in Hawaii provides one of the earliest e xamples of the pattern
of missionary activities. From the time of their arrival in Hawa ii in 1820, American Protestant
missionaries served as the primary agents of westernization in the islands. They introduced
writing and a Romanized alphabet, printing an d a printed literature, western schools, and western
medicine. They helped codify Hawaiian law and played a major role in introducing American style political institutions. They brought new architectural styles and building methods to
Hawaii. The imported machinery, including spinning and weaving machines. They sought, within
limits, to change the status of women and to improve the quality of infant and child care. They
taught the Hawaiians new trades. For some fifty years, the Protestant missionaries shape d the
ways in which westernization changed Hawaii. [14]
In the Middle East American Protestant missionaries the substantial social impact of the
missionaries, particularly among minorities, played a key role in the diffusion of western
learning through education and printing. Missionary work led to a revival in Arab literature and
contributed to the birth of Arab nationalism. Missionaries also educated the first generation of
women intellectuals in the Ottoman Empire. They introduced new industries and skil ls through
industrial education.[15]
This same world-wide pattern extended to the work of American Protestant missionaries in
Persia and China. In both places they established the first western -style schools and hospitals,
set up a printing press, and especially tried to change the lives of minority groups. The
missionaries had a particular impact on the social status of women. They provided educational
opportunities, taught hygiene and homemaking, and, in the person of women missionarie s,
provided role models for relative social freedom. The list of American Protestant missionary
activities in nineteenth-century Persia and China, in fact, virtually duplicates those for Hawaii
and the Middle East.[16]
Presbyterians in other parts of the world also conducte d their work in the same manner as
the Laos Mission. In northern India, for example, th e Presbyterians tried to convert the "natives"
through schools, literacy instruction, other educational programs, hospitals, dispensaries, and
leper asylums. They worked to change the social position of women by opening girls' schools
and girls' orphanages.[17]
In Korea and the Philippines as well Protestant missionaries, including the Presbyterians,
carried on these same sets of activities. [18] Joseph Grabill concludes that the nineteenth-century
Protestant missionaries were the "...main private intercult uralists in American society." They
substantially contributed to the westernization of non -western cultures, especially in Asia,
Africa, and the Pacific.[19]
In every case, however, the stated goals of the missionaries did not include the
westernization of foreign cultures. Missionaries went overseas for one single purpose: to convert
the "heathen" to Christianity. And, with a few notable exceptions, they failed to conve rt more
than a small minority of people to their religion. In short, American Protestan t missionaries
around the world carried out the same set of activities as did those in northern Siam and
achieved the same low rate of conversions. They shared the Laos Mission's contradiction
between stated goals and ineffective means.
The fact that nineteenth-century American Protestant missionaries persisted in carrying
out similar activities throughout the world with the same unsatisfying results recalls Berger's

description of social and individual formation. Some factor prevented the missionaries fro m
taking into account local mores and conditions and from wondering whether or not their
methods, ideas, and institutions were appropriate to their particular situation. They acted
globally on the assumption that only westernizing activities could successf ully spread
Christianity in non-western settings. The one factor that all of these missionaries shared was
their American Protestant sociocultural heritage, and Berger w ould have the historian look
precisely at that factor in the search to understand why t he missionaries acted as they did.
Black American Protestant activities in Africa lend weight to the supposition that social
and cultural background determined gl obal missionary activities. Given the different social
circumstances and experience of Americ an blacks, one would expect that black missionaries
might have acted differently than white missionaries. They did not. Irrespective of
denominational affiliation, black American missionaries displayed the same attitudes, sought the
same goals, and carried out exactly the same sets of activities as white missionaries in Africa
and around the world. They shared the same sociocultural assumptions about the meaning and
conduct of their missionary labors.[20]
III
On the two counts of sociological theory and wo rld-wide patterns of Protestant missionary
activity, then, sociocultural factors appear to offer the best means for understanding why the
Laos Mission acted as it did. The biographies of the twenty-four individuals appointed to the
Laos Mission between 1867 and 1889 shows that they did share a common sociocultural herita ge,
which consisted of citizenship in the American nation, evangelical Protestantism, and Old School
Presbyterianism. The life experiences of the thirteen men and women who took leadership i n
mission activities in that period particularly exemplified the p ervasive presence of that heritage
in the lives of all the missionaries. [21]
Daniel McGilvary, more than any other individual, embodied and symbolized the Laos
Mission. He founded the mission, recruited several of its members, set its tone and style, and
initiated many of its activities. [22] And no one in the mission better demons trated attachment to
American evangelical culture and Old School Presbyterianism. Born in North Carolina in 1828 ,
McGilvary lived in a home dominated by the stern Old School Presbyterian piety of his Scottish
father. He went to school first in a church -related subscription school and then at the Bingham
School, a school noted for its Christian character that had pro duced a number of Presbyterian
preachers.[23] As a youngster, McGilvary also attended for a time a Methodist Church and
Sunday school where he came in close contact with Methodist revivalism and camp meetings.
But McGilvary clearly indicated later in life that his conversion was a quiet, private, studied
event more typical of Old School Presbyterianism. [24]
After finishing school, McGilvary taught at the Pittsboro Academ y in Pittsboro, North
Carolina, a school that, like the Bingham School, had a firm evan gelical reputation and
emphasized Protestant "moral instruction." [25] The Pittsboro Presbyterian Church elected
McGilvary a ruling elder, and therefore a member of the ruling body of the church, the Session.
Presbyterians elected their elders for life and considered such election as a great honor,
especially for one as young as McGilvary. As an elder, he at tended meetings of Orange
Presbytery, a level of involvement that gave McGilvary a still deeper understanding of and
attachment to his denomination.[26]
In 1853, McGilvary carried his involvement one step further when he entered Princeton
Theological Seminary in New Jersey, the seminary that dominated the thinking and the
leadership of conservative Presbyterians for most of the nineteenth -century. McGilvary,

furthermore, studied under the most influential conservative Presbyterian theologian of the day,
Dr. Charles Hodge, and he accepted as Hodge's hig hly orthodox standards for doctrinal purity as
his own. [27] The Princeton Seminary faculty, particularly Hodge, also planted in McGilvary
their own deep commitment to foreign missions and, thereby, strongly influenced his decision to
become a missionary.[28]
Princeton Seminary left an indelible mark on Daniel McGilvary's thinking. At the time of
his death in 1911, one of his eulogizers described McGilvary as a man of thoroughly orthodox
Princeton views. He commended McGilvary for believing that science proved the truth of
religion and for rejecting the "iconoclastic speculations" of biblical higher criticism . Such views
typified the conservative "Princeton Theology." [29]
During his seminary years, McGilvary had his first missionary experience. In the summer
of 1855 he worked in Texas as an agent of the American Sunday School Union (A.S.S.U.). Texas
taught him some of the realities and difficulties of missionary work and working for the A.S.S.U.
exposed him to yet another important evangelical organization. During that summe r McGilvary
itinerated extensively, started ten new Sunday schools, and distributed A.S .S.U. literature in
many places.[30] He later carried out these very same activities in northern Siam.
After graduating from seminary, McGilvary returned to North Carol ina for eighteen
months to serve as the pastor of the Union and Carthage Presbyterian c hurches. Both churches
shared McGilvary's Scottish heritage, and McGi lvary made a lasting impression upon his
parishioners in spite of his brief term of service. During this period he conducted at least one
revival, which resulted in the addition of over f ifty new members to the Union Church. [31]
Right up to the time that he departed for Siam in 1858, Daniel McGilvary lived a life
thoroughly immersed in evangelical cultu re. He grew up in a pious home. He went to and taught
in properly evangelical schools. He went to the most conservati ve of evangelical seminaries and
found summer employment in a classic evangelical institution. He pastored two Presbyterian
churches. At no time, in fact, did McGilvary study or work outside of the institutional
environment of evangelicalism. It was his culture.
Historical records have left much less direct information about the lives of most of the
other members of the Laos Mission. In the case of Sophia McGilvary, the record only hints at the
role she played in the mission and tells even less about her life before she went to Chiang Mai.
Much can be inferred, however, from the life of her parents. The Rev. Dan Beach Bradley,
already described above as the premier missionary in nineteenth -century Siam, embodied a strain
of evangelical culture quite different from that of his son -in-law, McGilvary. He came from the
"burned-over district" of western New York where the revivalism of Charles Gran dison Finney
had deeply impressed him and led him to the mission field. Bradley accepte d the "Oberlin
Theology" and its doctrine of perfectionism, which taught that those who completely committed
themselves to Christ could attain sinless perfection. He had both Congregational and New School
Presbyterian ties. Sophia's mother, Emelie Royce Br adley, grew up in the same pietistic,
evangelical environment of western New York and shared with her husband a deep commitment
to evangelical Protestantism.[32]
Thus, Sophia McGilvary came from an intensely evangelical, revivalistic home, and she
herself spent some time going to a grade school in Oberlin, Ohio, a center of "Finneyism." She
demonstrated her own attachment to her family's religious faith by returnin g to Siam to work as
a missionary with her father, and in later life Bradley wrote of her and all his children that he
took pride in their devotion to the Christian religion. [33] If nothing else, her willingness to take

her children to distant, lonely Chiang Mai in 1867 and the long years of service she put in there
suggest a deep level of commitm ent to evangelicalism.
Only one other missionary played a part in the history of the Laos Mission comparable to
that of the McGilvarys. And like them, the Rev. Jonathan Wilson grew up in and never lived
outside of the institutions of evangelical culture. Wilson was born in western Pennsylvania, a hot
bed of Presbyterianism, in 1830, and in later years he recalled how his home church played a
formative part in his early life to such an extent that he even named a northern Thai church after
it. [34] After spending some time studying in the homes of two Presbyterian ministers, he
attended a church-related academy and then entered Jefferson College in Canonsburg,
Pennsylvania. After graduating from Jefferson College in 1851, Wilson taught at Blair's Hall,
Fagg Manor, Pennsylvania, for two years.
Jefferson College and Blair's Hall were both strong evangelical institutions. The Rev. John
McMillan, the "father of the Presbyterian Church in western Pennsylvania" and a graduate of
William Tennent's famous "Log Colle ge," founded the small private school which eventually
evolved into Jefferson College. In 1802 the Presbyterian Synod of Virginia officially established
Jefferson with the specific mission of training young men for ordained ministry. Jefferson made
a significant contribution to the Presbyterian drive to "civilize" the Pennsylvania frontier. The
Presbyterian Church looked to Jefferson College and other such colleges to pro vide ordained
leadership for its home missionary movement. [35] Yet another eighteenth-century pioneer of
western Pennsylvania Presbyterianism and student of William Tennent founded the highly
evangelical Blair's Hall. By the 1850s the school had a long, di stinguished history with many of
its graduates going into teaching or the ordained mini stry.[36]
Wilson entered Princeton Seminary in 1853, the same year as McGilvary, and he came
under the same set of influences as did his future colleague. But the two m en did not become
friends until their last year in seminary when Dr. Samuel R. House of the Siam Mission visited
Princeton in search of recruits. His compelling presentation brought both Wilson and McGilvary
forward and precipitated their friendship. [37] After graduation, Wilson spent a year as a
Presbyterian missionary to the Choctaw Indians of Oklahoma and taught at the Spencer
Academy, a mission school.[38]
Wilson's life, in sum, paralleled that of McGilvary in several important respects. Both
received a traditional, orthodox evangelical education. Both attended the most influential
educational institution in the Old School Presbyterian Church. Both taught in church -related
schools and had frontier missionary experience before they went to Siam. And bet ween them
Wilson and McGilvary dominated the Laos Mission during the period under study .
The scant biographical information available for Kate Wilson indicates that she shared her
husband's attachment to evangelical institutions. Although nothing is known about her early life,
when Kate Wilson left the field permanently in 1876 because of i llness she moved to Oxford,
Ohio, and maintained a close association with Western Female Seminary. At those times when
she was too ill to care for herself, she stayed at the seminary, and her children went to school
there in what she called a "Christian en vironment."[39]
Kate Wilson's presence in Oxford seems to have either initiated or, at least, encouraged a
relation between the seminary and the Laos Mission. Founded i n 1853, Western Female Seminary
grew out of a movement in women's education that went b ack at least into the 1820s and
endeavored to promote better Christian home life through the training of Christian girls in an
environment of Christian piety. The moveme nt had its origins in millennialism, and believed t hat

if it could inspire women to raise up their children in Christian faith it could hasten the coming
of the Millennial Age of Christ's rule over the world. [40]
Western Female Seminary consciously modele d itself on the work of Mary Lyon at Mt.
Holyoke Seminary in Massachusetts, one of the most influential members of the female seminary
movement. The founding and long-time principal of the Oxford school, Helen Peabody, studied
under and then taught with Lyon. The "Holyoke System" that Peabody instituted at Western
Seminary emphasized domestic training, academic study, and Christian piety; and it required
students perform domestic chores to help maintain the school and gain practical experience in
housekeeping. Students, as a rule, boarded at the school. Western Female Seminary was a
thoroughly evangelical Protestant institution, which prided itself on the fact that between 1853
and 1880 forty-one of its graduates went to the home or foreign mission fields. T hat number
included one graduate who went to the Siam Mission in Bangkok and two who jo ined the Laos
Mission.[41]
Edna S. Cole and Mary M. Campbell graduated from Western Female Seminary in 1878
and arrived in Chiang Mai the next year. Cole came from St. Louis and belonged to the Second
Presbyterian Church there, while Campbell lived in Lex ington, Kentucky, where her father was a
Presbyterian minister. Both went to northern Siam with a deep commitment to evangelicalism
nurtured by their years at the semina ry. In their last year, they participated in an intense period
of revival which swept the school and led directly to their decision to go in to foreign missionary
work.[42] McGilvary himself visited the school in 1880 to meet yet another student, Lizzie
Westervelt, preparing for service with the Laos Mission. He noted with pleasure that the s chool
was "pervaded by a deep religious righteousness ."[43]
McGilvary hand picked Dr. Marion S. Cheek, a fellow North Carolinian, to be the
mission's physician. Like McGilvary, Cheek studied at the Bingham School, and when he arrived
in Chiang Mai in 1875 the local people and princes soon flocked to him for medical
treatment.[44] Two pieces of evidence indicate Cheek's attachment to evangelical culture. Soon
after Cheek's arrival, McGilvary praised him for his love of the Bible and of Hodge's Systematic
Theology, the crowning jewel of nineteenth -century Presbyterian orthodoxy. The fact that Dr.
Cheek also married one of Bradley's daughters and Sophia McGilvary's half -sister, Sarah,
collaborates McGilvary's testimony concerning Cheek's orthodoxy, [45] It hardly seems like that
a man of suspect piety or theology could have found his way into the good graces of a daughter
of Bradley.
The Rev. Chalmers Martin began his work in Chiang Mai in 1884, but ill health forced
him to leave the mission only two years late r. Even within such a brief span, however, Martin
made a significant contribution to the work of the mission and won great prai se from the its
other members for his zeal and competence. He too graduated from Princeton Seminary. He also
acquired a master's degree from Princeton College (University), then still widely regarded as an
evangelical institution. He too had home missionar y experience before he went to northern Si am.
He spent the summer of 1881 as a Presbyterian home missionary in Dakota Territory. And after
he left the Laos Mission, Martin pursued a distinguished academic career: he taught Old
Testament at Princeton Seminary and Princeton College; he served the Pennsylvania College for
Women as President; and he then went to Wooster College where he taught Old Testament for
twenty-six years.[46] In 1895 Martin presented the "Students' Lectures on Missions" at Princeton
Seminary. Published in 1898 under the title Apostolic and Modern Missions, those lectures
presented a thoroughly orthodox Presbyteria n view of the missionary's calling and methods
which McGilvary and Wilson could have endorsed without qualification. Those lect ures
confirmed that Martin also lived and worked entirely within evangelical culture. [47]

The biographies of the McGilvarys, the Wilsons, the Cheeks, Chalmers Martin, Edna Cole,
and Mary Campbell collectively show an abiding commitment to evangelical, Presbyterian
institutions. Of the remaining members of the Laos Mission, much less is known about their lives
before they went to or after they left northern Siam. Only one of those members might, however,
contradict the pattern the mainstays of the mission set. Dr. Charles W. Vrooman, the first
physician to serve the mission, stayed in Chiang Mai for only two years, 1871 -73, and his
correspondence reveals only a man of the expected and typical missionary piety. Yet, in spite of
his apparent orthodoxy, he left the mission under a cloud because McGilva ry, at least, suspected
him of theological looseness. Vrooman, evidently, did not adher e fully to Hodge and the
Princeton Theology.[48] Since Vrooman came from western New Yo rk, a center of the New
School faction, and arrived in Chiang Mai only a year afte r the New School and Old School
denominations reunited, one might speculate that McGilv ary's disillusionment with Vrooman
reflected old theological tensions between the two s chools. In any event, Vrooman's quick
departure demonstrates that the Laos Mission tended to weed out those who did not display
"proper" enthusiasm for its particular br and of evangelical piety and ideology.
The members of the Laos Mission shared a common heritage. They grew up in pious,
evangelical homes, attended avow edly evangelical schools, belonged to evangelical Presbyterian
churches, and dedicated themselves to on e of the highest callings possible to the devout
evangelical Christian, the foreign mission field. Some of them had direct or indirect contact with
revivalism, a central component of nineteenth-century evangelicalism. Thus the lives of the
members of the mission, as far as we know them, display an almost startling uniformity
dominated by evangelical institutions and beliefs. And the following chapters will substantiate
the correctness of Peter Berger's dictum that "reality is socially constructed."
Conclusion
Sociological theory and a world -wide pattern of American Protestant missionary activity
indicate that the members of the Laos Mission most likely engaged in westerni zing activities
because they carried with them a set of beliefs that set the parameters of their work. Those
beliefs grew out of their sociocultural heritage. The remainder of this thesis will devote itself to
the task of describing that set of beliefs and its impact on Presbyterian missionary activities in
northern Siam.
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Chapter Three
Had they stopped to consider the matter, the members of the L aos Mission would have
described themselves as individuals of conventional piety and or thodox theology. They did not
engage in creative, speculative theological reflections, partly because they f elt no reason for
doing so and partly because the pressures o f missionary work left them little time for such
exercises. Their writings and their activities, nonetheless, reveal a consistent worldview, which
allowed them to make sense out of their mission and their personal lives. At the center of that
worldview sat a fundamental observation about the nature of all of reality and, in particular,
about the relationship between Protestant Christianity and northern Thai Buddhism. That
observation provides an important introduction into the lager web of their beliefs.
I
One day early in 1882 workmen uncovered a long-buried Buddha image in the Chiang Mai
mission compound, once the site of a Buddhist temple. Local tradition had preserved knowledge
of the image, and people often entered the compound at night to leave offeri ngs for it. Jonathan
Wilson, a senior missionary, ordered the image dug up, and a large crowd quickly gathered to
see the five-foot, headless sacred image. The next day, much to the horror of the people, Wilson
took an axe to the image, destroyed it entire ly, and spread its rubble on a compound fo otpath, a
particularly sacrilegious disposal of the venerable image. A colleague wrote that his action
caused "quite a stir."[1]
Although as far as is known no other member of the Laos Mission ever desecrated a
Buddha image, Wilson's radical act revealed the fact that he believed that a wide gap exi sted
between Protestant Christianity and northern Thai Buddhism. They represented, in fact, two
distinct, mutually antagonistic spheres that shared nothing.
Daniel McGilvary articulated this dualistic attitude about the world as clearly as any other
member of the mission. In December 1867, for example, McGilvary explained to the chao muang
of Chiang Mai that he had moved to Chiang Mai to teach "the true religion," an obl igation he
must fulfill no matter what the danger or hardship.[2] When other people rep eated asked why the
McGilvary came to Chiang Mai, they replied that they came to Chiang Mai with a message of
mercy and an offer of "eternal life from the great God and Saviour."[3] The first sphere, then,
encompassed the Christian religion, truth, mercy, and eternal life, and the Laos Mission acted as
the agent of this sphere in seeking to expand its bounds into northern Siam.
In 1880 McGilvary described the second sphe re, northern Thai Buddhism, as a decaying,
tottering, comfortless edifice based on an a bsurd system of beliefs. People accepted it only
because they had no alternatives.[4] Twenty-four years later he debated with a young, articulate
Buddhist abbot concerning the form and content of their two religions and proved, he felt, that
Buddhism was unreasonable, abstract, and failed to base itself on fac t. He called it a "philosophy
of despair" and exclaimed, "what a gulf between the Buddha and the Christ!"[5] At ot her times,
McGilvary charged that Buddhism was an agent of darkness and Satan which pro pagated a
system of lies an created in its followers a stolid indifference to the world.[6] He extended this
condemnation to include the animistic practices the people c ombined with their Buddhism into a
popular religion. That combination, according to McG ilvary, made the northern Thai demon
worshippers as well as idolaters. In sum, McGilvary believed that northern Thai popular religion
was inconsistent, incoherent, contradictory, and thoroughly false.[7]

All the members of the Laos Mission up to 1889 shar ed McGilvary's dualistic views.
Wilson, not surprisingly, believed that the missionaries went to northern Siam to fulfill the
explicit command of Christ to convert the e ntire world to Christianity. He claimed that
Buddhism involved little more than "silly rituals" based on a "cold and gloomy" philosophy.[8]
He despaired over the corrosive influences the false teachings of Buddhism had on the people.
After a particularly frustrating day distributing tracts at a Bangkok temple, he complained, "this
idolatry in Siam. How cold, forbidding, delusive, dark, degrading. The heart sickens at such
sights."[9] Wilson acted on his beliefs in 1882 when he destroyed the Buddha image. He also
expressed his views in 1874 when he discovered a mission employee conducting a sp irit
propitiation ceremony on the mission's grounds. He seized the various pieces of equipment and
the offering, angrily threw them out a window, and demanded that the e mployee leave the
premises.[10] Wilson, in fact, displayed particularly rigid, extreme views and an equally vivid,
emotional disdain for Buddhism.
Yet, even missionaries like Dr. Vrooman, the man of "suspect" theological views, shared
Wilson's general feelings about Buddhism. Vrooman disparaged Buddhism as a superstition
involving the worship of evil spirits and "dumb idols."[11] Chalmers Martin, a decade after his
brief stay in northern Siam, published a vivid description of "heathenism," specifically inc luding
Buddhism," in which he emphasized the falsity, dishonesty, impurity, and hopeles sness of
heathen religions.[12] A book published by the Presbyterian Church in 1884 based on missionary
correspondence characterized northern Thai religion as a "hideous "superstition of "benighted"
beliefs playing on the credulity of the people.[13]
The first sphere, then, included truth and true religion while the second sphere contained
falsehood and false religion. These two spheres, however, extended to include much more than
just religion. The missionaries believed that every aspect of life shared in the characteristics of
the sphere within which people found themselves so that, in this case, the whole of northern Thai
culture and society was lost in hopeless sinful ness.[14] In the midst of a severe malaria epidemic
in 1884, Kate Wilson begged American Christians to send more help to northern Siam, pleading
that the northern Thai not be left in the ignorance, helplessness, and loneliness of heathenism.
She wrote, "Do not leave them while they are crying out for help, with tears of sorrow running
down their cheeks. Do not leave them while they are groping their way to the cross."[15] A year
earlier, Edna Cole questioned whether even Christian converts could truly shed the taint of
ignorance and deadness. She wrote, "Oh, these people, even the Christians are dead! dead!"[16]
McGilvary and his compatriots believed that the influence o Buddhism and of animism
permeated and corrupted all of northern Thai life. McGilvary him self wrote about the power of
the whole social system of customs and "superstitions" wh ich went with "priest-craft" and
claimed that Satan had for ages held "undisputed sway" over northern Siam. Summarizing in a
few words his belief that heathenism tainted all of northern Thai society, McGilvary wrote that it
was "a nation given to idolatry. "[17]
In that condition the nation, not just the religion, lacked the ingredients of a true
civilization, making it not only heathen but also uncivilized. McGilvary fel t the impact of that
sociocultural condition from the moment he arrived in Chiang Mai i n 1867. He found himself in
a place that lacked everything he equated with civilization. He felt cut off socially and se nsed
that his family had "come out from civilizat ion" to a place that had no presses, no schools, no
commerce, and no European society. American and Europe mean civilization while northern
Siam lacked it.
Religion, nevertheless, determined the condition of society and culture. Protestant
Christianity encouraged the growth of civilization while Buddhism resulted in an uncivilized
condition,[18] and that contrast meant that the Laos Mission looked upon northe rn Siam as a vast

field of battle and itself as living in the midst of "enemy country." Satan comma nded the enemy
forces while it, on the other hand, represented the army of God invading Satan's territory. Quite
often, in fact, the missionaries employed mi litary allusions and terms when they wrote about
their work. They called themselves "generals" and spoke of the Christian converts as the troops
in "God's militia." They "invaded" new vi llages" and "consolidated their lines" when training
new converts. Buddhist monks, temples, and revivals represented instruments of Satan and his
forces of darkness.[19]
The missionaries expressed the nature of their war with heathenism in moral terms. Th ey
battled the degrading influences that heathenism had on the moral fiber of northern Thai society
with the truth of the Christian religion. Heathens lived in filth and dirt. They lacked ambition.
They gambled, drank, and engaged in perverse sex. They liv ed in dark, unsanitary hovels
dominated by family bickering and strife. Tough outwardly friendly, the northern Thai displayed
cowardice, maliciousness, and hypocrisy. Th ey had no honor. Christian converts, on the other
hand, immediately displayed the moral benefits of their new religion. They became cleaner,
happier, less ignorant, and even more ambitious as a result of their condition. They lived in
better homes and exemplified the opposite of all the evil and filthy traits of the unconverted
heathen."[20]
Missionary dualism, then, divided the world into two incompatible spheres, one good and
one evil, one moral and one immoral, one Christian and one Buddhist, and everyt hing associated
with each sphere took on the essential qualities of that sphere. The mi ssionaries used dualistic
thinking to explain their purpose for working in northern Siam. They used it, furthermore, to
contrast the characteristics of their religion an d society from those of the northern Thai, thereby
gaining a secure self-definition in the face of an alien culture. Dualism allowed them to make
moral judgments about what was good and bad and how they and their converts should conduct
themselves. From dualism, in short, they justified their presence in northern Siam, their beliefs
about it and themselves, and their goals and activities.
Without such self-justification, the Laos Mission could not have accomplished anything in
northern Siam. the missionari es lived in what Peter Berger would describe as a "marginal
situation" that threatened their definitions of reality with an alien, competing set of definitions.
An alien society, Berger writes, poses a threat because it demonstrates that one's own beliefs,
values, and ideas are not inevitable. There are a lternatives. Berger also notes that p eople
experience such marginal situations as a "night side" of life, death being the paradigmatic
"marginal situation."[21] Missionary descriptions of northern Thai Budd hism and culture suggest
that in their isolation from their own culture they experienced northern Thai society as a threat.
It represented evil. It was the enemy. They often used the word "dead" to describe its
fundamental condition. Dualism provided an ov er-all cognitive framework that allowed the
missionaries to securely define themselves and cope with the apparently dangerous environment
within which they worked.
II
The Laos Mission did not hold its dualism in isolation from the rest of the nineteenth century American Protestant missionary movement. Throughout th e world the Protestant
missionaries acted time and again on the premise that the world divided itself into tow sides,
those for and those against God. Nowhere in the world did Protestant missiona ries make that
distinction any more precisely and consistentl y than did the corps of men and women who
worked among the American Indians. The dualism of the missionaries to the Indians was
particularly notable because Indian missions preceded and influence d the emergence of the
American foreign missionary movement.

The attitudes of Presbyterian missionaries towards the Indians in the period 1837 to 1893,
for example, revealed a pattern of beliefs strikingly similar to the dualism of the Laos Mission.
Just as in northern Siam, so on the frontier Presbyterian missionaries divided the world int o the
"saved" and the damned." And just as in northern Siam, Presbyterian missionaries to the Indians
extended the spheres of salvation and damnation to cover all of soc iety. They believed, on the
one hand, that all of the most impressive scientific, techn ological, philosophical, and intellectual
achievements of the West must be attributed to the influence of Protestantism on society.[22]
Indian societies, on the other hand, displayed the essential unity of "heathenism." They fell short
of the standards of western (American) civilization and needed Christianity to escape their
condition. Presbyterian missionaries called the Indians pagans, idolaters, degenerate devil
worshippers, wretched, lost, and superstitious, categories similar to those used by the
Presbyterians in northern Siam. they, too, believed that this 'spiritual" condition corrupted Indian
morality causing them to be unfeeling, sexually immoral, irresponsible, liars, dirty, and laz y,
among other categorizations.[23] The missionaries clung rigidly to their cognitive universe in
which the distinct spheres of the civilized and the heathen stood in total and irreconcilable
conflict. Even Indian converts remained tai nted and suspect because they may not have cast off
their old heathenism.[24]
The Presbyterian missionaries to the Indians shared their dualistic attitudes with other
Protestant missionaries. They all believed, to one extent or another, that they had to " civilize" as
well as Christianize the Indians, and most of them believed that the two t asks were inseparable.
They all believed in the essential unity of each of the two spheres, accepting as given that the
sphere of civilization and Christianity was essen tially good and moral. Heathenism and
savagism, on the other hand, damned the Indians t o a degraded, immoral, uncivilized
existence.[25]
Missionaries to the Indians did not stand alone in their dualistic views on distinctions
between whites and Indians. Nineteenth-century white Americans in general hung their attitudes
about the Indians on the ideas of "civilization," "savagism," and a rich set of cognate terms that,
taken together, forcefully divided all of reality into two neat spheres. Dualism so insinu ated
itself into the thinking of nineteenth -century American culture that throughout th e nineteenth
century, white Americans tended to loo k on Indians as satanic. The Indians lived in a fallen,
heathen, rude, unrefined, and immoral state. They failed to pr ogress to a higher state of
civilization, and by themselves they never could attain tha t higher state.[26] Most white
Americans, it seemed, concluded that the Indian failure to progress made them little more than
wild beasts who posed a threat to frontier whites because prolonged contact with Indians could
result in the "savagization" of whi tes, a reversal of the natural order of human progr ess.[27] In
the political arena, the Federal Government conducted its policy towards the Indians on the
assumption that since the Indians lacked civilization it should Americanize and Christianize
them. After the Civil War, the influential Indian Reform Mo vement encouraged the government
to engage in a radical program of assimilation, which would turn the Indians into, se ttled, detribalized, middle class Christian farmers.[28]
Dualism, in the context of white-Indian relations, served an important cognitive purpose.
From colonial times onwards, white Americans defined the Indians as the antithesis of European
civilization in order to preserve their sense of identity in a new, strange environment. European
colonists, in danger of loosing their civilization in the wilds of North America, felt a deep -seated
need to define themselves and their place as members of their new, a pparently unique society.
For generations thereafter, white Americans found solace and security in the fact that they were
not like the Indians, that is dirty, immoral, backwards, and savage. They remained "civilized."
Whereas the Indians had no future bec ause they failed to progress, white American civilization
seemed to them to have a glorious future.[29]

The Laos Mission, thus, appropriated in dualism a cognitive tradition Americans had long
used to define their relationship with an alien, threatening " other." In North America and in
northern Siam, white Americans found themselves struggl ing to maintain their culture and
identity at the margins of their own society. Dualism not only allowed them to preserve their
own identity, but also created a satisfyi ng set of categories for manipulating their world.
Dualism made the world orderly and understandable even as it made social relationships
manageable.
III
Although the English colonists in North America used dualism on the first alien people
they encountered, the Indians, the English actually brought the inclination to d ivide the world
into spheres of good and evil with them from the British Isles. They simply fit the Indians into
an already well-established dualistic framework that had several sources. The English
remembered, for example, that in the distant past the Bri tons had been the "savages" who
benefited from the Roman conquest and civilization of Britain. The urban under class, the "wild
Irish," and the Highland Scots, among others, served as points of origin for dualistic thinking
because they seemed to exhibit s avage qualities by the crude, barbaric, and warlike way they
lived. The English especially applied the distinction between barbarism and civilization to the
Irish whereas in North America, they refined their prejudices against an alien people during long
wars of conquest and colonization. The English also associated the concepts of savagism and
civilization with religion so that Protestantism comprised an essential element of "true"
civilization. The English, therefore, especially looked down on the Irish w hose Catholicism
made them heathens and pagans in English eyes.[30]
Dualism, then, came to North America well -refined and ready for use, and white
Americans learned to make frequent use of it in their increasingly pluralistic sociocultural world.
Protestant Americans, for example, continued to look down upon Catholic Irish Immigrants as
ignorant, lazy, promiscuous, and uncivilized "beings" unfit for civilized life.[31] Protestants,
displaying a fear handed down from the Reformation, considered all Catholics "infidels," a
useful cognate term for "heathen," and sought to limit their political influence. Even when
nineteenth-century Catholic and Protestant workers seemed to have much in common, religious
differences brought them into conflict and sometimes led to sectarian rioting .[32] Throughout
the nineteenth century American Protestants regarded Catholicism and Catholic immigrants a
threat to their civilization. They feared that the immigrants and their religion would subvert their
culture and drag them down into an immoral, und emocratic condition.[33]
American Presbyterians shared the Protestant fear of Catholicism, and the predominate
Scotch-Irish branch of American Presbyterianism displayed a virulent anti-Catholicism that went
back to the Scottish Reformation and the prolong ed confrontation with Catholicism in Ireland.
Ulster Scots "knew" with a certainty born in conflict that Irish Catholics were a heathenish,
immoral, and dangerous enemy.[34] After the American Revolution, many Presbyterians
accepted the widely held notion that God had preserved North America unspoiled, especially
during the colonial wars with France, until Protestantism grew strong enough to settle the
continent. Presbyterians continued to fear the threat of Catholicism to American civilization into
the twentieth century.[35]
Catholicism and the American Indians provided but two instances of the much more
pervasive and consistent dualistic habit of mind. From colonial times, whites categorized black
Americans, slave and free alike, as "savage" and "heathen, " associating whiteness with
civilization and blackness with savagism.[36] Nineteenth -century evangelical Protestants
equated black ghettoes with Satan, placed blacks wi th Indians at the bottom of the scale of

civilization, believed that the very presence of blacks defiled and endangered white civilization,
and sought to evangelize blacks in order to protect that civilization.[37] The fa ct that blacks
themselves accepted and employed dualism demonstrated the extent of its power in American
thinking. Booker T. Washington applied its categories to Indians and treated them with the
condescension and paternalism savages "deserved." Nineteenth -century black American
Protestant missionaries used those same categories on African "natives." Even those black
American denominations, such as the African Methodist Episcopal Church, most independent of
white Protestantism, accepted without question the superiority of western culture.[38]
Nineteenth-century Americans, including evangelical Protestants, exercised their dua listic
habit of mind repeatedly. They despised Jews as a race trapped in darkness and in need of the
enlightenment of civilization.[39] They justified the conquest of Ca lifornia by asserting that the
Catholic Spanish Californians were decadent, improvident , arrogant, and immoral. The continued
presence of Spanish Americans in areas conquered during the Mexican War seemed to threaten
American control over those territories and signaled the beginning of a campaign of cultural
conquest aimed at destroying Chicano culture. Protestantism played a key part in the conquest of
what had been a Roman Catholic region. Protestant America also drew on dualism to justify its
prejudice against another group of Californians, the "heathen and degraded" Chinese
immigrants.[40] Protestant Americans, in short, used dualism to define any alien religious,
cultural, ethnic, or racial group with one or more of the large family of terms associated with
heathenism, savagism, paganism, and barbarism. They felt that all alien peoples re presented
threats to their "righteous empire."[41]
The uses of dualism did not stop with alien races, religions, and cultural groups .
Americans and American Protestants used it to define regional geographical relationships.
Americans living in the settled East tended to look down on the frontier West in spite of its
beauty and opportunities, as a potentially dangerous place because it lacked the civilized, stable
Institutions of the East. The West appeared to be an unchurched, unstable, and primitive
breeding ground for vice. Easterners particularly worried over the rapid settlement of the frontier
and whether the fragile American democ racy could absorb millions of people living under the
influence of its semi-barbaric environment.[42]
Antebellum northerners and southerners drew on dualistic thinking as well. One
antebellum southern Protestant church leader called Northern abolitionists "infidels" and
"heretics" and, more generally, contrasted the morally superior South to the "base" Nor th. He
equated the South with "civilization" and argued that it had a mission to "civilize" its "heathen,"
"barbaric" slaves. [43] Southerners often believed that their slave society stood at the pinnacle of
world civilization.[44] The Civil War intensifie d regional bitterness, and both sides believed that
they fought on the side of God in a battle between good and evil. Northerners claimed that they
fought to preserve "democratic civilizati on" from an alien, slave-dominated way of life. They
interpreted the Civil War as a battle between two competing and incompatible civilizations, their
own democratic and their enemies' feudalistic and materialistic.[45]
The dualistic interpretations expressed by both sides during the Civil War represented, in
fact, yet another use of dualism. In the French and Indian War, the American Revolution, the
War of 1812, and the Mexican-American War, Americans characteristically branded their
enemies with such as labels as "agent of Satan," and "Anti-Christ." They attacked anti-war
factions as the enemies of freedom.[46] Robert Jewett shows how this tradition has continued
uninterrupted down to the present, and he finds the true origins of the American use of duali sm
during war in the apocalyptic literature of the Old and New Testaments. In every one of its wars,
Americans believed their pure, righteous nation engaged in a cosmic battle against the

unprincipled, dirty, lawless, cowardly, arrogant forces of Satan. Th e "blood thirsty Huns" of
World War exemplified the archetypical American enemy.[47]
While wars presented a ready-made opportunity for the use of dualism, it manifested itself
in other ways that more clearly demonstrated its pervasive influence on America n thinking. It
defined, most especially, the social roles of men and women. Especially in antebellum America,
society considered women more civilized and morally virtuous than men. God intended them to
create a civilizing Christian environment for their ch ildren and husbands in the their homes. Men
and children, Americans claimed, tended to be less civilized and needed the gentle restraining
influence of women to keep them in check. Domestic dualism erected rigid boundaries around
women so that they would not stray into the "less civilized" male sphere and lose their gentle
civility. Indeed, well into the nineteenth century, men and women believed that women
constitutionally could not survive in the more aggressive world of men.[48]
Dualism, in fact, insinuated itself into almost every facet of American thought. Of
politics, William McLoughlin writes. "There has scarcely been an election in American history
since 1796 which was not conducted as a fight between good and evil for the power to steer the
ship of state toward the millennial harbor."[49] The nineteenth century carried dualism to
lengths that seem a little bizarre by later day standards. In New England upper class antebellum
horticulturists claimed that their hobby promoted morals, refinement and ot her virtues and
proved that they were civilized individuals. Antebellum vegetarians con demned meat eaters as
savage, ferocious, twisted, stupid, rotten, and perverts. Workers expressed anger at their
employers with the same dualistic style of language.[50]
IV
Dualism dominated no aspect of nineteenth -century American life more than the thin king
and behavior of Protestantism, its unofficial national religion. Not only did Protestants attack
Catholicism, Judaism, Mormonism, Unitarianism, and Indian religions as heathen, but they also
employed dualism against each other. Standard American churc h and religious history texts
reveal an almost incredible propensity on the part of Protestants to charge each other with
infidelity to Christ as dozens of new denominat ions split from older ones. From the colonial era
onward, Protestants battled with each other in a pluralistic, highly competitive religious
environment which included the emergence of dozens of new Protestant groups each convinced
they represented "true" Christianity.[51] Cole makes the point that the northern evangelical
denominations often attacked each other as harshl y as they did other "heralds of the Devil," such
as the Universalists.[52]
Presbyterians entered into the dualistic spirit of things with a will. In Europe and in the
British Isles, the ancestors of American Presbyterians ha d suffered and inflicted their share of
persecution and intolerance. In Scotland, for example, dualistic th inking thrived in an
environment where the Kirk had to fight t o be born, fight to survive, and long afterward
continued to think and act like a church at war. The combativeness of the Scottish Presbyterians
often fed upon itself causing irreconcilable cont roversies and formal splits within the Kirk.[53]
Leyburn notes that the immigration to Ulster, which began in the seventeenth century,
reinvigorated Scottish combativeness as it reinforced Presbyterian hatred of Catholicism.[54]
A great many American Presbyterians came from Scotland and Ulster, and the rest seemed
quite as able to think dualistically so that American Presbyterians exhibited the same c ombative
divisiveness as the Scottish Kirk. In the mid -eighteenth century, colonial Presbyterians split into
two warring factions, the Old Lights and New Lights, over th e issues of the purity of
Presbyterian doctrine and the use of revivalism. Scotch -Irish immigrants had a major hand in the

events, which followed and led to the first formal split between American Presbyterians. Each
side hurled damning charges at the othe r and believed that the other hurt the cause of God and
Presbyterianism in America.[55]
In the early national period, Presbyterians continued to fight over how best to preserve the
purity of the denomination. A powerful faction of orthodox church leaders feared the rise of
"heterodox" views at the College of New Jersey, the most important i nstitution for Presbyterian
ministerial training, and led the movement which founded Princeton Theological Seminary in
1812. The orthodox sought to create in Princeton S eminary a safe haven for student morals and
Presbyterian orthodoxy.[56] During this sam e era, dissension concerning the highly charged
revivalism of the southwest frontier led to debates over their propriety. In the face of charges of
impropriety and impiety, significant numbers of frontier Presbyterians withdrew from the
Presbyterian Church to form their own or join other denominations.[57]
In each of these cases, the parties involved assumed they engaged in a battle between truth
and error in which their side represented truth. They dared not compromis e for the stakes
involved divine truth and eternal salvation or damnation. This dualistic division of the
Presbyterian Church into camps reached cataclysmic proportions in the 1830s in the dispute
between the New School and Old School briefly described ear lier. Each side accused the other of
heresy and believed that the other side subverted the purity of the Presbyterian Church and
endangered its ability to save the lost.[58] Tensions and the dissension split the Presbyterian
Church in a bitter struggle for control even in places like Indiana, where the small, struggling
Presbyterian Church could not afford to engage in divisive feuding.[59]
The Civil War created yet another intractable division among Presbyt erians. When the war
broke out, Confederate Presbyterians established a separate church , and at the end of the war the
two regional denominations found it impossible to reunite. The Southern Church charged that the
Northern General Assembly had made "heret ical" pronouncements concerning the war while the
Northern Church condemned Southern Pr esbyterians as heretics for rebelling against the United
States and not repenting of the sin of slave-holding.[60] And so it went. The Northern church
closed out the nineteenth century with a long series of divisive heresy trials over the "inerrancy"
of the Bible. As usual, the issues at stake had to do with the purity o f the church's doctrine, and,
as usual, Presbyterians divided into two camps, each claiming truth for i tself and heresy for its
opponents.[61]
Gary Scott Smith characterizes nineteenth -century American Calvinism, particularly in the
Presbyterian Church U.SA. as heavily committed to and influenced by dualism. Presbyterians
believed they battled against an a rray of anti-Christian foes including secular humanism and
theological liberalism. The Presbyterian Church, he not es, zealously committed itself to
Calvinist orthodoxy and attacked any doctrine, idea, or group, which seemed to challenge it.
Presbyterians presumed that they worked for the earthly reign of Christ and were, thus, on the
side of the Kingdom of God. Above all else they believed that a state of total conflict existed
between the "diametrically opposed and irreconcilable" Kingdom of God and "kingd om of this
world."[62]
Conclusion
When Jonathan Wilson took his axe to that long-buried Buddha image, he did so, then,
from a habit of mind that had long since permeated the fabric of American thinking. That habit
of mind divided the world into two sphere s, each entirely separate and distinct from the other.
Each sphere had its own essential nature, everything within that sphere sharing that nature, so
that when Wilson looked at the Buddha image he did not see a religious object that people

venerated. He saw an Idol. He saw a blasphemous representation of a false prophet. There could
not be any good in that object because it originated in Satan's sphe re. Wilson used his axe.
Therefore, not only to reaffirm the division of reality into two parts but also to strengthen and
expand the sphere of God while weakening that of Satan. From within the logic of dualism, his
acted would seem entirely logical to ni neteenth-century Americans.
Reality, says Berger, is socially constructed. The reality that the Laos Missio n created in
northern Siam set solid limits upon the types of activities in which the m ission could engage.
Those activities had to reflect the "fact" that northern Thai society was essentially evil while
American society was essentially good. They had to proceed from the assumption that missionary
activities could in no way draw upon that w hich was essentially evil in pursuit of mission goals.
In the logic of dualism, then, lies the path to understanding why the Laos Mission acted as it did.
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Chapter Four
Although an apparently simple-minded, almost childish world-view, the Laos Mission's
dualism expressed itself in a complex system of thought that encompassed all of reality and
provided the missionaries with a secure, comforting definition of th eir place in the divine
scheme of Creation. The particular conservative American Presbyterian syst em revealed in the
activities of the Laos Mission combined several cognitive traditions, the most important of which
were the idea of conversion and Scottish common sense philosophy. The missionaries in northern
Siam, in other words, spoke a particular "di alect" of dualism, one that depended upon
conversionism and common sense philosophy for its vocabulary.
I
Dualism posed a problem for nineteenth-century American evangelicals. Believing that all
non-evangelicals and even other evangelicals denied God and Truth because of their beliefs,
evangelicals had to have some way of relating to non -believers. Evangelicalism solved that
problem through the idea of conversion. It sought to change heathens, savages, and infidels into
true believers by convincing them of the error of their beliefs and the truth of evangelicalism.
As youths, Daniel McGilvary, Edna Cole, and Mary Campbell had personal conversion
experiences. Sophia Bradley McGilvary and Sarah Bradley Cheek came from a home
environment that taught the value of such experiences. And all of the missionaries saw it as th eir
mission to convert the heathen to Christianity. In 1869, the year after his arrival in Chiang Mai,
Wilson expressed gratitude that he could participate in preaching Christianity to the north ern
Thai. He believed that God called him to that work to prep are the way for future large-scale
conversions to Christianity.[1] Dr. Vrooman spoke for all the mission wh en he wrote that his
first duty, even as a missionary doctor, was to convert the heathe n and, thereby, establish the
"Kingdom of God" in northern Siam.[2] In later years, McGilvary wrote to a newly appointed
area secretary of the Board of Foreign Missions to express his joy that the secretary had
committed his life to the world's conversion, which was "the great work of the Church."[3]
The idea of conversion had a long, honorable history in the Christian tradition going back
to the earliest days of the Christian church. Pope Innocent IV (1243-54) at the time of the
Crusades provided Christian Europe with a rationale for conversions when he ruled that, while
Christian armies should not forcibly convert Muslims, Christians had the God -given right to
proselytize Muslims and to conquer Muslim territory when their rulers prevented Christian
missionaries from exercising that right.[4] The Innocentian tradition of aggressive conversionism
carried over into Protestantism and played an important role during the Refor mation. A century
later, English Calvinists carried their Protestant version of the "In nocentian Conception" with
them to North America where the ideal of conversion had a powerful influence, especially in
New England.[5]
The emergence of the revivalistic New Light party at the time of the Great Awakening
made the concept of conversion a ke y concept among colonial Presbyterians as well. The New
Lights believed that each personal conversion experience required a struggle bet ween the Holy
Spirit and the unregenerate heart. They accepted the guidance of theologians and revivalists,
such as Jonathan Edwards and George Whitefield, who taught that every true Christian must
have a personal conversion experience. Without that experi ence they could not hope to live the
life of self-denying service and high morality expected of the truly pious.[6]

The same movement that gave birth to the New Light Presbyterians, the Great Awakening,
also give birth to revivalism as a powerful force in the evangelical drive to convert the
unconverted. Perry Miller calls revivalism a "central mode" in America's search fo r a national
identity and notes that the use of revivalistic techniques represented a "dominant theme" in
American society between 1800 and 1860.[7] And revivalism influ enced the ways in which
Protestants understood and expressed themselves religiously to such an extent that Handy terms
it the "most powerful force in nineteenth -century Protestant life."[8] The ascendancy of
revivalism, moreover, reinforced the importance of the idea of conversion among American
Protestants. During the Second Great Awakening , which began in the 1790s and continued into
the 1830s, local churches took as their chief purp ose fostering conversion experiences among the
churched and unchurched alike.[9]
By the time of the American Revolution, New Light revivalism dominated the
Presbyterian Church, thereby assuring that the idea of conversion and the techniques of
revivalism would play an important role in the post -Revolutionary era Presbyterian thinking. A
series of 1786 student revivals at two Virginia Presbyterian colleges helped stir the Second Great
Awakening. Early nineteenth -century conservative Presbyterian revivalists, however, did not
approve of the hand-clapping, foot-stomping frontier revivalism of the Methodists and Baptists.
They drew, instead, on the New Light traditio n of rational conversion experiences to fashion the
antebellum Old School Presbyterian understanding of revivalism.[10]
Old School Presbyterians practiced an emotionall y subdued form of revivalism that prized
rational, intellectually sound conversion expe riences based on reason and a right understanding
of reality. They believed that emotional frontier revi valism threatened Calvinistic orthodoxy by
over-emphasizing the inner religious experience and giving too large a role to human initiative
in the process of salvation. While never rejecting revivalism as such, Old School Presbyterians
did reject the emotional, egalitarian revivalism that seemed hostile to the things ort hodox
Presbyterians valued most including reason, scholarship, an educated clergy, and a larger role
for religion in political and social issues.[11]
Old School Presbyterianism's particular brand of revivalism profoundly influenced the
ways in which the Laos Mission went about its work. McGilvary himself experienced an almost
classic Old School personal conversion that took place gradually, quietly, and in the confines of
his desire to reason out the meaning of religion for his own life. Significantly, he had that
experience despite attending a Methodist Church that exhibited the live lier, more emotional
revivalism of Methodism.[12] The Laos Mission carried over into its activities precisely this
model for revival and conversion.
Conversion, for the Laos Mission, meant change. It meant a complete change by which the
convert became a new person with a new set of values, social relationships, and beliefs. Pa
(Aunt) Kammol, for example, experienced deep tension with her family when she converted to
Christianity in 1876. Her brother, the head of the family, demanded that she continue to make
certain ritual offerings to the family spirits even after her conversion. When she refused, the
brother called a family meeting and loudly threatened her with dire consequen ces if she did not
fulfill her family obligations. She again refused and sought a compr omise with her brother by
promising to pay the family a lump sum of money that would cover her obligations.[13]
Lung (Uncle) Tooi also came into tension with traditiona l structures once he converted to
Christianity. In April 1877 a member of the royal fam ily ordered him to go to work out in his
fields on a Sunday and warned him that he would go to jail if he did not show up on the
appointed day. Lung Tooi knew that he da red not miss the mission church service if he wanted to
remain in the good graces of the missionaries, and so he sought to satisfy both his new religion

and his old patron by going to worship and then waiting until Sunday afternoon to go, at the last
possible moment, to work in the fields. His ploy did, to some extent, work. The missionaries
reprimanded him for being intimidated by merely earthly powers and for working on the Sabbath
but decided to be lenient because Lung Tooi seemed genuinely repentant of his sins.[14]
The tensions Pa Kammol and Lung Tooi fe lt typified the experience of the convert
community. Converts ceased to live according to the rhythms of Buddhism, the heart and core of
northern Thai culture, and began to live according to a calendar centered on the Christian
Sabbath. They lived under a new set of strictures concerning their social relationships. The
convert community defied traditional attitudes about educating women. Converts began to dress
differently. They could not marry according to the traditional northern Thai forms. In later year s
as the number of Christians slowly increased, courts of law had to excuse Christians from taking
the traditional oath because it involved acknowledging the Buddha. The convert community
required a separate medical system because converts could not avail themselves of the animistic
practices of traditional medical treatments. Conversion to Christianity represented such a radical
break with northern Thai culture, in fact, that relatively few individuals did convert.[15]
The missionaries, then, intended to create an entirely new culture in northern Siam, one
that would embody their vision of a truly Christian community. They drew upon the Innocentian
tradition of conversion and the evangelical emphasis on revivalism to frame a radical definition
of conversion. They, in effect, required conv erts to give up their former culture as well as their
former religion when they accepted Christianity. The missionaries' understanding of what it
meant to live in a dualistic world left them no choice but to create a new culture for their convert
community.
The idea of conversion and the techniques of revivalism, as it turned out, both fed upon
and elaborated the dualistic world view not only of the members of the Laos M ission but also of
conservative Presbyterians in general. Early nineteenth -century conservative Presbyterians used
the ideas and techniques of revivalism to combat alien philosophies, particularly deism, in much
the same way that the Laos Mission of fifty years later used them to attack northern Thai
Buddhism. As a result, they evolved throu gh the course of the nineteenth century a standard,
closed attitude towards non-evangelical and even "liberal" evangelical systems of thought.
Conservative Presbyterians attacked those systems as "atheistical" or "infidel" and sought to
destroy their influence and assimilate their adherents into their own system of thinking and
acting.[16] Presbyterians in the United States and Presbyterian in northern Siam, in short,
worked for exactly the same ends: the conversion of the heathen (or infidel) to conservati ve
Presbyterian evangelicalism. In northern Siam the missionaries interpreted that conversionist
program as meaning they must create a counter -culture for their converts.
In the restrained manner of the Old School, the Laos Mission did not make much of
revivalism directly. From time to time McGilvary could comment on the need of the mission
and/or its churches to experience "a baptism of the Holy Spirit." He believed tha t only a revived
"full heart glowing with the love of God" could reach and convert the heathen, and he berated
himself when he failed to have that revived heart.[17] The mission more often, however, linked
revivalism to statistical head counts. In 1886, fo r instance, the minutes of the North Laos
Presbytery observed that its churches had experienced a "constant revival" because of their
impressive gains in the number of converts won.[18]
In its later history, the Laos Mission displayed a fixation with such statistical measures as
its members tried to demonstrate the progressive success of it s evangelistic efforts.[19] This
concern for statistics reflected the dualistic, revivalistic conver sionism of American
evangelicalism as it searched for ways to measure the success of its crusade to convert the world

and establish an ideal society. That s earch planted a fascination with statistics among
Presbyterians, as well as other evangelicals, that continued into the twentieth century and
provided the Presbyterian Church bureaucracy with an easily obtained, easily evaluated measure
for denominational success.[20]
In the end, however, each convert added to the roles of a northern Thai church represented
something more than a number. They stood for the unfolding of a missionary counter-culture
based on the conversion of individual northern Thai "heathen s" to Protestant Christianity. The
idea of conversion, in sum, set the Laos Mission's agenda.
II
Nineteenth-century conservative Presbyterians, including the members of the Laos
Mission, drew on the cognitive tradition of Scottish common sense ph ilosophy to express the
ideas of conversion and revivalism in the rationalistic, intellectual categories Presbyterians
valued so highly. Although no party identified itself with common sense philosophy any more
closely than conservative Presbyterianism, th at common sense philosophy enjoyed a more
broadly based popularity in the United States. The Laos Mission, thus, used widely accepted
categories of American thinking in its own w ork in northern Siam.
Until the end of the Civil War, all American evangelical Protest ants framed their
campaigns to convert non-evangelicals in terms of common sense philosophy. They used its
categories to express their hopes and fears, and they found co mfort in its reassuring "proofs" of
the correctness of evangelical beliefs. Common sens e philosophy, furthermore, greatly
influenced intellectual discourse in the United States and contributed to the development of
American higher education, various specif ic academic fields, American jurisprud ence, and
themes in the arts. Scottish philosophy also influenced the thinking of a variety of individuals
and groups including particular political leaders such as Jefferson and Madison, revivalists,
abolitionists, and even apologists for Southern slavery.[21]
Nowhere, however, did common sense philoso phy receive a warmer welcome than among
conservative Presbyterians. Int roduced initially just before the Revolution by John Witherspoon
at the College of New Jersey, Scottish philosophy became the standard expression of
Presbyterian orthodoxy after Archibald Alexander began to teach it at Princeton Seminary.
Princeton Seminary, the alma mater of McGilvary, Wilson, and Martin, remained the center of
American Presbyterian common sense thought throughout the nineteenth century, and from that
center Presbyterian educators, ministers, and missionaries taught and preached its precep ts
throughout the United States.[22]
The events surrounding the first northern Thai to convert to Christianity demonstrated
how the Laos Mission used common sense philosophical categor ies in the conduct of its own
work. Nan Inta first visited the McGilvarys in 1868 when he asked for medicine for a mild
cough, and he soon began to visit them regularly to talk about religion. According to McGilvary,
Nan Inta felt uneasy in his Buddhism an d showed a keen interest in the differences between the
Buddhist and the Christian (that is, western) cosmolo gies. McGilvary described him as an
intelligent man who desired to know the truth and showed an affinity for science. In his pursuit
of truth, Nan Inta learned to read Siamese so that he could study the Bible and other missionary
literature. The turning point in Nan Inta's thinking came when McGilvary's accurate pr ediction
of a solar eclipse proved to Nan Inta that his largely mythical Buddhist cosmo logy was not true.
McGilvary, however, made it clear that Nan Inta did not rush into his decision but careful ly
thought out his position. McGilvary has left the enduring image of Nan Inta walking in the rice

fields one day, head bowed in contemplation of t he missionaries' religion, and then suddenly
exclaiming, "Its true!"[23]
Later missionary accounts of Nan Inta's conversion turned it into a heroic, near epic
confrontation between the forces of God and Satan that resulted in the triumph of Truth. Nan
Inta represented for them a paradigm of success, the model of what they sought for all of
northern Siam.[24] In that light, the missionary reports of Nan Inta's conversion experience
portrayed a number of themes strikingly reminiscent of common sense philosop hical categories.
Stated together, those themes included the fact that Nan Inta had to make a choice between
competing cosmologies and decided which of them represented reality as it "really" exists. The
missionaries saw his choice as one between a specul ative, godless, thoroughly human system of
superstition and a rational, common sense description of the universe as God created it. In
making his choice, moreover, Nan Inta carefully thought out his decision, and his moment of
decision to convert culminated a much longer rational, studied process that relied on "inductive
reasoning" to fit known facts into a common sense world view. Science played a key role in
convincing Nan Inta of the truth of the missionary world view. And, finally, his decision led Nan
Inta to make a total break with northern Thai Buddhist culture. He became the first member in
the missionaries' counter-culture.
Competition between competing cosmologies and philosophies in the time of the
Enlightenment provided the impetus for the emergence of the Scottish school of common sense
philosophy. It grew out of the philosophical challenge issued by Hume and Berkeley to ordinary
Christian faith. Hume, in particular, argued that the human senses do not provide reliable
verification for the existence of an external world, that cause and effect cannot be proven to
exist outside of the human mind, and that human beings can have no certain knowledge
concerning the existence of God, metaphysics, or the human soul. The Scottish phi losophers
attacked Hume's philosophy because it cast grave doubts on Christian faith.[25]
They sought to establish the reality of the external world as commonly perceived by our
senses and drew heavily upon the scientific thinking of Bacon, Newton, and Locke to accomplish
their task. They reasoned that through scientifically guided introspection the philosopher can
achieve a predictable and universal description of how the human mind operat es and, thereby,
establish beyond doubt the reliability of the human senses.[26] Throug h this method of
introspection, termed "inductive reasoning," the Scottish philosophers sought to establish the
existence of certain self-evident "first principles." Such first principles arise from the every day,
ordinary "common sense" understanding of r eality that gives sensible people confidence in their
own personal existence and in the material world of their senses.[27]
The Scottish philosophers used their concept s of common sense and first principles to
defend orthodox piety and traditional mor ality. God, they reasoned, created the principles of
human common sense, and those principles themselves bear witness to the objective reality of
God and the factuality of the Christian religion.[28] Those who follow their consciences,
furthermore, base their actions on an objective, pre-existent standard created by God. Conscience
is an immediate, intuitive, fundamental, and self -authenticating process that in and of itself
proves that the Author of the Universe must also be a Moral Being.[29]
Stated most baldly, Scottish common sense philosophy served as an elaborate defense of
orthodoxy and traditional morality against modern philosophies and ideologies. It provided a
reassuringly complex schema proving that God did, in fact, exist and had, equally to the po int,
created the world of the sense and established commonly accepted, old -fashioned behavior. It fit,

then, the needs of the American Presbyterians for a defensive phil osophy with which to fend off
competing theologies, philosophies, and ideologies.
The missionary descriptions of Nan Inta's conversion experience expressed these themes
perfectly and revealed the fact that common sens e thinking shaped their habits of mind . As
representative of the Old School, conservative wing of nineteenth -century American
Presbyterianism, they could hardly have thought otherwise. Princeton Seminary, a dominant
force in shaping the conservative Presbyterian intellect, promoted the spread of common sense
philosophy throughout the Presbyterian Church in the form of the so -called "Princeton
Theology." And the Princeton Theology had a forceful impact on the missionaries of the
Presbyterian Church, particul arly their attitudes towards the peopl e they sought to save. Scottish
philosophy taught them that all peoples everywhere had the same nature and lived within the
same reality. All they had to do in order to "save" the lost was to demonstrate to them the er rors
of their thinking and then remove them from the "heathen condition" that made them inferior.
Coleman observes of Presbyt erian missionaries working with the Indians that while their
correspondence with the Board of Foreign Missions seldom discussed the ology, nonetheless, the
"spirit of Princeton pervades their letters."[30]
That same spirit pervaded the thinking of the Pres byterian missionaries in northern Siam
as well. Their use of science provides an excellent example. Bozeman summarizes common sense
philosophy in its Scottish and American forms under the rubric of "Baconianism" because it
drew heavily on the scientific th ought of Roger Bacon, especially for the "inductive method" it
used to reach its philosophical conclusions.[31] Scottish philosophy and the Old School
Presbyterians in America, indeed, showed a special affinity for the natural sciences to the extent
that many leading Presbyterian clergy dabbled in scientific studies "on the side" and
Presbyterian journals prominently featured scientific articles. The Presbyterians general ly saw a
close connection and harmony between science and theology by which the natural sciences
revealed the "facts" from which inductive reasoning could reconstruct and comprehend real ity.
They held that that scientifically-correct understanding of reality, in turn, pointed towards the
Creator of the universe. According to these views, sci entific study was a worshipful
undertaking.[32]
Nan Inta, it will be remembered, made his decision to convert on the basis of scientific
evidence and reasoning that he learned from the McGilvarys. Daniel McGilvary, in particular,
often put himself in the role of interpreter of western scientific thinking. From his interpretation
of Nan Inta's conversion, McGilvary drew a conclusion. Since the time of the solar eclipse th at
led to that conversion, he wrote, "I have thought a great deal of our need of a thor oughly
scientific man in the field, with astronomical and ph ilosophical instruments to teach science in
connection with Christianity." A good telescope, he concluded, wo uld convince more northern
Thais of the foolishness of their religion than any amount o f teaching.[33] Although the
Presbyterian Church never sent such a person to northern Siam, the Laos Mission frequently
turned to the teaching of western cosmology and s cience, especially geography and astronomy,
to prove the truth of Christianity. In 1873 , for example, McGilvary spent considerable time with
a northern Thai prince imparting both scientific and religious information to him. On another
occasion, in 1876, he convinced another prince of the sphericity of the earth by showing him the
moon and stars through a small sea glass.[34]
Common sense philosophy, in sum, represented a "habit of mind" for the members of the
Laos Mission. It reinforced their intellectual commitment to a rational orthodox theology. It gave
them assurance that their orthodoxy truly defined the reality of the universe. It described for
them the process by which people became "warm -hearted" converts to the Christian faith. The

members of the Laos Mission, then, used common sense philosophy as interpreted to them
through the Princeton Theology to make sense, common sense, out of their world.
III
Most striking of all, however, was the way in which common sense philosophy and the
Princeton Theology served the Laos Mission as yet another weapon in its dualistic arsenal. In the
end, that philosophical and theological tradition proved most useful to co nservative
Presbyterians because it defended their orthodoxy and traditional morality while providin g the
means to attack the beliefs of the unconverted. In theological terms, common sens e philosophy
and the Princeton Theology proved useful because of thei r value to Christian "apologetics," the
defense of the faith.
The Princeton theologians based their defense of their religion on the fundamental
premises of common sense philosophy. Arch ibald Alexander, the dean of the Princeton
theologians, believed that the senses give a reliable picture of reality, accepted the idea of first
principles, and believed that God created the world of cause and effect and its first principles.
He believed that a person's conscience prov ides a reliable inner guide to right behavior and
showed that the Creator of the universe (and the conscience) was a moral being.
Building on these common sense ideas, Alexander began his defense of the Christian faith
with yet another Scottish premise: that human reason was the same everywhere, in all situations
and cultures, and in every age. He went on to argue that the Bible contained the sole measure of
truth and reason, and taught the reasonable moral laws upon which peop le can live happily.
Alexander claimed, in other words, that there was only one truth and that truth was universal.
Charles Hodge, who taught both McGilvary and Wilson, refined Alexander's use of
common sense philosophy into an intricate defense of the Bi ble. He claimed that the Bible
contain all truth, that no truth existed apart from it, and that the inductive method provided the
method for bringing that truth to light . In the cautiously methodical fashion of common sense
reasoning, the inductive method gathered the facts contained in the Bible, discovered the
connections between those facts, and inferred from those connections a larger system of
truth.[35]
Hodge used common sense philosophy, then, as a tool to maintain Calvinism's traditional
emphasis on the Bible as the repository of all truth, and he and his successors evolved the
doctrine of "plenary inspiration" in order to prop up the assertion that the Bible cont ained all
truth That doctrine claimed that the Holy Spirit authored the Bible and insur ed that no errors of
any type, scientific or otherwise, appeared in it. The Bible, ther efore, was the consistent and
self-validating standard of measure for all other tr uths.[36]
Hodge, furthermore, displayed the circular reasoning to which common sense p hilosophy
so easily lent itself. He began with the assumption that the Bible contained all truth and then
moved in a series of carefully delineated steps based on that a ssumption to demonstrate that it
did, in fact, contained all truth. The closed system o f his thinking allowed Hodge to have
confidence in the correctness of his theology and, as importantly, confidence in his attacks upon
those who did not believe as he di d. Hodge and the other Princeton theologians created a closed
circle in which the assertion of truth led to belief in that truth which led, finally, to the assertion
that all who would be "saved" must also believe that truth. These thinkers and their churc h made
of "common sense" what they wanted it to be and then posited on that "common sen se" the aura
of objective, incontrovertible truth.[37]

By its very nature, the Princeton Theology perpetuated among Presbyterians a closed
attitude towards the larger w orld that encouraged Presbyterian missionaries to draw only upon
American Protestant ideas and activities for their work. The highly influential writings of the
Rev. James S. Dennis, an 1867 graduate of Princeton Seminary and well -known Presbyterian
missionary in Syria, demonstrated the extent to which the Princeton Theology influenced
Presbyterian missions. Dennis accepted the "Baconian" principle that a single, universal standard
of common sense applied equally to all peoples. They all had the same religi ous needs and,
therefore, the same need for the same salvation. Like Alexander and Hodg e, Dennis sought to
prove the truthfulness of the Christian religion and entitled his first book, Christian Evidences.
In keeping with his views, Dennis declared that Is lam, was an "irrational" religion th e inferiority
of which was "self-evident." He believed that the Ottoman Empire could escape its degraded
social, moral, and religious condition only with the help of American Protestant
missionaries.[38]
The same circular reasoning that Alexander and Hodge taught at Princeton and Dennis
lived out in Syria suffused the attitudes of the missionaries in northern Siam with a self confident belief in the truth of their world view and an equally self -confident rejection of
everything northern Thai. Thus, they attacked Buddhism as a mere "speculative" system, tru sted
in the reasonableness of their own religion, and believed in the scientific truth of the Christian
religion. Thus, they divided their world into separate realms of Good and Evil, secure in the
common sense knowledge that the "real world" was so divide d.
In his classic study of white American attitudes about the American Indian, Roy Harvey
Pearce points out that Scottish philosophy contributed a great deal to the whi te American
understanding of savagism and civilization. It described a single, universa l pattern for human
development in which nations and peoples progressed from "rude" savagism to civilization.
Every aspect of human culture and society participated in t hat pattern so that all peoples
everywhere must attain civilization in the same way as the civilized European societies attained
it. Since people everywhere and of every race, according to common sense ph ilosophy, had the
same nature, inferior people could only be the product of an inferior sociocultural environment.
Scottish philosophy judged the Indians as culturally (not racially) inferior because they lived in
a savage condition.[39]
The logic of antebellum American attitudes regarding the American Ind ian would have
made perfect "sense" to the missionaries of the Laos Mission because the y faced a similar
situation. They lived among what they believed to be an inferior people in despera te need of
"salvation." They identified the same factor, culture, as the cause of northern Thai inferiority.
Common sense thinking provides an understandin g of the hidden assumptions that under
girded missionary thinking. They assumed that all peoples everywhere were the same and in need
of the same salvation. They assumed that there must be only one measure of truth. They assumed
that their Protestant, conservative Presbyterian truths provided that measure. They assu med that
any system of thought that varied from their own must be mere, idle, impotent, unreasonable,
dead, human speculation. In all and through all, they assumed that the world and values they
believed in were the world and values God created. For the me mbers of the Laos Mission all of
these assumptions amounted to nothing less than good common sense.
In terms of the activities of the Laos Mission, those assumptions and the hidden labyrinths
of Scottish philosophy and Princeton theology boiled down to one simple premise: if the Laos
Mission was to save the northern Thai then it must destroy the cause of their heathenism,
traditional, Buddhist-centered culture. The activities of the Laos Mission must tear down the
edifice of Buddhism and replace it with a new, Christian -centered culture.

Conclusion
In her 1903 book on northern Siam, missionary Lillian Curtis de scribed in dramatic
fashion the trials and problems Nan Inta suffered through in reachi ng his decision to convert to
Christianity. She wrote how he hesitated to convert because he would "be cut off from his own
people and kindred, and would be branded as a n outcast. An outcast amidst friends and loved
ones!" Nan Inta faced, she thought, a test of his manhood because conversion would cut him
loose "from every tie that binds him to the past and present, from famil y and organized society."
Satan tempted Nan Inta so that he labored to make his decision in the midst of an almost cosmic
struggle until, at last, he yielded up himself fully to God. Curtis called the struggle of Nan Inta's
conversion to Christianity "the birth-throes of Light into the midst of a peop le in darkness."[40]
Implicit in her presentation of that great moment of missionary j oy when they won their
first convert lay the attitudes of revivalistic conversionism and the Scottish tradition of
conservative Presbyterian theology. Conversion meant r adical change. It meant no compromise
with the forces of evil. It meant living and beli eving the way God created all peoples everywhere
to live and believe. It meant casti ng off the ugly mantle of heathenism and taking on a new way
of thinking and behaving. Conversion in the Scottish mode meant that the converts must give up
their former culture and assimilate themselves to a missionary counter -culture.
The missionary image of Nan Inta walking among the rice paddies, finally, distilled the
dualistic, conservative understanding of conversion and common sense into one moment. In the
Innocentian tradition, the Laos Mission brought a radi cal, aggressive conversionism to northern
Siam. In the Old School theological tradition, it expressed that conversionism in t he rationalistic
categories of common sense philosophy. The two streams melded quite co mfortably into a
subdued yet intense missionary understanding of what it meant for a northern Thai to convert to
missionary religion and culture. Upon those two streams, the Laos Mission built its work.
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Chapter Five
At each step of the way, dualism revealed new complexities and extensions that reinforced
evangelical Presbyterian assumptions about the nature of reality. Dualism led to the concept of
conversionism, and that concept led to the techniques of revivalism an d also encompassed Old
School uses of Scottish philosophy. The process did not stop there. Dua lism also expressed itself
in yet another complex of ideas in doctrines concerning the future, society, and the American
nation. That complex of ideas, in turn, f urther defined the activities of the Laos Mission.
I
Along with Wilson's shattering the Buddh a image with his axe and Nan Inta wandering
across the rice fields in contemplation, the scene of a young nor thern Thai couple waiting to be
married in 1878 presents one of the most powerful images in the history of the Laos Mission.
The bride and groom were Christians, and theirs was to be the first Christian wedding in
northern Siam. The Laos Mission felt ecsta tic about the wedding because it marked, the mission
hoped, the beginning of a true Christian community able to propagate itself in part through th e
nurture of Christian families. The day of the wedding came. The wedding party assembled. But,
then, at the very last moment a problem arose. Traditionally, the family of the bride paid a
"spirit fee" to the head of their clan not only to guarantee the fo rtunes of the couple but also to
legalize the ceremony. In this case, the bride's family refused to pay the f ee because they were
Christians and refused to have anything to do with spirit propitiation. The clan patriarch, on the
other hand, would not agree to suspension of the payment, and the local authorities in Chiang
Mai refused to take any action in the matt er. The mission postponed the wedding ceremony and
appealed to the King of Siam for assistance. The King referred the matter back to his viceroy in
Chiang Mai who issued, on October 8, 1878, a proclamation granting the Christian community
the legal right to exist and follow its own religious forms. The mission and hailed this "Edict of
Toleration" as a major turning point in the history of Christiani ty in northern Siam because it
seemed to liberate the church from the legal persecution under which it had su ffered since
1869.[1]
The elation with which the mission greeted the edict grew not so much out of the event
itself, however, as from the mission' s assumption that the edict offered it free and unhindered
competition with Buddhism. The Laos Mission believed that animistic Buddhism corrupted all of
northern Thai culture and society with its ignorance, impiety, and stifled intellect. It assumed
that conversion meant much more than simply exchanging one religion for ano ther. "True"
conversion transformed the whole life of the convert, moral and cultural, as well as religious so
that the conversion of individual northern Thais to Christianity would progr essively purify and
"civilize" the whole of northern Thai society.[2] Hence, this opportunity to compete without
legal restraint in the marketplace of religious beliefs seemed to guarantee the triumph of
Christianity and "civilization" in northern Siam. Th e "Edict of Toleration," in the eyes of the
mission, did more than just make it possible for converts to marry in a new way. It established
the Laos Mission's legal right to plant a much larger range of western ideas and forms in both the
convert community and the larger society.
In the thinking of the Laos Mission, the relationship of religion to civilization worked in
both directions. Not only did the mission think that the introduction of Christianity into northern
Siam meant the introduction of western civilization, but also it assumed that the importation of
elements of western civilization would encourage the spread of Christianity. McG ilvary wrote

that the westernization of northern Siam was the "will of God" and that God had plans for
northern Siam which went beyond the religious work of the mission. An image from the pen of
McGilvary captured the quite unconscious but total associatio n the missionaries made between
their religion and their own culture. In a June 1869 letter, McGilvary reported how h e had dined
with the chao muang (Prince) and several "chief princes" of Chiang Mai in the "foreign custom,"
that is seated at a table using western cutlery and dishes. McGilvary marveled at this sign of
"progress" towards civilization in isolated, backward s Chiang Mai, and he speculated at the
possibility that one day the chao muang, his princes, and McGilvary might sit "around the table
of the Lord" together as well.[3]
This broad view of the relationship between culture and religion in northern Siam
significantly influenced the ways in which the missionaries conducted themselves because it
defined what they sought to accomplish. The Laos Mission worked for nothing less t han a radical
social and cultural transformation of northern Siam in which American cu lture as well as
evangelical religion would replace traditional northern Thai Buddhist culture and religion. The
Laos Mission sought to create in northern Siam a place in which the people would worship in
western-style churches, worship and rest on western holy days, live by the western calendar, and
even dress in western-style clothes. In carrying out this agenda, the members of the Laos
Mission became visible models of a nd advocates for the transformation of Buddhist culture into
an American look-alike culture.[4]
II
Certain extensions of evangelical dualism reinforced the Laos Mission's habit of
identifying American culture with Protestant piety. Although superficially theological in nature,
those extensions allowed American Protestants to incorporate th eir feelings of nationalistic pride
into their piety so that love of country and love of God became virtually the same thing. Those
extensions of dualism encouraged evangelicals to see in their crusades to change the world as
patriotic as well as pietistic in nature. The doctrine of "millennialism" provides a convenient,
revealing entry point into those extensions.
Nineteenth-century evangelicals fervently believed that an "end time" would come when
Christ would rule the earth in peace and justice for a th ousand years. Students of nineteenthcentury evangelicalism now routinely divide it into two general camps, "postmillennialists" and
"premillenialists." While both groups accepted the idea of Christ's Second Coming, the
postmillennialists, as a rule, belie ved that the millennium would emerge gradu ally from the
course of progressive human history before the Second Coming. Premillennialist, or
"millenarians," believed that the millennium would come abruptly and without preparation after
the Second Coming. Postmillennialism dominated nineteenth -century evangelical thinking. While
some scholars caution that too much can be made of the distinction, in general historians
characterize postmillennialists as those who believed in human progress and sought to combine
that belief with older apocalyptic doctrin es. That combination encouraged them to exert
themselves in schemes intended to hasten the coming of the millennium.[5]
Although apocalyptic doctrines went back to the very beginnings of the Christian religion
and even further back into Judaism, American postmillennialism traced its roots to the
reemergence of apocalypticism during the Reformation. At that time, Protestants habitually
identified the papacy with the Antichrist, and growing numbers of them accepted t he idea of a
future millennium.[6] Belief in the millennium took root in England as well as other parts of
Europe, and when English colonists arrived in North America they brought millennialism with
them. The New England Puritans, for example, claimed that they went into the wilderness to
prepare for the latter-day glory. Other colonists used the categories of millennialism to make

some sense out of the American Indians. Many colonists, though not all, believed that the
Indians were the Lost Ten Tribes of Israel, and their conversion to Christianity would mark the
beginning of the millennium.[7]
American evangelicals closely associated millennialism with revivalism. The First Great
Awakening popularized the idea of God's Coming Kingdom, the m illennium, among American
Protestants, and during the Second Great Awakening evangelists spurred their hearers on towards
conversion with predictions that the millennium was close at hand.[8] One historian, observing
the spread of revivalistic millennialis m, comments that nineteenth century America was "drunk
on the millennium."[9]
The doctrine of millennialism, in fact, expanded the arena of dualism by subjecting the
past to its categories. Evangelicals interpreted all of human history and the whole of time itself
as a vast arena in which God and Satan fought a great cosmic battle between good and evil. God
urged humanity upward towards a golden age marked by complete submission to divine rule, but
the forces of Satan resisted progress and tried to pull humanity down int o a condition of
barbarism and heathenism.[10] Americans became particularly conscious of their participation in
this cosmic war when then the United States was at war. They identified their cause with that of
God, their foe's with Satan, and claimed to fi ght for the very future of humanity. They associated
American victory on the battlefield with the hope of the millennium.[11]
Postmillennialist dualism anticipated that humanity would enter the millennial gold age
progressively, and the idea of "progress" had a long connection with Christian millennialism
traceable from English and Scottish thinkers back through the Reformation, and, ultimately the
apocalyptic beliefs of the early church.[12] Nineteenth -century American evangelicals made the
association between progress and millennialism an absolute one so that the belief in progress
reinforced evangelical enthusiasm for the millennium, which, in turn, motivated many to convert
at revivalistic meetings. Revivalists, on the other hand, often believed that the preaching of the
millennium in and of itself promoted progress and made them, therefore, indispensable to the
continued progress of the nation. The rapid geographical, economic, and technological growth of
the United States further encour aged the evangelical belief in progress. Science and evangelical
religion appeared to be making great strides together toward the millennium.[13] As always,
doctrines and ideas such as that of progress encouraged evangelicals to involve themselves in the
crusade to save the world from the realm of darkness and hasten the coming of the millennium.
Millennialism and its doctrine of progress influenced Presbyterians no less than other
evangelicals. They, for example, joined other colonial Americans in identifying the cause o f the
English in the French and Indian War and the cause of the revolutionarie s during the American
Revolution with the cause of God's Coming Kingdom. They accepted the belief that America, as
the chosen agent of God, held the future of all of humanity in its hands. And they generally
accepted the postmillennial faith in the progres sive unfolding of the millennium before the
Second Coming, an unfolding which would destroy Catholicism, uplift morality, and lead to a
"knowledge of the Lord" among all the peop les of the world. The Civil War, which ended only
two years before the foundin g of the Laos Mission, whipped these views up to a new pitch
among Northern Presbyterians who viewed the war as a battle between God and Satan for the
future of humanity.[14]
After the Civil War, Presbyterians and ot her evangelicals continued to believe in a vague
way in the coming of the millennium; but, as in the case of revivalism, the belief in the
millennium became more attenuated. Moorhead notes that as postbellum evangelic al piety
gradually lost its emphasis on immediate, emotional conversionism and the fear of hell a less
passionate view of progress came to the fore.[15] The influential late nineteenth -century

missionary writings of James Dennis, as a Presbyterian example, show that he continued to
believe in a coming age when Christianity would triumph over the world, but he devoted the bulk
of his effort to proving that Christianity enhanced social progress.[16]
Evangelicals, in summary, used the idea of the millennium t o rationalize time into the
scheme of dualism. They looked for the progressive triumph of the sphere of light over time until
the day came when all of humanity would worship the God of the Christia n religion. Belief in the
millennium allowed evangelicals to bring the other elements of dualism out onto the historical
stage. It made "progress" and "civilization" cognates. It turned the concepts of "savage" and
"heathen" into tools for historical inter pretation. It placed virtually every encounter with a non evangelical group into a chronological framework and cast onto those encounters a millennial, as
well as cosmic, significance.
Evangelical postmillennialism, furthermore, reached out into time not only to turn all of
history into a cosmic confrontation bet ween good and evil but also to place the American nation
at the center of that confrontation. Evangelicals came to believe that the United States had a
special role to play in bringing about the millennium, and they pointed to the progress it was
making to prove that God had moved it to the forefront of history. In America's progress, they
believed, lay the hope of humanity to reach the golden end time.[17]
America's nationalistic millennialism emerged in the eighteenth century at a time when
Protestant Americans, including the Presbyterians, did not distinguish between the religious and
political arenas and tended to think about them in similar ways. They blended republicanism
with millennialism into a single system of meaning. The American Revolution inte nsified the
identification of millennial and republican expectations so that Americans interpreted their
republican victory over the British in millennial categories. America had become God's agent in
bringing freedom, republicanism, and the Christian fait h to the world.[18]
Belief in the millennial role of the American nation grew d uring the nineteenth century
until it became an essential part of evangelical doctrine.[19] That belief drew on the vivid Old
Testament accounts of God's calling Israel to be t he "Chosen People" so that Protestant
Americans thought of their nation as a Cho sen Nation akin to that of ancient Israel. As in Old
Testament times, God led the nation, protected the nation, and, when necessary, disciplined the
nation.[20] This "New Israel" took ancient Israel's place as God's primary agent in history and,
concurrently, assumed its God-given divine mission to save the world. The belief that America
was a nation with a mission had a powerful influence on the course of nineteenth -century events.
Even those who opposed the more obvious forms of that belief, such as the d octrine of Manifest
Destiny, did so only on the basis of their belief that America could not fulfill its mission through
geographical expansionism. They did not doubt that Amer ica had mission.[21]
This one-on-one identification of nation and religious calling had serious consequences
for Protestantism. John Edwin Smylie argues that because of the pluralistic environment of
American denominationalism, nineteenth -century Protestants did not have one, single "true"
church to which they could belong. They posited the need for such an institution on the nation,
which became for them something of a "universal church." By the end of the nineteenth century,
then, Protestants uncriticall y and almost entirely identified their religion with their nation and
did not distinguish what they considered to be Christian from what they considered to be
American. Smylie concludes, " Instead of Christi anizing the nation, the churches have been
nationalized."[22]
Within the logic of dualism, "nation" meant more than just a set of political structures and
ideals, and in the course of the nineteenth century American Protestants fused the notion of

Chosen Nation with the sum total of their own culture an d society. They believed that their
nation and their way of living reflected Christian principles, which meant that the patterns of
American culture and society increasingly determined the patterns of Protestant religious
thinking and acting. By the 1890s, American Protestants almost entirely identified their religious
hope for the future with the "progress" of the American nation and its civilization.[23]
III
Presbyterians of all persuasions took the relationship between religion and n ation very
seriously, and Old School and New School Presbyterians alike accepted the view that America
was God's New Israel. Conservative Presbyterians, moreover, did not take their lot as citizens of
the New Israel lightly or comfortably, because the Old Testament warned them that the role of
divine agent was not an easily fulfilled role. The New Israel must show itself able to fulfill its
mission, and these Presbyterians, therefore, insisted that religion must have a central place in the
life of the nation. They firmly believed that the nation's hope for survival and prosperity rested
entirely upon its moral strength, and moral strength could not be sustained without true religion.
They demanded that the nation's political leaders, its laws, and its citize nry as a whole must live
in accordance with Protestant Christian principles and values.[24]
The loss of true religion and of high moral standards, according to them, put the nation in
grave danger not only because such losses weakened the nation internally but also because t hey
invited divine punishment. The Old Testament showed time and again th at when the Hebrews
displeased God with their immoral behavior and worship of false gods divine punishment
followed. During much of the War of 1812, for example, leading Presbyterians interpreted
American military failures as proof of divine judgment on th e nation for national sins,
particularly the sin of electing non-Christian such as Jefferson to public office.[25] Fifty years
later New School preachers cited the Old Testament once again to warn the North that the nation
was suffering through the Civil W ar because of past national sins and the only hope for the
future lay in repentance.[26]
Given the seriousness with which they viewed the role of Chosen Nation, Presbyterians
did not hesitate to set an agenda for the United States that would safeguard it from divine
punishment and help it fulfill its divine mission. The nation, they decided, must maintain its
religious liberty at all costs. Presbyterians, however, used the term "relig ious liberty" in a
particular manner. They meant that all Protestant Christians should have the liberty to read the
Bible for themselves and worship God as they saw fit within the constraints of the Protestant
tradition. Religious liberty meant liberty for Protestants, and to allow non-Protestants
unrestrained freedoms would only put the nation in grave danger. Presbyterians, as one example,
resisted increased Irish Catholic immigration before the Civil War because they believed it
threatened freedom of religion and the existence of the nation. More generally, Presbyterians
believed that while the government should not try to control Protestantism it should also not
remain indifferent to the religious condition of the nation.[27]
The conclusion Presbyterian drew from their views on the relationship of the nation to
religion persuaded them that for the nation's sake they had to involve themselves in protecting
the nation from immoral and unchristian influences. They consciously soug ht to exercise control
over society, the classic example of their efforts being the campaign they led in the 1820s to
keep the Sabbath undefiled. Drawing on the biblical injunctions concerning "keeping the
Sabbath,"[28] Presbyterians considered safe -guarding Sundays for worship and rest important to
the moral and spiritual well -being of the nation, and they viewed with alarm a government
decision taken in the 1820s to allow the delivery of mail on Sundays. They felt that this decision
not only profaned the Sabbath but also threatened the much needed Protestant influence over

government. Local Presbyterian churches and higher judicatories all conducted aggressive
lobbying and petitioning to try to get Congress to repeal the Sunday delivery of mail.[29]
Presbyterians perceived the question of the Sabbath as something more than simply a
matter of preserving correct doctrine. They believed that the "moral"[30], as well as religious,
well-being of the nation depended upon observing the Sabbath because morality and piety
reinforced and sustained each other. Presbyterians concluded that this inseparable association of
morals and piety meant they had to involve themselves with social morality. Presbyterians
looked back to the sixteenth-century Scottish Reformation for the origins of their keen interest in
social moral behavior. Leyburn writes that the reformed Kirk worked a revolution in Scottish
moral behavior through the agency of local church governing boards, which closely e xamined the
morality of their flocks and frequently punished the re probate.[31] True to the spirit of the
Scottish Reformation, the eighteenth -century Scottish common sense philosophers emphasized
the role of the conscience as the divinely given guide to h uman behavior which leads human
beings on to their divinely-appointed ends.[32]
The Scottish common sense emphasis on moral behavior became a prominent feature of
American evangelicalism. Until the Civil War era, in fact, senior courses in "moral philosophy"
capped nearly every college curriculum in America. In those courses, clergy professors
introduced their students to common sense philosophy and its defense of "common sense," that
is, traditional, ethical behavior based on their interpretation of biblical ethics.[33]
Evangelicals of all stripes, including Presbyteria ns, carried around in their heads, or
consciences, a checklist of proper behavior that defined the arena of morality. They used this
checklist to demonstrate their own moral uprightness and to ga uge the probity of others. An
enumeration of some of the items on that checklist would include the following: orderliness,
obedience to authority, physical fitness, being energetic, intellectual agility, dedication to
helping others, patriotism, piety, bei ng law-abiding, courageousness, courteousness, and
rationality.[34] During the course of the nineteenth -century, the rise of industrialism and big
business added to the list values that served the interests of the industrial work place, such as
frugality, temperance and moderation, self-discipline, valuation of work, regard for personal
property, orderliness, and self-restraint. Many American Protestants eventually came to associate
morality with business success.[35]
In point of fact, the larger web of nineteenth -century Protestant values grew out of
traditional American rural and village life. Protestants felt that the agrarian society most of them
grew up in represented the stability, orderliness, and security which seemed to be slipping away
from an urbanizing society. The old -fashioned rural life, in particular, embodied traditional
Protestant piety, and that piety seemed to them to be as threate ned by urbanization and other
social forces as did rural values themselves.[36]
Morality, in sum, mattered to Presbyterians and to all Protestants. Presbyterians in
particular believed that the future of their natio n and the preservation of its civilization
depended upon its moral strength. They believed that they themselves must act to preserve that
moral strength, for only the inculcation of religious piety could keep t he nation safe. God's
Chosen Nation, America, must demonstrate its worthiness to fulfill its divine mission otherwise
God would punish it. Morality very definitely mattered to nineteenth -century Presbyterians.
IV
The elation of the Laos Mission over the " Edict of Toleration" encompassed this whole set
of ideas concerning the relationship of religion to society. For the first time since the

persecution of 1869, the mission saw a clear opening into northern Thai society that promised it
an opportunity to introduce a Christian culture into that society. They could begin to shape the
northern Thai people into what they considered a moral, civilized society founded on rational
Christian beliefs and institutions. Quite "naturally," they assumed that Christian ins titutions in
northern Siam would replicate the ones already established in Christian America.
While the members of the Laos Mission seldom overtly expressed the connection between
nation and piety, they acted in ways that presupposed that connection. The most important single
instance of such action came early in the mission's history. In keeping w ith their heritage as
evangelical Presbyterians, the missionaries in northern Siam emphasized the importance of
keeping the Christian Sabbath within the fledglin g Christian community. They demanded that
converts prove the genuineness of their conversions b y rejecting the Buddhist holy days,
calculated according to the lunar calendar, and observing the Christian Sabbath. The Laos
Mission continued well into the twe ntieth century to judge the quality of individual converts as
Christians in large measure by their willingness to keep the Sabbath. Nothing brought a stern
reprimand from a missionary as quickly as working or having parties on the Christian Sabbath.
The mission used the observance of the Sabbath as one of its weapons in the war to
undermine Buddhist culture. In traditional northern Thai society, patrons had the right to call
upon the labor of a client at any time they needed it, and the client had no right to refuse a
legitimate, reasonable request. When Christ ian converts began to refuse to meet their obligations
on Sundays, as they did, they challenged a central relationship in their society, the one between
client and patron. They, in fact, challenged th e legitimacy of the highest powers in their country
as well, because all power rested, finally, on the ability of patrons to call upon the services of
clients.[37]
The mission's attempts to introduce the Christian Sabbath into northern Thai society
represented one of its earliest westernizing activities, a direct assault upon traditional Buddhist
culture, and the spearhead of its campaign to Christianize northern Sia m. [38] The chao muang
understood quite well that the Laos Mission's instructions on keepin g the Sabbath undermined
the very set of relationships upon which his own power as the Prince of Chiang Mai rested. And
he moved to squelch the incipient revolutiona ry convert community, as we have seen, by
executing two of its leaders.
It is not likely that any one of the four missionaries living in Chiang Mai in 1869 worked
through the logic of Sabbath observance and the rela tionship of religion to the nation. They did,
however, associate their intention to Christianize northern Siam with the necessity o f keeping
the Christian holy day. They assumed without question that the observance of the Sabbath
comprised part and parcel of the Christian life and of a Christian society. Behind that seemingly
simple assumption lay the far more complex dualistic web th at began with the perception of the
United States as God's Chosen Nation and worked its way through the deification of
republicanism to the Presbyterian emphasis on restraint of and control over national morality as
the means to preserve America's ability to carry out its divine mission. The rationale behind
Laos Mission's attempt to introduce Sabbath observance into northern Si am, in fact, duplicated
the Presbyterian-led evangelical campaign of the 1820s to enforce observance of the Sabbath in
American society. Quite simply, the nation that does not observe the Sabbath cannot be a
Christian nation.
The members of the Laos Mission did not exhibit directly the millennial thinking that
subsumed the idea of America as God's Chosen Nation, but they did quite fr equently call upon
yet another expression of that thinking, t he belief in the leading of providence. Bozeman writes
that Presbyterians associated "providence," divine activity in human affairs, with the

postmillennial idea of progress. Old School Presbyter ians, in particular, believed that the world
progressed according to divine will and a divine plan, which already charted the future
improvement of humanity. Old School Presbyterians tied the idea of providence back into their
common sense philosophy, which made providence inherent in nature. Providence, thus,
expressed itself as a progressive natural law. Old School conservatism, furthermore, understood
that providence did not function either irrationally or in a revolutionary manner. Providential
change accumulated slowly and orderly as well as progressively.[39]
The nineteenth-century Presbyterian concept of providence represented a major change in
Presbyterian thinking about God's activity in history. Traditional Calvinism affirmed God as an
active, independent, sovereign, and unpredictable agent in human affairs. God acted as God
chose to act. After the American Revolution, however, Presbyterians gradually discarded the
traditional view of providence and replaced it with a God who acted predictably thro ugh natural
laws and the natural order of things. Disasters, for example, took place for natural reasons, and
Presbyterians no longer interpreted them as divine interventions into human affairs.[40]
American Presbyterians, furthermore, identified providen ce with millennialism, the
doctrine of America as the Chosen Nation, and liberty, thus reaffirming their belief that the
nation could not survive without religion. Providence, they supposed, worked in human affairs
for the coming of the Kingdom of God, and America played a special, leading part in bringing
about the millennial kingdom. They equated progress and providence with the s preading of the
Christian message around the world, and they also believed that only through the workings of
providence was civilization made possible. Hood concludes that the doctrine of providence, the
idea of religion as necessary for national liberty, and belief in the millennium "...served as a
network of religious symbols in terms of which the Presbyterians responded to the development
of the new nation."[41]
The Laos Mission adapted the doctrine of providence t o its own situation in northern
Siam, one in which it saw itself as the agent and beneficiary of divine activity. The missionaries
never wrote of providence as punishing them and always interpreted providential activity in a
positive light. God, they knew with certainty, sustained and promoted their work. In these views,
the mission reflected the position of their denomination concerning providence: everything
worked out according to God's long-range plan for northern Siam without any miracles or divine
visitations, in the biblical sense, ever occurring. Historical events, it seemed to the mission,
revealed the ongoing work of providence and always pointed towards the u ltimate victory of
northern Siam's local agent for the Kingdom of God, the Laos Mission.
In September 1866 McGilvary wrote of the chain of events that led the chao muang of
Chiang Mai to give his permission for the establishment of a miss ion station in his city, "The
whole history of this affair has been so providential that the hand of God must be in it." He later
wrote that God had stimulated his interest in Chiang Mai, and he intended to follow that leading
until such time as God shut the way. Wilson wrote that he too felt that providence was leading
his family to go to Chiang Mai as well.[42]
At every turn of events, McGilvary, Wilson, and the other members of the mission turned
to the doctrine of providence to rationalize their understanding of events around them. As the
McGilvarys went about establishing themselves in Chiang Mai in 1867 and 1868, they believed
the goodness of God assisted them. When the Wilsons arrived in 1868, McGilvary interpr eted
their arrival and his close friendship with Jonathan Wilson as acts of providence laying the
groundwork for the future of the mission. Other events received similar interpretations: when the
chao muang gave the mission land for a station; when events in Bangkok brought an end to the
persecution of the converts in 1869; when the mission baptized its first convert; when it opened

its first school in 1879; and when the "Edict of Toleration" was published. Providence, the
mission claimed, caused these events.[43]
Even at difficult times, members of the mission maintained their faith in the workings of
providence. During the persecution of the small church in 1869, the most harrowing period in the
entire history of the Laos Mission, McGilvary saw the hand of God at work. He believed that the
execution of the two "martyrs" was providential because it would serve the same purpos e as did
the executions of the early church martyrs. It would strengthen the church by scattering the
converts into other regions where they would spread their faith.[44] When several new mem bers
of the mission left the field permanently because of illness es in 1883, Wilson could only remark
that, "God's dealings with us as a Mission have been inscrutable. Only this we know, that he has
dealt with us so much better than we deserve."[45]
God, then, always worked in ways beneficial to the missionaries, and they interpreted
every momentary advantage or encouraging happening to the work of providence. In an 1880
letter, McGilvary expressed confidence in the ultimate success of the mission bec ause God
promised in the Bible that Christianity would spread to "the ends of the earth." McGilvary tied
his absolute confidence in the future of the mission to one of the few direct references to
millennialism found in the records of the Laos Mission. He called Buddhism, "...the modern
dragon ready to fall before the Ark of the Lord." The "dragon" in both the New and the Old
Testaments was an eschatological figure which represented Satan and the enemies of God. In that
letter, he went on to catalog the standard list of evils which proved that Buddhism was of the
realm of Satan including complaints that it was an absurd system, a characteristic complaint for
one trained in the Princeton Theology and common sense philosophy.[46] Quite unconsciously,
McGilvary brought together in one cognitive "lump" the leading of providence, millennial
expectations, Presbyterian theology and philosophy, and a dualistic judgment on Buddhism.
McGilvary's dualistic disdain for a "heathen" religion, in sum, lay at the core of his
confidence in providence's intentions for the Laos Mission. In all of the "providential leadings"
experienced by the mission, God worked to build up the mission while tearing down Buddhism
and everything associated with it. The mission's doctrine of providenc e complimented their use
of Sabbath observance and their hope in the "Edict of Toleration" as elements in a cohesive
system born of its millennial, progressive, and nationalized evangelical Presbyterian cognitiv e
heritage. The Laos Mission used the Sabbath to invade the traditional northern Thai calendar
with a "moral alternative," the observance of which would lead to God's favor for the North. In
the same way, it relied upon the "Edict of Toleration" to open no rthern Thai society and politics
to its influence, again, to the end that the Christian religion might replace Buddhism and
animism. Through the doctrine of providence, the missionaries held onto a firm assurance of
historical precedent and natural law that their invasion of the North would ultimatel y succeed.
Conclusion
The evangelical doctrines of millennialism, progress, and America as the New Israel
expanded the web of dualism into a satisfying, dynamic philosophy of history that assured
evangelicals that as long as America remained faithful to G od it must triumph over the forces of
evil. Those doctrines focused the attention of evangelicals, most particularly the Old School
Presbyterians, on the need to preserve and spread Protestant influence throu ghout American
society. Those doctrines also sha ped how the Laos Mission thought about its own missionary
situation in northern Siam. It saw itself as an agent of providence in northern Siam charged with
the mission of "saving" that region from heathenism by Christianizing and civilizing it in
accordance with the workings of providence. The Laos Mission acted as if it thought of itself as

an embodiment of the New Israel led by providence to extend the Kingdom of God in northern
Siam.
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Chapter Six
Evangelicals responded to their dualistic situation with a zeal to help God change the
world. They felt God called them to act in ways that would defeat the kingdom of darkness and
expand the kingdom of light. They concluded that they must, in fact, exert control over their
society in order to root out evil in and insure the moral and doctrinal purity of the New Israel.
The techniques of revivalism offered them one means of gaining that control , but evangelicals
found that it could not rely on revivalism alone. Under the rubric of conservative "reform,"
American evangelicals created another set of organiza tions and strategies fit to purify their
nation.
The Laos Mission, heirs to the evangelical world view, stood also as heirs of conservative
reform. The missionaries, in fact, made no cognitive distinction between the institutions and
strategies of reform and the world view out of which they arose. Worldview, strategies,
programs, and institutions formed one common sense whole to them. They, therefore, took the
strategies and the institutions of reform with them because conservative eva ngelical reform
seemed the logical way to accomplish the Christianization of northern Siam. The evangelical
reform movement described in this chapter led directly to the activities of the Laos Mission.
I
The evangelical reform movement took shape in the post -Revolutionary era, an era
evangelicals experienced as a time of threatening social change when it appeared t hat religion
was losing its influence over American society. The Revolutionary era itself distracted the nation
from more pious concerns and encouraged interest in the new "infidelism" of militant deism and
rational religion presented a serious threat to t raditional piety. The further stress of creating a
new nation and coping with social change also distrac ted it from religious concerns.[1] Although
the actual situation may not have been as serious as Protestant leaders supposed, rightly or
wrongly, Protestant leaders believed that religion was in decline and reacted accordingly.[2]
Evangelicals responded to the decline in piety partly by developing and empha sizing
denominational structures and concerns and partly through the Second Great Awakening.[3] But
they eventually realized that defense of their religion required them to join together across
denominational lines. In order to achieve interdenominational cooperation, conservative
evangelicals, led by the Congregationalists and Presbyterians, borrowed t he model of reform
cooperation from the British noncomformists and founded a whole set of American cooperative,
voluntary associations.[4] These evangelical reform groups concretely embodied the revivalistic,
millennialist, activist, aggressive, perfection ist, common sense, dualistic worldview of
evangelicalism, even as they devoutly sought to conquer the nation and the world for their
faith.[5]
The first "wave" of British-influenced voluntary reform associations in the United States
were not reform societies in the strictest sense of the term but, rather, missionary societies. The
first of those societies, the New York Missionary Society (founded 1796), modeled itself after
the London Missionary Society. To a large extent, however, the missionary societies set the
stage for the later reform societies, and the reform societies remained, essentially, missionary
societies devoted to the conversion of some segment of society for the millennial good of all the
world.[6]

The fact that American reform began as a missionary movement seeking to convert the
world left an indelible imprint on it. All of the various nin eteenth-century American reform
movements, evangelical and otherwise, had their origins in revivalism, drawing from it the
underlying ideas and the methods needed to achieve their aims. As reformers attacked
intemperance, poverty, delinquency, or immoralit y, they utilized the intensity and the
emotionalism of revivalism to carry themselves forward. Even non -evangelical American
reformers incorporated millennial and perfectionist themes in their thinking, and revivalism
provided them also with the techniques of persuasion reformers needed to gain converts to it.[7]
At the heart of that heritage stood a set of five organizations, sometimes called the
"Evangelical United Front" by historians, created specifically to Christianize American society.
The Big Five included the American Education Society (founded 1816), the American Bible
Society (1816), the American Sunday School Union (1824), the American Tract S ociety (1825),
and the American Home Missionary Society (1826). These five societies maintained extremely
close working relations with each other and shared many of the same directors on their
governing boards. They even met each year during the month of M ay at the same location.[8]
As befit their close working relationship, each society had a set of responsibilities
complimenting those of the other four. The American Education Society (A.E.S.) prepared young
men for the ordained ministry and home missiona ry work. The American Home Missionary
Society (A.H.M.S.) took young men trained by the A.E.S. and sent them to the frontier to
conduct missionary work. The American Sunday School Union (A.S.S.U.) organized and trained
young people in the expectation that t hey would one day become leaders and members of local
churches. The American Bible Society (A.B.S.) and the American Tract S ociety (A.T.S.), as well
as the A.S.S.U., provided the propaganda literature and the tracts needed for evangelistic
campaigns.[9]
Beyond the Big Five and their networks of regional, state, and local affiliates, existed a
second set of evangelical reform societies aimed at the moral uplift of one social group or
another. Although not overtly missiona ry and revivalistic in intent, these societies sought the
same ends as the Big Five, namely, the conversion of the infidel and the protection of social
morality. The evangelical moral reform societies were as millennial and revivalistic as the Big
Five.
The single most important revivalist of the nineteenth-century, Charles Grandison Finney,
also had a profound influence on the course of the evangelical moral reform movements.
Finney's revivalism brought personal piety out of the homes and the churches into the public
arena where he called upon the converted to confront the unconverted with the perils of eternal
damnation and the joys of eternal salvation. Finney and his followers created an excited,
emotional, fervent revivalistic movement that aimed to remake society through the conversion of
individuals to revivalistic pietism. That movement called upon the vision of the millennium to
inspire the converted in their task of remaking society into a purified, thoroughl y Protestant
society. While Finney himself remained attached to "pure" reviv alism, many of his followers
translated their enthusiasm to convert the world into parallel reform movements focused on
particular issues. Finney revivalism stimulated the temperan ce movement and made it the
centerpiece of antebellum reform. Disciples of F inney appropriated his fervor, goals, and
techniques for militant abolitionism, the drive to purify society by ending slavery.[10]
Finney revivalism's doctrine of perfectionism proved to be one of its most important
contributions to dualistic evangelical reform. Perfectionism held that those who lived according
to their divinely given natures and acted benevolently towards others could achieve holy
perfection in this life.[11] It rooted itself in a "romantic faith" that, in turn, grew out of the

traditions of conservative Protestantism. It believed in progress and i dentified progress with the
protection of America and Protestantism from the dangers of infidelity. Perfectionism desired the
Christianization of American society. It emphasized morals and moral order. Thomas argues that
this romantic perfectionism spread itself broadly across American Protestantism and planted
even more deeply the demand that Protestants totally commit themselves to immediate efforts to
convert society.[12]
Perfectionism placed a great premium on action and impelled its adherents to action.
Perfectionist evangelical reformers could not remain neutral to evil. They had to fight against
evil because they believed that the very future of their nation and the whole human race
depended upon their ability to act for change. Social problems represented barriers to the
millennium, and social action hastened the millennium.[13]
The perfectionist emphasis on action, on saving society, and on achieving the millennium
reinforced one of the fundamental tendencies of the whole we b of dualism: intolerance. In their
haste to win the future and their certainty that they alone held the keys to the future, reformers
warred even with each other. They split and split again into factions pursuing the s ame goals but
resisted working together because each believed the other failed to move in the directions
perfectionism dictated. Perfectionism radicalized leading elements in the temperance movement,
the abolitionist movement, and the peace movement and ma de the dread of failure so great that
compromise with other factions became impossible.[14]
The temperance movement stood out among the evangelical moral reform societies as the
largest, the most typical, and the most typically perfectionist of all of t hem. Spearheaded by the
American Temperance Society, the antebellum temperance movement identified alcoholism as
the most important cause of social immorality including idleness, self -indulgence, waste, and
poverty. The early nineteenth-century temperance societies promoted only the temperate use of
alcohol, but, under the influence of revivalistic perfectionism, a radical wing emerged and called
for total abstinence. Historians routinely note that the temperance movement had close links to
evangelical revivalism and shared with revivalism the same dualistic mind set. Temperance
reformers assumed that the consumption of alcohol and everything associated with it was totally
evil, and temperance societies conducted what amounted to revivalistic campaigns to co nvert
people from the use of alcohol to total abstinence.[15]
Historians have devoted attention to the antebellum temperance movement because those
close ties to evangelicalism made it a centerpiece in the evangelical drive to gain control over
society. Social historians note the role temperance played in introducing a new work ethic into
the industrializing American economy. Evangelicals feared that the rise of an unrestrained
working class would introduce new dangers to the purity and piety of society, and they allied
themselves with the entrepreneurs in evangelizing workers with a set of ethics congenial to
production and the social control of the workers. That ethic emphasiz ed all of the values that
became associated with the middle class, the social hear tland of evangelicalism, including
sobriety, frugality, respectability, promptness, and industry. Temperance reformers and their
allies among factory owners and workers assum ed that if the boisterous, rowdy workers could be
sobered up they would improve mo rally and become better, more controlled workers and
citizens.[16]
These same antebellum concerns carried over into the Midwest after the Civil War where
an often aggressive evangelical prohibition movement waged war on drink. The evangelical drive
to prohibit drinking amounted to a cultural battle between evangelicals an d ethnic and Catholic
immigrant groups which cherished alcohol consumption as part of their European heritage. The
prohibitionist evangelicals emphasized conversion and rural values while fearing cities and

Catholics. They identified themselves with the Pr otestant missionary movement to Christianize
the world. Like their antebellum forbearers, they looked upon drink as the source of all social
evil, the greatest threat to Christian values, and an instrument of Satan.[17]
The larger antebellum reform movement, indeed, exerted a potent influence on the
evangelicals well after the Civil War ended. Postbellum evangelical reformers associated
themselves with all of the ideas of nation, m illennium, progress, perfectionism, and reform even
when, at first glance, their goals seemed far removed from the web of dualism. Health reformers,
for example, sought the millennium through healthful living. They reasoned that such living
would necessarily include upright moral living and a strong Christian faith that would lead
inexorably to the perfection of individuals and society.[18] In their search for labor reform,
labor leaders also relied upon millennial thinking to give workers the vision, the f ramework, and
the moral imperative they needed to protest against employers. Postmillennialism, Finney
perfectionism, and antebellum evangelical revivalism were the predominant influence on the
American labor movement from the Civil War to the end of the c entury. Labor leaders, like
health leaders and reformers of other causes, sought the perfection of the world.[19]
The reform mentality, then, filtered through evangelicalism throughout the nineteenth
century, and the temperance movement simply exhibited the attit udes and the methods of the
other antebellum and postbellum reform movements. Abolitionism, the women's rig hts
movement, the Indian Reform movement, and others shared the millennialism, revivalism,
perfectionism, and dualism of the temperance movement. The y grew out of the same evangelical
soil and pursued the same millennial ends.[20]
II
The members of the Laos Mission experienced the conservative reform movement as a part
of their own world view through their conservative Presbyterian heritage. Given the ir belief in
the necessity of religion for society and their concer n for the purity of society, the reform
impulse came quite easily to Presbyterians. In the post -Revolutionary era they shared the fears of
other evangelicals concerning the supposed decline of religion in the nation and joined the
Congregationalists at the core of the evangelical reform movement.[21] Presbyterians dominated
the movement in the South, and they played a strong role in the West, where others often
associated reform societies with Presbyterianism.[22]
The Old School wing shared the Presbyterian interest in reform activities partly, at least,
because evangelical reform itself was a conservative move ment that drew on the ideas of the past
in the search for a better future.[23] Old School Presbyterians, however, chose their reform
causes and organizations with some care. They, for example, could not accept radical
abolitionism because of its associatio ns with the heresies of radical revivalism and because its
demand for immediate change denied the Old School mentality.[24]
Old School Presbyterians took an active part in founding and leading a wide variety of
reform societies, but even in the post -Revolutionary era conservative Presbyterians tended to
participate in benevolent and moral reform societies entirely or largely comprised of
Presbyterians. They constantly worried about maintaining the "purity" of Presbyt erian
orthodoxy.[25] Conservative Presbyterians felt uneasy about the way in which the
Congregationalists and New School P resbyterians dominated many of the evangelical reform
societies with their liberal, "heretical" tendencies. In 1816 conservative Presb yterians began a
drive to create a set of denominational agencies to carry out missionary and reform functions
entirely under the control of the General Assembly.[26]

The actions the Old School took, out of their fear of contamination, created a major
turning point in Presbyterian history. When the Old School rejected as too dangerous the
Congregationalist-New School drive to Christianize all of society through interdenominational
efforts, it withdrew from that effort and retreated behind the walls of denominationalism in order
to protect the purity of its faith and provide for the care of its members. It built a fortress to
protect "true Christians" from the influence of the world.[27]
From within the walls of the Old School fortress, however, conservative Presbyterians
continued to struggle for the Christian reform of society. The Presbyterian Church (Old School)
after 1837 created its own apparatus of boards and agencies, modeled after the voluntary reform
associations, to carry its religion into the world. In the process, the Old School denomination
turned itself into a reform-like missionary society with the self-given charged of Christianizing
the world.[28]
Old School Presbyterians, then, took a leading part in the nineteenth -century evangelical,
perfectionist reform movement in their own particular way. They focused on the divergence
between society as it should be and its reality, and, as a consequence, they emphasized the
conversion and perfection of society instead of the individual. Conservative Presbyterians felt
themselves called by God to accomplish those ends through reforming action.[29] Even though
they overtly rejected Finney perfectionism as a dangerous theological innovation, conservative
Presbyterians actually shared that perfectionism in a broader, more covert manner.[30]
In fact, while Presbyterians never lost their emphasis on collective perfectionism, they
even gradually accepted the more widely held viewpoint that the reform of society must be
achieved through the conversion of individuals, one by one. This combination of collectivist and
individualistic perfectionism profoundly influenced the Presbyte rian understanding of how
reform took place. They retained their desire to "save" all of society, but they looked to the
revivalistic mechanics of individual conversions to gain that social salvation.[31]
Presbyterians looked upon the individual members o f threatening outside groups, such as
the American Indians, Catholics, or "secular humanists," as embodiments of all of the qualities
of infidelity and impurity of their group. In order to conquer the sinfulness of the group,
evangelical individualism convinced the Presbyterians that they must conquer the individual
sinfulness of each person within that group. In the case of groups with a distinct culture,
conquering the sinfulness of individuals meant stripping them of their culture and replacing it
with evangelical culture. The heathen and the infidel, according to this line, were the victims of
their culture.[32] Their only hope for attaining individual and social perfection lay in "escaping"
the evil influences of their original culture.
Old School Presbyterianism, in sum, acted out of a mode at once aggressive and defensive.
As a conservative participant in the evangelical reform movement, it aimed for the kinds of
social change, which impelled it into an aggressive, crusading posture. Yet, in true cons ervative
Presbyterian fashion, it also remained fearful of the dangers of contamination from the outside
world. Both the aggressive and the defensive modes fed upon and reinforced that fundamental
evangelical dualism that warned against the world outside a s a dangerous, evil place.
The Laos Mission's drive to establish a separate counter -culture made sense only in the
context of this defensive-aggressive attitude. It conceived of the missionary counter -culture as a
safe haven within which the mission could "decontaminate" its converts. Therefore, they had to
make that counter-culture as perfect as possible, which meant as unlike northern Thai
"heathenism" as possible. The mission, in short, felt it must act aggressively to change heathen
culture into Christian culture. In its fundamental stance, the Laos Mission attacked to defend.

III
As American evangelical churches, interdenominational agencies, and benevolent and
moral reform societies sought to reform their nation, they developed an elaborate set of
techniques to that end. That set of techniques became a virtually set pattern to which
evangelicals turned habitually each time they challenged the "forces of Satan" for the sake of
their religion and society. Although the pattern grew up over a period of de cades and out of
various historical situations, three particular situations shaped it. These were the challenges
posed by urbanization, westward expansion, and the American Indians. It was that s ame pattern
which the Laos Mission utilized to create its own activities.
Of the three sources of evangelical reform activity, Protestant missionary activity among
the American Indians, may well have been the most important one of all. Colonial mission
efforts among the Indians provided inspiration and models for b oth the foreign missionary and
the voluntary reform movements of the nineteenth century, both of which traced their
institutional origins back to early Indian missions societies.[33] Many of the strategies and
tactics the evangelical missionaries and refor mers later used in the cities, on the frontier, and
against special groups, such as slave holders, may be traced back to missionary work among the
Indians.
Presbyterians, among the Cherokees in the early nineteenth century provid es an excellent
example of the development of Indian missions. In pursuit of the goal of converting the
Cherokees, Protestant missionaries established schools, aided the Cherokees in learning farming,
taught them English, produced a Christian literature in the Cherokee language, and otherwise
consciously sought to facilitate the assimilation of the Indians into American culture.[34]
Protestant missionary work among the Indians, more generally, emphasized education
including, common schools, Sunday schools, and a significant relianc e on boarding schools. All
of these schools taught English literacy, "academic" subjects such as geograph y, and heavy doses
of religious and moral instruction. Missionaries to the Indians also itinerated extensively among
them. They promoted the establishm ent of voluntary associations, especially Indian missionary
societies, temperance societies, and benevole nce associations. Missionary work among the
Indians strongly encouraged women's education and undertook domestic training programs to
improve the economic and moral conditions of Indian families. Protestant missionaries also
introduced the Indians to western medicine and attempted to turn the "wild" Indians into farmers
and tradesmen.[35]
Evangelicals carried this general set of activities over into and refined it in the crusade to
reform the cities. Nineteenth -century evangelicals perceived urbanization as a threat because
cities seemed so uncongenial to the traditional values of rural America. Cities, they felt, bred
disorder, chaos, and immorality, an d beginning in the post-Revolutionary period they responded
to the moral challenge of the cities in a number of ways. They established urban missionary
societies and conducted urban revivalistic campaigns. They organized Bible and tract societies
that produced and distributed large amounts of literature including Bible p ortions and tracts.
They set up Sunday schools and went out in the streets to round up children and adults for the
Sunday schools. They used the Sunday schools to teach literacy as well as m ore religious
subjects. Urban missionaries itinerated through thei r urban territories visiting homes and
carrying out the distribution of literature and the organization of Sunday schools and
churches.[36] Eventually, millennial enthusiasm waned among the evangelical urban missionary
and reform movement, and more sophist icated, realistic, and professional organizations, such as
the YMCA and charity groups not specifically related to churches, took over the work of
evangelical urban reform. Yet, even in the Gilded Age evangelical urban workers continued to

draw on the repertoire of responses created earlier in the century. They updated and republished
a flood of older tracts. They pressed for increased numbers of revivalistic services. They tried to
increase the number of Sunday schools.[37]
The western frontiers, as described earlier, seemed to pose a similar threat to social
stability and moral order. Evangelicals responded to that threat with strategies and tactics like
those, which they used among the Indians and in the cities. The "Mississippi Valley Campaign,"
which involved both denominational societies and the Evangelical United Front's Big Five
societies, provides one of the most significant and clearest examples of that response. The
campaign began when evangelical emissaries took a series of survey trips into the South and
West in the decade before 1820. They reported that the frontier was a degraded, semi -barbaric,
immoral, and heathen society desperately in need of salvation. Samuel J. Mills, in pa rticular,
returned to the East to sound the alarm and demand that the scattered agencies of the E.U.F.
organize a vast national campaign to win the frontier for Christ.
The alarm Mills and others raised stimulated th e evangelical reform movement to found its
national societies, and the Big Five emerged as the focal point for the western campaign. In 1829
they launched a great campaign that sought to put a Bible in every home, place a school in every
district, and locate a pastor for every one thousand peop le. The Big Five flooded the frontiers
with tracts and Bibles. Sunday Schools began to appear. The American Education Society not
only trained pastors in eastern seminaries but also established seminaries out on the f rontier. By
1831 the American Home Missionary Society had 483 missionaries in the West and South while
the American Sunday School Union had another 112 workers in those regions. A substantial
number of denominational missionaries also engaged in frontier w ork.[38]
All three of the most influential domestic evangelical missionary and reform campaigns
used the same general set of activities, with varying degrees of emphasis, to accomplish the
Christianization of the objects of their work. Especially in the case of the missionary work with
the Indians, these efforts went well back into the colonial era. Early urban missionary and reform
efforts utilized the same general pattern of activities and cont ributed to the process, which made
them so popular among Protestant missionaries. The great missiona ry and reform campaigns on
the frontier solidified the types of activities engaged in and greatly expanded the scope of their
use and the resources Eastern evangelicals expended on them.
IV
In a landmark 1957 article, Clifford Griffin argued that the conc ept of "social control"
should be applied to the reform activities of antebellum American evangelicals, particularly the
Presbyterians and Congregationalists. He pointed out that an organized movement among
antebellum Protestants, which he summarized under the heading of "religious benevolence,"
sought to use religion as a means for maintaining control over society by d ictating to the public
how they should behave. That movement identified particular groups, such as Catholic
immigrants, as dangerous and car ried out specific activities aimed at converting those groups. It
did so because it believed that the safety of the nation depended upon Protestant control over the
nation.[39]
Several historians have questioned the Griffin's arguments and particularly r eacted against
the implication that antebellum evangelicals exercised social control primarily out of economic,
social, and political self-interest. The critics contend that a genuine concern for others, more
than self-interest or fear, motivated those who led the crusade for social control . The
evangelicals genuinely believed that people would live happier, more moral lives as Protestants,

and they would gain eternal life. The concept of social control, the critics claim, obscures the
humanitarian impulse that lay behind it.[40]
In reality antebellum evangelicals exhibited mixed motives. They did wish only the best
for those they sought to control, but their dualism encouraged evangelicals to so closely
associate the good of society with their own piety th at they could not but conclude that what was
good for them was good for the nation.[41]
Gerald Grob's study of nineteenth-century mental hospitals provides a way in which to
understand what social control meant in the evangelical context. Ac cording to Grob, antebellum
evangelicals considered mental illness a moral problem. Social deviants caused their own mental
condition by departing from the values of rural, Protestant American culture. Evangelicalism
dealt with this form of moral deviance by creating the mental hospital, a place that isolated
social deviants in a controlled, therapeutic environment using "moral therapy" to cure deviance.
Moral therapy included occupational therapy, religious exercises, games and amusements, and an
emphasis on a safe, humane environment.[42]
Grob's concept of moral therapy describes the strategy evangelicals pursued in their larger
drive to reform American society. Evangelicalism, especially in the antebellum era, tried to exert
social control in the United States by givi ng the whole nation a healthy dose of moral therapy.
Born of the Second Great Awakening, for example, the early nineteenth -century New York City
missionary movement sought to exercise social control over the urban poor through a massive
campaign of moral therapy which included the usual elements of evangelical reform tactics:
educational programs, distributing Bibles and literature, home visitation programs, and
revivalistic campaigns. That campaign paid especial attention to combating intemperance,
prostitution, and Sabbath-breaking, which it believed to be the "real causes" of poverty. It tried,
in short, to solve the "problem" of poverty by reforming the moral behavior of the poor.[43]
Moral therapy, moreover, provides an excellent desc ription of the aggressive-defensive
nature of Old School Presbyterian reform. As the 1820s crusade to save the Sabbath from Sunday
mail delivery demonstrated, the Presbyterians shared in the evangelical reformist concern for
social control and moral therap y. Considering such issues as Sabbath-breaking as moral issues,
Presbyterians practiced an aggressive moral therapy that sought to change the other into a mirror
image of oneself. And, just as moral therapy took place behind the safe walls of an institutio n, so
the Old School resolved to give their therapy from within the confines of their own separate
agencies and institutions. On the frontier Presbyterians emphasized the role of the church in
maintaining public order, providing public education, disciplin ing church members, and exerting
political influence. Non-Presbyterians accused them of trying to make the Presbyterian Church a
de facto established church bent on curbing the religious and moral liberties of others.[44]
Even at the end of the nineteenth century, Presbyte rians continued to assume that God was
at work in their society expanding divine lordship and control over it. They still believed that
God commanded them to exert control over society, particularly the intellectual life of the
nation, which Presbyterians considered to be their special responsibility. They still demanded
that political structures conform to their interpretations of biblical principles, and they still made
those demands in the firm conviction that the survival of the nation depended upon liv ing up to
those principles.[45] Hood concludes that nineteenth -century Presbyterian thought was an
"ideology of religious conquest" which sought to protect older social v alues and enhance the
power of the clergy within society.[46] One could hardly find a branch of American
evangelicalism more exemplary of the concepts of social control and moral therapy than the
Presbyterians, particularly of the Old School persuasion.

Conclusion
The web of American evangelical and Old School Presbyterian thinking, the he ritage of
the Laos Mission, has now been expanded to cover yet another set of strands, including reform,
perfectionism, social control, and moral therapy. These strands themselves created a variety of
evangelical movements, institutions, and organizations that embodied the drive for reform and
social control. In spite of the addition of these strands, however, dualism remained firmly in
place at the heart of the evangelical web. The evangelical reform movement, social control, and
moral therapy, like revivalism before them, did nothing more than express in concrete historical
forms the dualistic desire to convert the threatening other into a non-threatening similar.
In origin and intent, the evangelical reform movement remained essentially an expression
of evangelicalism's missionary impulse, particularly among the Old School Presbyterians. In
terms of the Laos Mission, this association of missions and reform meant that the mission
functioned as if it were an agent for the evangelical reform movement in nort hern Siam. The
Laos Mission expressed the same impulse, shared the same cognitive heritage, sought the same
ends, and acted in ways similar to the American evangelical reform movement.
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Chapter Seven
Perfectionist, reformist, dualistic evangelical Presbyterian thinking about the "threatening
other" permeates the writings of McGilvary, Wilson, and the other members of the Laos Mission.
The mission sought to Christianize and civilize, that is to reform, the whole of northern Thai
culture and society of people. In the tradition of Old School Presbyterian thought, furthermore,
the mission sought the perfection of northern Siam through the conversion of individuals to
American Protestant Christianity. It lab ored over each conversion and tested the convert to
discover the genuineness of his or her desire to become a Christian. Their Old School emphasis
on the importance of literacy in the life of the potential convert and on the need to study and to
rationalize one's decision to convert slowed the conversion process and made it even more of a
process focused on individuals.
The rationale behind the Laos Mission's activities lay in the dynamic of its intention to
reform northern Thai society through individual con versions. That intention severely limited the
scope of its activities to those that it believed would "save" northern Thai society from the
"evils" of its animist-Buddhist culture. The Laos Mission could not draw upon northern Thai
ways and values to determine its own activities because heathenism tainted everything northern
Thai. Consequently, the mission felt that it had to use only activities it learned from its own
American Protestant heritage.
I
The fact that the Laos Mission could only draw from its own cultural heritage for its work
and that it looked to individual conversions as the way to save the whole society determined t he
underlying strategy upon which the mission acted. That strategy dictated that the Laos Mission
must convert northern Siam to Christianity by segregating individual converts from their culture
and assimilating them into a "missionary culture" derived fro m American evangelicalism. The
mission, in other words, used the same strategy found in Grob's concept of moral therapy
whereby mental patients were segregated from the outside world and assimilated into the moral
culture of the hospital. It might well be argued that the mission looked upon its converts as
mental patients. Just as antebellum mental health care interpreted mental i llness as a moral and
religious condition, so too did the Laos Mission look upon heathenism as a religious and moral
condition. In order to cure the northern Thai of the moral illness of heathenism, the mission felt
it must segregate northern Thai Christians from the taint of their former culture and assimilate
them into a culture compatible with their new religion, that is an Ameri can-like culture.
In the years between 1867 and 1889, the mission segregated converts and potential
converts primarily by housing them in mission compounds and/or employing them as domestic
servants in mission homes. In this way, the mission exposed northern Thai individuals to an
alternative culture that it believed would remove the stain of heathenism from the lives of its
converts and potential converts. The mission's institutions and compounds became the means by
which it carried out its program of moral therapy for northern Siam.
In his study of domestic service in nineteenth -century America, Katzman argues that
domestic service was a modernizing agent that introduced poor imm igrant and black women to
the values and habits of mind of their employers. They had to learn to live by the clock, follow
certain procedures and schedules, and learn new values of efficiency and orderli ness. Katzman
observes about young immigrant domestic s that, "In effect, young girls moved through both

space and time, from the backward agrarian countryside into the modern urban industrial
society."[1] Northern Thai converts and potential converts took a similar journey when they
entered the employ and the homes of the missionaries.
While no statistics are available for the numbers of individuals who lived with the
members of the Laos Mission for the period 1867 to 1889, mission records leave the impres sion
that the number was substantial. As early as 1869, the McGilvarys had a blind convert who lived
with them. In 1872 McGilvary commented of another potential convert who had lived for him for
some time that he "...has long since ceased to be an idolater ."[2] In 1877 Saan Kam, an important
official from the village of Mae Dok Daeng, came to McGilvary very ill, and McGilvary treated
him in his own home for some time. After an extended period of recuperation, Saan Kam left
convinced of the truth of Christianity and eventually converted.[3] In 1880 a young man spent a
month with the Wilsons during which time. they spoke often about Christianity, and after his
conversion he returned to his village where he helped found a church.[4]
Accusations of witchcraft frequently drove people to live with the missionaries in the
1870s and 1880s. Villagers reacted to local calamities by claiming that an evil spirit possessed
someone among them, and they would drive the person considered possessed and his or her
family out of the village. Many of these people fled to the missionaries for refuge. In 1878, the
year McGilvary remembers taking in the first of such refugee families, a family from that same
village of Mae Dok Daeng fled to the McGilvarys where they also learned ab out and converted to
Christianity. They returned to Mae Dok Daeng to become the nucleu s of a church there. Holt
Hallet recorded that when he visited Chiang Mai in 1884 he found sixteen families accused of
witchcraft living with the missionaries.[5]
Young girls composed another important category of residents in missionary homes.
Chantah, a daughter of one of martyrs of 1869, went to live with the McGilvarys after her father
died, and in 1875 she reached an age where she could work as a domestic in th e home. She
learned how to care for the McGilvarys' son, to perform domestic chores, to sew, and to read.
When Sophia McGilvary began her small class that led to the Girls' School, Chantah became her
teacher's aide and later a full-time assistant teacher. Cole and Campbell regularly housed some
of their students in their own home on a permanent basis. In 1882 Cole had eight girls living
with her, and she consciously attempted to create a pious, disciplined, and literate environment
for "her girls" hoping that they would become capable Christian mothers, wives and church
leaders.[6] Some twenty years later another member of the Laos Mission commented on another
eight young Christian women who had all been housed by missionaries for extended periods of
time She wrote,
While these women are not perfect...it does our hearts good to see beautiful Christian
character being developed in them After all, that is the great and important work --character
building, rather than receiving mere numbers into the church. In the mis sionary homes these girls
were taught to sew, cook, wash dishes, serve the table, sweep, etc., and in the school to read and
write In both places they were taught to think. Above all, they early learned of the l ove of God
and to serve Him and their fellow men.[7]
This statement presents the rationale behind the entire process of segregation and assimilation
that guided, unconsciously in many ways, the work of the Laos Mission. It also quite aptly
restates the process Katzman described regarding domestic ser vants in the United States.
The above quotation also points to the importance of the mission's boarding schools, the
clearest and most significant long-term examples of the segregate and assimilate strategy. In the
period under study, the mission founded two boarding schools, the Girls' School in 1879 and the

Boys' School in 1888, and most of the mission's students boarded at the schools under the daily
supervision of missionary teachers. In October 1880, for example, twenty -two of the Girls'
School's thirty-three pupils boarded, and in July 1889, thirty-five of fifty-five regular attendees
at the Boy's School stayed in the dormitory.[8]
Both schools used an entirely western curriculum that duplicated without adaptation
subjects and methods used in the United States, especially literacy and religious instruction.[9]
In the years after 1889, these two schools bred the first northern Thai professional teachers,
produced a number of church leaders, and remained for many years the leading examples of
western education in northern Siam. The comments of one later mission educator shows that the
mission's boarding schools sought nothing less than the assimilation of its pupils into the
westernized missionary culture. Kate Fleeson in Lampang wrote in 1893 that she valued the
boarding schools because, "One can have so much more influence over the girls when they are
under one's control all the time." She described how the boarding schools could insure that
Christian girls possessed the skills, the knowledg e, and the morals needed to make good
Christian mothers and wives.[10]
The mission, seeking the same ends, regularly employed converts in a wide range of
domestic and institutional positions.[11] In 1872, when the mission only had six converts it
employed at least three of them. One recent convert had been in mission employ for almost a
year before his conversion. McGilvary commented upon the death of one of the leading members
of the convert community that for the five years after his conversion he regularly lived wi th and
worked for one or another of the mission families. Later, when the mission began to ordain
leading converts into formal church positions, such as deacon and elder, it normally employed
them as teachers and evangelists.[12] At times the missionaries hired non-Christians and then
used their increased proximity and influence with these people to encourage them to convert Dr.
Cheek in 1875 influenced his language teacher that way.[13]
In a significant number of instances, the Laos Mission pursued the segregation and
assimilation of converts through mission hospitals. In December 1872 McGilvary recounted how
two men treated at the mission's crude bamboo hut hospital became potential converts. One,
interestingly enough, stayed in missionary h omes for some time after his hospital stay. The other
one died in early 1873 but not before he demonstrated the influence of the hospital upon him by
refusing the care of spirit doctors.[14] In 1876 Lung (Uncle) Nan Panya and Lung Tooi
converted to Christianity after extended stays in the hospital during which time they studied
Christianity. The following year Chai Ma converted while he was staying with his wife who was
in the hospital.[15]
The mission's annual report for 1875 -1876 justified its desire for a permanent h ospital on
the grounds that such a hospital would make it easier to get potential patients away from spir it
doctors and under the influence of the mission.[16] Hospital conversions continued throughout
the entire history of the Laos Mission and culminated in 1912 when a severe malaria epidemic
brought hundreds of new patients under hospital care and thousands more under the treatment of
mission-trained medical evangelists. Hundreds converted as a result of successful treatments. In
1908, meanwhile, the mission opened a leprosarium, and because of the social fear of leprosy in
northern Siam it was a highly segregated community under the full control of the mission. By
1913 most patients at the leprosarium were converting and the mission founded a leper
church.[17]
The mission drew no boundaries between these various means for segregating and
assimilating its converts and potential converts. In 1872, for example, McGilvary wrote about
one recent convert who had first studied Christianity during a long stay in Dr. Vrooman's

temporary hospital and then lived with the McGilvarys in their home for more than a year.
McGilvary planned to take this convert on a missionary tour with him because the trip would be
a good "school" for him.[18] The mission's treatment of t hat unnamed convert encapsulates the
consistent segregate and assimilate strategy it employed to Christianize northern Siam.
Virtually every westernizing activity of the Laos Mission repeated that same strategy. It's
stringent, insistent demand that converts live according to the rhythms of the Christian calendar
effectively segregated them from the holidays and rest days provided in the traditional northern
Thai calendar while it cast them more deeply into westernized patterns of living.[19] As was
seen earlier, the "simple" mission requirement that converts must not work on Sundays changed
their relationship with their patrons and, thereby, weakened their participation in one of the
central, traditional human relationships of their society. When the missi on insisted that its
converts only use western medicines and medical treatment, it further segregated them from a
traditional society that relied heavily on animistic practices for medical treatment.[20] In the
same manner, the Laos Mission tried to develo p a northern Thai Christian literature so that its
members would not have to read traditional literature, that was mostly either Buddhist or bawdy
(by missionary standards). In fact, the mission established its press partly to exercise control
over what was printed in the northern Thai script so that only that which might aid their cause
was published.[21]
In order to understand, then, why the Laos Mission engaged in any particular activity, the
historian must always search for evidence of the strategy of segregate and assimilate. In what
ways does a particular activity segregate converts and potential converts from their former
culture? In what ways does the activity in question try to assimilate them into the missionary?
II
From within the worldview of dualism, the strategy of segregate and assimilate was
entirely logical. One "saved" those trapped in the sphere of the "damned" by segregating them
from that sphere and by assimilating t hem into the sphere of the "saved." The Laos Mission, it
must be said again, did not create something new in its work. American evangelicals used this
same strategy long before the founding of the Laos Mission because it was a logical consequence
of their worldview. They both cared about and feared the people of other races, cultures, creeds,
and philosophies. They believed those people would burn in hell for eternity and would destroy
the purity of evangelical faith and American republicanism unless they changed their beliefs and
moral standards. "Logically," segregating them from their old ways and assimilating them into
evangelicalism and Americanism represented the best hope for them and for evangelical
America.
While nineteenth-century evangelical reformers and missionaries drew on a varied arsenal
in their war on sin and infidelity, they frequently turned to educational programs as the chief
weapon in that war. Conservative evangelicals, in particular, reasoned that well educated people
could better understand and accept the truths of Christianity. They also assumed that educated
people would see the value of a pure life and, therefore, would lead more upright lives.
Evangelicals valued education, especially lite racy, because it gave people direct access to the
Bible. They also believed that education in and of itself stim ulated intelligence. At the heart of
the matter, lay the need for evangelicals to communicate their beliefs and values in ways that
would substantially shape or reshape the beliefs and values of others.[22] Education represented
the essence of the evangelical strategy.
As the essence of the evangelical strategy of segregate and assimilate, education had a
place in the intricate web of evangelical thinking that linked it to the other elements of that web.

Evangelicals looked to education as the means by whi ch they would achieve the "Great Society"
of the millennium. Since the millennium would bring the end of ignorance and superstition,
education seemed an important way with which to advance the coming of the end time. And
because of its millennial role, the drive for universal education became an important element in
antebellum strategy for attaining the mill ennium, reform.[23]
Evangelicals linked their hopes for moral reform and the control of vice to education as
well. Up to at least 1870 American schools at every level took it upon themselves to instruct
children and young people in what amou nted to a Protestant morality. They sought to dispel
doubts and questions about moral standards and to insure the prosperity and stability of the
nation through sound moral education. Education, then, became the primary means of social
control in antebellum America.
Scottish common sense philosophy contributed to the American concern for education.
From its premise that the conscience is grounded in a set of moral fir st principles, common sense
philosophy reasoned that knowledge of those principles would aid people in leading moral,
happy lives. The Scottish philosophers believed that children were born into a "brutish" state
from which they could be rescued only throu gh education. Education could protect children from
the influences of ignorant parents, lift them out of the state into which they were born, and guide
them toward a higher plane where they could escape from false ideas and opinions. Fallible
human conscience, in short, must be properly educated in order f or it to know and adhere to the
first principles of morality. The American academic moralists, a dominant voice in American
education until after the Civil War, put these common sense views at the heart of American
education.[24]
Grounded in the reasoning of common sense philosophy, antebellum education generally
emphasized moral instruction and discipline as the core of its curriculum. Moral instruction
comprised, for example, the core of the antebellum c ommon school movement, one of the most
important of the pre-Civil War reform movements. Horace Mann looked upon the common
school as the means to insure the continuance of republican government because it would cure
vice, ignorance, and poverty. The common school movement constantly reminded students
through textbooks and instruction that Protestant Christianity was the one true religion, that
America was a divinely favored nation, and that moral behavior was imp ortant for personal
happiness and national survival.[25] Gordon concludes, "the educational awakening [in its early
stages] was a Protestant crusade to establish a culture that became the dominant system of values
in the new nation." The instilling of Protestant values amounted to nothing less than t he moral
instruction of students.[26]
The Protestant domination of American education and use of the schools to inculcate
Protestant morality continued through the end o f the century. In places like Cincinnati,
postbellum educational reform aimed at teach ing Protestant values, limiting the influence of
"infidels" and Catholics, and maintaining a virtuous republic. Even in the early twentieth century
when educational practices moved away from heavy doses of Protestant moralizing, the
underlying aims of education to instill values and protect public order remained unaltered.[27]
Post-Revolutionary Presbyterian uses of education reflected that Scottish heritage and the
dualistic worldview Presbyterians shared with all evangeli cals. In theory and in practice,
Presbyterians relied on education to maintain the doctrinal and moral purity of their own
denomination and to inculcate Presbyterian ideals and values in the general population. Trinterud
summarizes the Presbyterian role in education in the post-Revolutionary period by observing that
they were "pre-eminently the educators of the middle states," and used their schools to combat

the spread of deism, reverse the decline of religion, and train a generation of leaders who shaped
the new nation politically as well as religiously.[28]
The Presbyterians played a particularly i mportant role in spreading higher education to the
frontier. Sharing with other Eastern evangelicals the fear that the frontier regions were
regressing into a state of savagism and infidelity, and they turned to educational strategies to
combat the dangers the frontier posed to evangelical religion and American republicanism.
Presbyterians devoted large amounts of resources in frontier colleges in order to maintain the
high educational standards of their own clergy and laity and plant those same standards i n
frontier society in general.[29]
The concept of moral therapy aptly describes the uses to which Presbyterians put their
education Old School Presb yterians, it will be remembered, emphasized the importance of
careful reflection and intellectual struggle as key elements in the conversion process takes place
gradually and without great emotional outbursts. Presbyterians assumed that such a process
required a carefully controlled educational env ironment that fed students heavy doses of
religious and moral instruction. Such education would turn the students into moral, orthodox
beings.[30]
Antebellum Presbyterian higher education, like antebellum mental hospitals, attempted to
isolate its "inmates" from the pernicious influences of society and parents by maintaining a
strong discipline. The Presbyterian colleges feared that society would con taminate their students,
and, therefore, the colleges had to become moral communities in which students woul d learn how
to live moral lives. The colleges restricted students' rights to leave campus, expelled rebellious
students, and even limited the amount of money parents could give students, all in an attempt to
protect the students from vice, idleness, extrav agance and disorder. In short, Presbyterian
educators sought to exert a strict social control over their students and, through them, influence
the larger society. Presbyterians placed their colleges next to their churches as the pillars of their
drive to Christianize the frontier.[31]
They used parochial schools in exactly the same way. Between 1846 and 1870 th e Old
School denomination established 264 parochial schools around the nation largely out of anxiety
over the growth of radical revivalism, the incr easing secularization of public education, and a
shortage of Presbyterian ministers. It believed that its pa rochial schools would strengthen its
influence over the minds of its children by making sure that they receive a proper religious and
moral education. The ultimate purpose of the schools was to provide the children with the
religious knowledge they needed to have a conversion experience. As in the case of the Laos
Mission's schools, these parochial schools were small, often operated under primitive co nditions,
opened somewhat irregularly, often included boarding arrangements, had irregular student
attendance, and more often than not was taught by women.[32]
The Presbyterian understanding of education, in sum, fit perfectly into the larger web of
dualism. The Presbyterians held that progress could only be achieved and civilization maintained
through education. They depended upon education to maintain the moral ity and, therefore, the
virtue of God's Chosen Nation. They expected that the millennium would arrive only when
"knowledge of the Lord" reached all peoples, knowledge spread only through education.
Presbyterians associated moral reform and benevolent activ ities with education, and they
believed that through education they could improve the lot of th e poor and assimilate all of the
diverse alien groups immigrating into the United States. Education, then, came down to a matter
of exerting social control over more than just students in Presbyterian colleges and schools. It
amounted to nothing less than the way in which the Presbyterian Church intended to apply moral

therapy to the whole nation so that it could exert a benevolent social control over the nation a nd,
thus, protect republicanism and liberty.[33]
Geiger makes an important observation about t he founding of Presbyterian colleges in the
West, one that may be extended to Presbyterian schools and academies as well. He notes that
their founding was "essentially a missionary activity."[34] On the Indiana frontier, Presbyterian
missionaries and churches founded Sunday schools, parochial schools, colleges, and a seminary.
Rudolph notes that Indiana Presbyterians consider ed higher education "the very capstone of
Hoosier Zion."[35] In New Mexico Presbyterian missionaries created a school system that
preceded public education, trained many early New Mexico leaders, and dominated education
among the Spanish in New Mexico into the twentieth century. Presbyterians had a similar impact
on Texas where they were leaders in education even though Texans did not fl ock to the churches
of this Eastern-dominated denomination. The Presbyterian drive to civilize the Alaskan frontier,
likewise, utilized education to achieve its purposes.[36]
The Presbyterian Church U.S.A. looked to education not only to extend its geogra phical
reach but also to attack "problem" groups. In 1864 the P.C.U.S.A. established a Committee for
the Education of Freedmen as its mission arm for the freedmen, and from that time onwards the
Presbyterian Church relied primarily on education to achieve the "uplift" of the freedmen. As
late as 1916 the P.C.U.S.A. still had some ninety schools for black students in the South.[37]
The Presbyterians dealt with the "danger" the Mormons presented by establishing the first
Protestant parochial schools in Utah, which they used to try to wean Mormon children away from
their parents.[38]
One might cite such examples endlessly because the Presbyterians so persistently and
consistently emphasized education in their campaigns to purify the world of Satan. It is not
surprising, then, to find the Laos Mission also using education to the extent that it did in its
campaign to purify northern Siam. Nor is it surprising to find that the Laos Mission called upon
exactly the same array of educational strategies and programs a s did Presbyterians and
evangelicals in the United States. In both nations they established Sunday sch ools, emphasized
literacy, established boarding schools, created a parochial school system, focused on religious
and moral training, and provided a large place for women in education. Given the Scottish
heritage of the Presbyterian Church, its concept of c onversion, and the dominance of common
sense philosophy over it, it felt "only natural" for Presbyterian in the United States and in
northern Siam to rely on education to achieve their missionary and social control goals.
The Laos Mission's educational program had a long, honorable history in the United States
before the mission imported them into northern Siam. Sunday schools, for example, paved the
way in evangelical education, provided the earliest opportunities for women to involved
themselves in education, played a major role in the Evangelical United Front's drive to civilize
the West, and were closely related to revivalism. From its American beginn ings in the late
eighteenth century, evangelicals used Sunday schools to try to extend their control over alien
ethnic and racial groups and to instruct the nation in moral purity. The evangelicals in Britain
and the United States first used Sunday schools to teach literacy to impoverished adults and
children.[39]
The boarding school, another key element in the program of the Laos Mission, had long
received particular attention by those working with the American Indi ans. They favored the
strategy of segregate and assimilate, and the boarding school seemed to them an ideal way to
accomplish that strategy.[40] Boarding schools for Indians, in fact, provided outstanding
examples of Grob's description of institutional mor al therapy for mental patients. The boardi ng
schools attempted to instill in their Indian pupils that long list of rural, middle class evangelical

values alluded to frequently in this thesis as well as evangelical piety and the skills to survive in
American society. It should be noted that governm ent-sponsored schools acted as aggressively in
their attempts to "reeducate" Indian children as did missionary boarding schools, and they both
pursued the same goals of teaching white morality, piety, and mores to their "savage"
charges.[41] The application of moral therapy to boarding school situations went beyond the
Indian boarding schools, and the Protestant -dominated nineteenth-century American society
frequently turned to boarding schools as one way to deal wi th potentially "dangerous" children,
including orphans and those from poor families.[42]
Programs of literacy education also played a part in the evangelical campaigns of cultural
conquest and social control. By the 1830s, evangelicals be lieved that literacy provided another
channel through which they could transmit their piety and morality, and their frontier programs
depended heavily on teaching literacy and distributing mountains of tracts and Bible portions.
Literacy provided, furthermore, a means by which society could constantly reform itsel f because
it gave the public direct access to literature needed to instruct it in moral, pious behavior[43]
When the Laos Mission, then, established parochia l schools, Sunday schools, literacy
classes, literacy as a test of the quality of church membershi p, domestic and industrial education
programs, it used a strategy for religious and social control American evangelicals had long
employed. It drew upon the worldview and the consequent experience of evangelicals,
particularly Presbyterians, in dealing wit h the threatening other. Those threatening others
embodied evil, disorder, and infidelity to the evangelicals, and one of the best ways evangelicals
had of eliminating their threat was to put them and their children in classrooms where they could
learn how to believe and behave as the "children of God" ought to believe and behave.
III
In addition to education, American evangelicals and their counterparts in northern Siam,
used various forms of technology that presented a somewhat different approach to the
relationship of missions to westernizatio n than did education. Whereas educational activities
directly engaged in moral therapy and social control and exemplified the strategy of segregate
and assimilate, the importation of western building skills, sewing machines, or even printing
technology did not do so directly. Yet, as was seen earlier, the Laos Mission could justify its
uses of western techniques and technologies on the grounds that in one way or another they
advance the "cause of Christ" in northern Siam.
Beneath those rationalizations lay a deeper evangelical habit of mind that identified
progress and providence with technological advancement. Protestant Americans came to see
railroads, canals, and rapid industrialization as the work of God leading the American nation
ever upward towards the promised millennium. Protestants tended to look upon missions as a
movement cut from the same cloth as technological advance. They, in fact, could look upon
technological change as another type of reform that adv anced in lockstep with the spread of
education and other reform movements.[44]
The uses of medicine provide a case in point. The tradition of using medicine for
missionary purposes went back to colonial times when Indian m issionaries used prayer and
bleedings to free Indians from the "heathen" influences to bring them under great missionary
control.[45] As has been seen, in the nineteenth century, Protestants used medical institutions as
elements in the campaign for moral reform. Dolan notes that Protestant zeal so dominated even
public hospitals and asylums in antebellum New York City that the Catholic Church felt
constrained to establish its own hospitals to protect its people from proselytization. In Protestant
hospitals, Catholics felt surrounded by enemies.[46]

No single form of technology presented as clear a rationale for evangelical use for
evangelistic purposes as did printing Protestant use of printing technology began during the
Reformation when they mounted what one study refers to as the first propaganda campaign in
history using the medium of printing. Luther, Calvin, and their followers used the printed word
to make the Bible widely available in the vernacular languages, to spread their doctrines, and to
attack the Catholic Church.[47] The Puritans brought printing with them to New England, where
their missionaries not only translated and printed the Bible in Indian languages but also created a
printed Indian-language literature as well.[48]
In the ensuing years, evangelicals used printing tim e and again to advance their cause
against the forces of evil and disorder in American society. The American Tract Society, as
already described, stood among the "Big Five" of the Evangelical U nited Front, and it, along
with the American Bible Society, pro duced massive amounts of literature in the E.U.F.
campaigns to "win" the South, the West, and the cities for evangelicalism. The Sunday School
movement also gladly employed technological advanc es in printing to promote its cause.[49]
In the meantime, Lyman Beecher used the strategy of distributing printed tracts as early as
1806 in his moral reform crusade to influence public sentiment in favor of outlawing dueling. In
later years evangelical reformers, such as those in the temperance movement, continued t o rely
on the distribution of printed tracts to try to mold public thinking.[50] Even during the Civil
War, Northern evangelicals turned to the distribution of prin ted literature as one of the ways in
which they tried to convert Union soldiers to evangelic alism.[51]
Printing, in short, fit back into the larger web of dualism because it joined education as a
medium by which evangelicals argued their cause against the "outside world." The evangelical
desire to convert the world forced it to engage in campaig ns of persuasion, and Findlay notes
that, "Propaganda materials in bewildering profusion thus became the order of the day in support
of every evangelical society. The benevolent societies created their own periodicals and
scattered other printed items by t he hundreds of thousands on to the public."[52]
Thus, the Laos Mission's use of medicine, printing, and other technological advances
amounted to something much more than opportunism. The missionari es did not engage in these
activities simply because they looked like good ways to convert the heathen. Rather, they were
drawn to the use of medicine, printing, and western technologies because of their worldview that
identified technological advances wit h the superiority of Christian, American civilization. Tho se
advances pointed to a progressive future that would one day attain the promised millennium
They helped to reform society by providing channels for the propagation of evangelical ideas.
Conclusion
In a very important sense, then, evangelicals saw someth ing much more than a piece of
machinery when they looked at the printing press. They saw an idea. By the same token, the
pills, the buildings, the literacy classes, and all of its other westernizing a ctivities expressed the
worldview of the Laos Mission, a world view it brought with it from evangelical America. The
machinery and the brick and mortar and the schools rooms represented, finally, the hope of a
Christian northern Siam that accepted not only the Christian religion but also the whole of
Christianized American and western life.
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Conclusion
In the nineteenth-century, the Laos Mission engaged in westernizing activities at the
expense of its evangelistic agenda because its dualistic, evangelical, Old School Presbyterian
perspective set rigid cognitive parameters for the scope of its work. Over and over again, that
perspective returned to one simple fact: the world and al l of reality was sliced into two distinct,
incompatible, mutually exclusive spheres. Around that simple fac t, American nineteenth-century
evangelical culture erected a richly textured system of thought that turned simple -minded
dualism into a grand world view. From the heights of that world view, evangelicals surveyed a
coherent universe built on "common sense. "
It seemed only sensible, to believe that evangelicalism must resist all other world views,
ideologies, and theologies. By definition anything that denied the truth of evangelical
Protestantism denied God and the true nature of the universe. It seemed only sensible, moreover,
to devise strategies to convert those who believed the "wrong" things into believers in the
Protestant truth. And so it went: revivalism seemed sensible because it provided the means to
convert the unconverted. Millennialism and a belief in progress proved that the Protestant truth
would eventually conquer all doubters and sinners. The ideas of civilization and savagism
described the boundaries of the opposing spheres of good and evil and placed nations and
societies in a comforting sociocultural schema. The belief in the United States as the New Israel,
God's Chosen Nation, enabled evangelicals to subsume their nation and its rep ublican values
within the web of dualism.
And since the world was so obviously divided into opposing camps, it made only sense for
evangelicals to seek to exert control over American society. How else could they preserve the
purity its God-given millennial mission required of it? How else could they assimilate dangerous
competitors? Social control, "of course," meant isolating the impure from the rest of society and
exposing them to moral therapy. Over the course of the decades, the evangelical movement
reached out to reform the nation through a series of crusades, great and small. In each case,
evangelicals identified a corrupt enemy who endangered society and conducted its crusade to
convert that enemy. They evangelized the poor, prostitutes, consumers of alcohol, slave holders,
or even meat eaters. They evangelized Catholics, immigrants, Jews, Chinese, Mexican
Americans, urbanites, frontier dwellers, Mormons, Deists, and the American Indians.
Dualism stood as much more than a theory interesting only to i ntellectual historians. The
whole course of white America's attitudes towards and actions against the American Indian
makes no sense apart from dualism. The history of nineteenth-century mental institutions,
education, art, political institutions, family a nd gender relationships, and even wars (especially
wars) makes equally little sense apart from the key elements of evangelical dualism. The history
of nineteenth-century evangelicalism itself cannot be understood apart from the supposedly
"simple" fact of its dualistic worldview. Dualistic thinking revealed itself in every facet of the
movement, institutions, and events of evangelicalism.
The power of evangelical dualism lay in the fact that it defined itself as based upon
eternal, biblical truth, the only trustworthy window onto the nature of reality available to the
human race. The popular common sense philosophy that turned dualism into a philosophical
system purported to provide people with a realistic, trustworthy method for judging truth from
falsehood and right and wrong. It did so through a circular reasoning that allowed what
evangelical beliefs to be the measure of what should be believed. Among Presbyterians, the

Princeton Theology linked common sense philosophy to orthodox Calvinism, conser vative
revivalism, and biblical literalism, making of this system of thought that same self -based
standard of truth and moral behavior. By its own norms for truth, Presbyterian evangelicalism
locked its worldview within itself so that its adherents must au tomatically reject contradictory
belief systems out of hand.
It is fair to ask, how dualism could have such power over evangelicals as to determine not
only how they thought but also how they acted. In his description of the dialectical process
between society and the individual in the development of individual cons ciousness, Berger
emphasizes that, as a rule, people are quite unaware that the process is even taking place. The
social environment seems to them to be virtually identical with their natural environm ent.[1]
Berger describes this process of "reification," as, "...the apprehension of human phenomena as if
they were things, that is, in non -human or possibly supra-human terms." Reification creates a
paradox in which humanity produces a social reality whil e denying all the while that it does such
a thing.[2] Trained to believe in the truths of the beliefs they learned from childhood, and taught
that the very act of questioning those beliefs denied truth, evangelicals normally acted without
question upon what they "knew" to be true.[3]
Evangelicals remained caught in this cyclical, unconscious mind set because, particularly
in the case of the Presbyterians, their religious beliefs and their philosophical framework clearly
taught them that only that which they believed and cherished made "sense". Anything else, they
assumed, did not make sense and must be discounted as not true and not of the realm of the light.
Reification, therefore, hardened the evangelical understanding of the world into a world view
that found in the alien what it taught should be found: dangerous infidelity to God and Truth.
The process Berger so aptly describes was complete. Evangelicals internalized dualism. They
experienced it as an objective reality. And they externalized w hat they learned in a way that
confirmed that dualism.
Emotion reinforced the power of evangelical dualism. The elaborate vocabulary
evangelicals employed in reference to those outside the sphere of salvation captured the disdain,
fear, revulsion, and anger evangeli cals felt towards them. The emotional content of categories
such as heathen, savage, infidel, idolater, degenerate, and uncivilized made it difficult for
evangelicals to treat threatening others as anything more than objects for pity and conversion.
The abolitionist, the teetotaler, the reformer, and the missionary shouted always and again the
battle cry of evangelicalism, "No Compromise!" Emotional revulsion against evil kept that
commandment uppermost in evangelical minds.
Essentially a conservative movement, evangelicalism aimed at preserving orthodox
theology, established morality, and traditional mores. In the nineteenth -century it stood for the
rural past against urbanization, frontier barbarism, and Indian savagism. It stood, that is, for
social order and morality against all of those forces that it perceived as threatening Protestant
hegemony.
Evangelicalism's aggressive-defensive posture grew out of its dualistic conservatism.
Believing in the superiority of the old ways, it displayed a siege mental ity in its battle to
conserve the old. It attempted to maintain the purity of its institutions and organizations while
attacking the impure from its purified, protected core. Evangelicalism, at one and the same time,
sealed itself off from the outside worl d while crusading to expand its boundaries and bring more
"lost souls" into their safety. Through its reform campaigns, it forayed out into enemy territory
to establish new bases of purity and morality.
*********

Operating out of evangelicalism's dualisti c frame of mind, the Laos Mission defined
northern Thai religion and culture in what amounted to a self-fulfilling prophesy. Defining as
heathen and uncivilized anything beyond the pale of their own religious and social heritage,
Presbyterian missionaries found what they knew they would: uncivilized, degraded, immoral,
superstitious, illogical, dead heathenism. Virtually every aspect of northern Thai society fell, in
their eyes, within the domain of Satan. The members of the Laos Mission, in other words,
entered northern Siam with an already internalized dualism that they expe rienced as objective
reality. They then externalized that dualism in such a way as to confirm and cement its reality,
for them, in northern Siam.
Here we must return to the "prime dire ctive" of evangelical dualism: no compromise with
the enemies of God. Nineteenth century evangelicalism, with its revivalistic, perfectionist
heritage prevented the Laos Mission from attempting any adaptations of north ern Thai mores to
their purpose of Christianizing the region. It had to preserve the purity of its own beliefs and
structures. It had to win a complete victory over heathenism. Emotionally, as well as
ideologically, the missionaries could not allow themsel ves to be canny in adapting their reli gion
to the culture of the region. Nor could they patiently accept "corruptions" in the short term. The
ideology of dualism locked the missionaries away from northern Thai culture and society, and
they had, then, no choice but to use American ideas, instit utions, and technologies in their work.
Dualism created a dilemma the Laos Mission could neither escape nor solve. On its home
ground in the United States, conservative evangeli cal dualism sought to protect orthodox religion
and traditional society from the ravages of social change. But in northern Siam the Laos Mission
tried to use this conservative dualism as an instrument of radical social revolution. The dynamics
of their world view simply did not fit the missionaries' use of it: they were not revoluti onaries
with a vision of a great new society. They, rather, sought to recreate an alien way of life in
northern Siam while hiding behind the walls of their evangelical fortresses , the compounds and
institutions of the mission itself. While revolutionaries travel light, hide themselves among the
people, and speak to the desires of people for change, the Laos Mission carried a heavy agenda
that divorce it from the lives of the peopl e.
The aggressive-defensive posture of evangelicalism trapped the Laos Missio n into a mode
of operation designed to frustrate its goal of Christianizing northern Siam. Evangelical
defensiveness constantly erected barriers of strangeness between itself and the people. It
demanded that those who accept Christianity go through a decul turalization process that
radically altered their social situation. In overtly attacking the whole northern Thai social
structure, Evangelical aggressiveness gave the missionaries th e appearance of interlopers who
had to be resisted. It was hardly the way to run a social revolution.
Another key to the problem of why the missionaries conducted themselves as they did lies
in the dynamics of Christianization and westernization itself. After "deciding" that they could
borrow nothing from northern Thai religion and society, the missionaries imported more and
more of their own culture in ever expanding circles of activities that, in turn, thoroughly
distracted them from evangelizing northern Siam. Education provided an outstanding example.
The missionaries saw that in order to spread Christianity they had to teach "the knowledge of the
Lord" in schools. But they could not use northern Thai schools, cur ricula, or methods of
instruction because Buddhism dominated northern Thai education. They had to create an entire ly
new system of education. In order to do that, they had to build proper school buildings, procure
proper teaching equipment, train teachers, devise suitable curricula, and produce textbooks.
Each of these activities drew the missionaries on by logical ex tensions to engage in still
more activities. The construction of a school building took vast amounts of time as the

missionaries had to find building supplies, supervise construction, train craftsmen in new
techniques, and create an administrative structur e to support all of these other activities.
Equipment had to be imported which meant still more time in lobbying the Board of Foreign
Missions for funds, then locating sources of supplies, ordering those supplies, and then getting
them shipped upriver to Chiang Mai. The production of textbooks required a press, intensive
linguistic study, and translating materials into northern Thai.
At every twist and turn, then, the mission had to go on to still other activities that led it
down still other avenues that, in turn, led it further and further way from its stated goal of
changing the people' religious beliefs, until the mission became primarily an agent of
westernization rather than Christianization. The task of recreating American evangelical culture
in northern Siam proved to be a gargantuan undertaking. But given the defensive attitudes of the
mission that caused them to fear for the purity of their religion if they took anything at all from
northern Thai society, the Laos Mission had no choice. It dare not compromise with heathenism.
It could use only that which came from the sphere of the good. They could only do what
American Protestant missionaries around the world did, namely, import as much of the West as
possible into the cultural situations where the y worked.
*********
The members of the Laos Mission were conventional conservative Presbyterian
evangelicals living out their conventional faith and piety in a most unconventional place. They
made sense out of their situation through their dualism, a worl dview that encompassed all of
reality and truth to them. On the basis of that world view they believed that the only path to the
conversion of the northern Thai to Christianity lay in reconstructing American evangelical
values, mores, habits of mind, and r eligious institutions and practices in northern Siam. In the
end, the overwhelming demands of westernization forced Christianization into the background so
that the Laos Mission became a major source of westernization in northern Siam while that
region remained firmly Buddhist and animist.
From within the logic of dualism, then, the Laos Mission did not act in a puzzling manner.
The mission acted out the logical consequences of its dualistic world view believing, as it did,
that it could convert the heathens only by removing them to a safe haven where the values, the
moral behavior, the beliefs, and the institutions of missionary culture could sustain them in their
acceptance of Christianity. How else, they would have asked, could one com bat the evil terrors
of heathenism? The magnificent edifice of evangelical dualism allowed no other strategy and no
other set of activities to attain that strategy.
In the end, the members of the Laos Mission presented the spectacle of deeply committed,
highly motivated people who wanted to change the world for the better and yet walled
themselves off in a narrow system of prejudice that frustrated their commitment to assist others.
Paradoxically, the very worldview that motivated them to go to northern Siam kept them from
doing what they wanted to do once they arrive. Their experience reveals a pattern of paradox in
which human fallibility twists, turns, fragments, an d even frustrates human ideals in the
strangest ways, especially for these missionaries who were doing what t hey thought was right in
the only way they thought they could do it.
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